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EDITOR'S NOTE

GETTING TO KNOW YOU
t's time I thanked all of you for the care and thought you put into your letters to the
editor. I read a lot of alumni publications and can tell you some of the liveliest
dialogue, especially among Catholic magazines, appears on our pages. At times ,
the exchanges take on a life of their own, and I wonder if people get past the letters
pages to the rest of the issue!
One of the most difficult parts of my job is shortening your submissions so some
space is available for everyone's opinion. I try to run them all (no matter how damning) and usually omit only those (no matter how complimentary) with points already
stated in other letters.
I think I enjoy your writing so much because it makes me feel like I know you
personally. Once in a while, I get an article that touches me in much the same way
the letters do. "Days Rich with Emptiness" by Mitch Finley (page 14) is just such
a piece. It discusses the struggle we all face in trying to get some quiet reflective
space in our otherwise always-gotta-be-somewhere, always-gotta-do-something
lives. Mitch , a free-lance writer, makes an annual retreat at a Trappist abbey in
Oregon and spends a week just " being."
I enjoyed the irony of working with this essay at my usual frantic deadline pace.
The greatest irony, however, was when I first received the article ; looking at a stack
full of manuscripts to read , I was in a hurry to get through the piece. But Mitch's
story is meant to be read thoughtfully and savored, like a fine meal with family
and good friends-and hopefully, sometimes, like life.
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SENIOR SEMINAR
Elderhostel brings a di ffe rent kind
of student to Santa Clara.
By Christine Spielberger '69

DAYS RICH
WITH EMPTINESS
A noted Catholic writer refl ects on
his annual retreat to a Trappist abbey,
a respite from the dail y stress of
getting and spending . In a related
article, he discusses " The Inner
Expe rience," an unpublished book
by Thomas Me rton that examines
the modern contempl ative li festyle.
By Mitch Fi nley '73
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WHAT'S WRONG WITH
THIS PICTURE?

28-Sculpting magic

The image of an all -male Senate
committee weighing the merits of
Anita Hill 's charges aga inst Clarence
Thomas spurred a group of Bay Area
women to create 20 %+ by 2020, a
group dedicated to increas ing female
representation in gove rnment and
top co rporate management.
By Sallie Lycette '86

DUNGEON OF THE MIND
A young woman tell s of he r battl e
with cli nical depression, a di sease
that affli cts an estimated 20 million
Americans.
By Kathy Daile-Molle '85

UP CLOSE:
SAM HERNANDEZ
Organic materi als and multicultu ral
influences evolve into bold , ea rthy
images at the hands of SCU's res ident sculptor.
45-Amid the L.A. uprising
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scars; but fo r some in the latte r
group, the scars meant pe rma nent
ste rility and lifelong grief.
It is time the government and the
public respect a woman's right and
ab ility to make an informed dec ision, while we resist the temptati on
to j udge.
Dee Danna '68
San Jose, California

Anticipating Homophobia

Money and Happiness
My hea rt bleeds fo r people who
have two ca rs, a refri ge rator, central heating, a washe r, a drye r, a
vacuum cleaner, and a television or
two-conveni ences we didn't have
when I was a child in the 1920s. I
don't know wh at class we were in ,
[but) we had a pi ano, a pho nog raph , a n e ncyc lo pedi a, a d ictionary, a bathroom, electricity, and
a telephone that said , " Numbe r,
please," when we took the receive r
off the hook.
We re we a ny unh appie r th a n
th e " middl e-c lass" famili es in
" Squ eez ing th e Middl e Cl ass"
[Summer 1992]? I don't think so.
Wh a t th ose piti a bl e middl eclass famili es mig ht co ns ide r is
to da re to change their stand ard
of living. Is one bathroom fo r a
fa mil y of fo ur a real hardship? We
had one fo r a famil y of eight. We
we nt to the library at least twice a
week and to a movie maybe once
a month . Peri od. We didn't "eat
out" -we picnicked .
My criterion of a good society is
th e happiness of its me mbers. I
don't see that the present generation
is any happie r than my generation
was during the Depression and even
during World War II .
You may have noticed I didn't say
we were all happy. We had problems. But we didn't have delusions
of grandeur. Yes, we had drea ms
and hopes fo r a better life, but on
the whole I think may be we we re
a little happie r th an today's socalled middl e class.
Elena Klein
Redwood City, Califo rnia
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Defending the Unborn

A Pro-Choice Stand

Regarding alumni who write pro1i fe lette rs to th e ed ito r, S usa n
Yale riote '77 asks, " Who do these
peo pl e th ink th ey a re?" [" A
Woman's Choice," Letters, Summe r 1992) . Speak ing fo r myself, I
ca n answe r her questi on by say ing
I write pro-life letters in order to
spea k up fo r pre-born women and
men who, as yet, have no vo ice. I
hope and pray my letter of suppo rt
fo r pre- born people will save at
least one baby fro m a brutal death .
I hope and pray my letter will save
at leas t one woma n fro m be ing
wo und ed by the phys ica l, emoti o na l, a nd s piritu a l t ra um a of
abo rtion.
Joan Triplett Noyes '73
Sunland , Ca lifo rnia

To Susan Ya le riote '77, an ac quaintance during my Santa C lara
years, I want you to know I am also
pro-choice. A woman should have
the right to control her own body.
I believe many alumni have a prochoice stance, but are hesitant to
vo ice a n o pini o n in a Ca th o li c
uni vers ity magaz ine.
O n anothe r issue, to those who
feel SCU is losing its Catholic character, I would like to say I learned
one important lesso n by attend ing
Catholic schools: It is better to give
than to receive. John Kennedy menti oned so mething si mil ar in his inaugura l address, and it is quite the
opposite from the Reaga n/ Bu sh/
Quay le a nd c urre nt Republica n
Pa rty phil osophy: " I got mine ;
sc rew everyone else."
Larry Freitas '76
Aptos , California

A Father for Life
Susan Yaleriote '77 states, " I take
iss ue w ith any pe rso ns (mu c h
mo re any man) insinuating themselves into such a tremendous decision. Who do these people thin k
they are?"
Susan, I'll tell you who I am . I
am the fa the r of eight wo nde rful
children. As a C hristian, I fee l a
tremendous responsibility not only to the 4,000 babies aborted each
d ay (4 00 of wh o m a re in th e
seve nth , eighth , or ninth month of
preg na ncy), but also to ma ny
moth ers who suffer th e phys ical
a nd emo ti onal co nsequ e nces of
suc h a ho rre nd o u s d ec is io n . I
believe human li fe is sac red in all
its stages. For these reasons, I wi ll
continue to participate in rescues;
support preg nancy c ri sis centers ;
and above all , pray that soon we
will return to common sense.
Gary M. Guardino '65
Paradise, California

Choice Without Judgment
I have become quite fru strated
with th e ove rbea ring, rig hteous
speake rs who toss a ll Catho lics
who support pro-choice into a pool
of he retics destined to spend eternity burning in hell.
I am a practi cing Catholic, the
product of 13 yea rs of Ca th o li c
educati on. I have neve r been in the
position to consider having an abortion, and I certainl y don't believe
abortion is an appropriate method
of birth cont rol.
Still , I am pro-choice. Though I
di sag ree in principle, I reali ze it is
not my pos ition to j udge another
hum a n bei ng . I think , in so me
cases, preg nancy could be as great
a threat to a wo man's safety and
we ll-being as a gun to her head .
I know wo me n who have had
legal and illegal abortions. All bear

I get a chuckle out of the outraged
letters to the edito r about your relatively progressive articles, and I'm
pos itive I will read some homophobic res po nse to the excell ent
profil e o n Karen Harbeck J. D. '81
[" Coming Out of the C las sroom
Closet," Summer 1992). Inasmuch
as a close fri e nd of mine on th e
SCU fac ul ty is gay, I fee l more safe
about his job shoul d he choose to
"come out."
Keep on with your work , please,
of bringing the Church out of th e
14th century.
Bobbi Hoover M.A. '84
Santa Clara, California

Sexuality and Teen Suicide
I wa nt to th a nk Santa Clara
Magazine fo r the excellent article
on Karen Ha rbeck's research on
gay a nd les bi a n s t uden ts a nd
teac hers. Your a rticle foc uses on
what I consider a crucial issue: the
effec ts of ho mo ph ob ia in th e
schools. It's trag ic that so many teen
suicides are related to homophobia
and that the federall y fu nded st udy
investigating teen sui cide has been
suppressed. This is in fo rmation all
educators and parents should know.
Diane Jonte-Pace
Assistant Professor of
Religious Studies
Santa Clara Uni versity

Unacceptable Lifestyle
I was di smayed to read the book
review of Coming Out of the Classroom Closet. I am a larmed that
Santa C lara woul d be duped into
becoming an unwitting all y of the
hidden lesbian-homosexual agenda
to legitimatize perversion , whi ch
incl udes acceptance of homosex uality as a " lifestyle," acceptance of
al l " lifestyles" as equally valid , and
unhindered access to young Americans as a source of acceptance and/
or future victims.
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The most pernicious lies used by
homosexuals are that young homosex uals are confused , hurt , and
need help. The truth is that young
homosexuals are distressed by thei r
perversion. The militant homosexuals want access to them so they
may turn these confused youths to
the dark side.
When criticized, ho mosex ua ls
sc ream homophobia. However,
there is a marked differe nce between a ground less phobia and a
desire to protect im press io nabl e
youths from the wi les of evildoers .
Equally important , a true Christian
would not condone violence aga inst
anyone.
T. Patrick Hannon '70
Campbell, California

SCM's Secular Content
The letters to the editor ["FeelGood Catholicism" and " Masquerad ing as Catholic," Summe r 1992]
could not have been more co rrect
in describing the content of most of
the artic les in yo ur magaz ine. I
agree SCM's articles moc k papal
authority and promote rad ical feminism , divorce a nd re ma rriage ,
euthanasia , abortion, and homosex uality. I went to a Catholic uni versity and practice my Catho lic
faith because I believe the afo rementioned are wro ng. I want to
read in the magazine the positive influences of Catho lic ism and Christianity in ou r li ves and not why
some women try to j ustify the killing of their unbo rn children and
think the Church shoul d change its
laws to justify thei r sins.
As I read the magazi ne, I ca nnot
separate the content and themes of
the articles from those found in the
sec ular, social ist- lean ing p ress.
This is the same press where more
than 90 percent of the principals do
not go to church or practice any

FA LL 1992

religion or faith (Lichter and Roth man Survey). If your idea of di versity is to promote the beliefs of people who want to redesign the Cath olic Church to fi t the ir li fes tyles,
incl uding moral re lati vism , th en
Santa Clara Magazin e sho uld
d isassociate itself from the Church
and the Uni versity.
Charles Woj slaw MSEE '69
San Jose, Ca lifornia

Good News at SCU
In his letter [" Masqu erading as
Cath olic"], William Ka rl es kind
wonders why, after so many yea rs
o f C ath o li c sc hooling, he a nd
"al most al l" of his class mates no
longer practice the Roman Catholic
fa ith -and pro mptl y bla mes the
schools. Good qu esti on ; wrong
answer.
I must confess that I do not share
hi s acade mi c bac kg round : I attended neither Catholic elementary
no r Catholic high school, but I did
enroll at Santa Clara University fo r
fo ur wo nd erful und e rg radu a te
years. I was born a Catholic, was
baptized a Cath olic, duti full y attended CC D, and was confirmed a
Catholic-yet it wasn't until I set
foo t o n th e SCU campu s th at I
lea rn e d w hat it mea ns to be
Catholic.
The Jes uit traditi on taught me
well because it taught me to question. I am reminded of an admoni tion scrawled across a blackboard :
" Questi o n auth o ri ty-a nd when
authority answers, listen!" To question honestly, to think carefull y, to
doubt faithfull y- this has been the
Jesuit legacy that I inherited at SCU
and that I, as ass istant superintend e nt of sc hools, Cath o lic School
Departme nt , Diocese of Stockton,
try to pass on to my students.
Acco rdin g to th e Na ti o na l
Catholic Educational Association,
Catho lic sc hoo ls are " the good
news in education." For me, the
good news bega n at SCU.
John A. Cardoza '71
Stockton, California
Odyssey of Faith
I have read with sadness " FeelGood Cath o lic ism" and " Masquerading as Catholic." But lest the
w rite rs fee l a ny thing fro m th at
commenta ry, I read in our Ora nge
County diocesan newspape r that
"our co mmuni o n w ith Ro me is
ex pli c itl y w ha t mak es Ro ma n
Catholic ism di stinct from all othe r
branches of C hri stianity." Such

linear think ing is totally acceptable
for personalities and intellects that
see Catholic ism as a corporation.
And I mean nothing disparag ing of
this mind-set.
But I see the founder of our teamChristi anity as a god-man pe rsonage who envisioned our community
a nd indi v id ua l grow th in fa ith ,
directl y empowe red by the Holy
Spirit. And the Jesus I serve- the
Trinitarian God I worship-and the
religion I practice are a lot more encompass ing than the tenor of the
letters I read . But that's not to say
I'm correct. For I, too, am a cradleto-grave Catholic.
I personall y have had an odyssey,
but I came home again to the Catholic Church. I am glad I survived
this journey and that the hound of
heaven never fo rgot me. But now
th at I'm back , I do no t have a
myopic view of Catholicism. Liberatio n theology and th e chari smati c renewal ca n both ma ke a
Cursillo. De Co/ores.
Thomas M. Whaling '55
Irvine, California

Faith Transcends Culture
William Karl eskind blames his
loss of fai th on the changes in the
Church and at SCU si nce 1960.
Karleskind is compl aining the rules
a re no longe r quite as clear and
strict, the uni fo rm has changed , and
the message isn't the same as what
he conside rs to be the message of
traditional Catholic fai th . Because
these externals have changed , he
believes the Uni versity has fa iled to
culti vate the fa ith in its students.
Although those things have ind eed c ha nged , religion is no t
equival ent to faith. Religion is what
we do togethe r to help us grow as
a community of fa ith. It is the externalized stuff; and because it is a
socially organized entity, it is irreparably linked to the culture of its
people (and as irreparably fl awed
as the culture of its people). Faith
transcends culture and it transcends
religion and religious sty le. It is fo r
everybody.
I had plenty of co mpl aints about
the Jesuit education I received and
I, too, left the Chu rch for 10 yea rs
after attend ing Santa Clara. I do n't
think the reason was that the ed ucation I received was lacking in trad ition; I think it was that it was too
mental, especially in the early days
fo llowi ng Vatican II . Mental tra ining is impo rtant, bu t it is not a
substitute fo r the nitty-g ritty strug-

g le a nd raw co u rage th a t fa ith
demands.
After college, my generation became too embarrassed to participate
in something that coul d not be explained rationally and did not seem
to impact our li ves. We became too
grow n-up to light ca ndles and rema ined too infa ntile to take responsibility for the lu kewarm , med iocre, bo ne-dry wo rship th at was
offe red in many Catholic pari shes
and had so miserably fa iled to touch
the deepest places of our li ves with
healing , meaning, and hope.
I thin k the only true solution is
fo r indi viduals to take responsibility
for their own faith development and
fo r all of us to Iisten to the needs
of each other.
Noelani (Lani) Smith '70
Albany, California

Enlightened Education
Ignatius of Loyola founded his
order o n the Christian humanistic
p re mi se th at edu catio n and th e
development of the mind/soul constituted the most noble path an individual could take toward the ki ngdom of heaven and the greater glory
of God. Does Will iam Karl es kind
expect an o rder fo unded fo r th e
spec ific pu rpose of ed ucation and
critical inquiry not to learn , evolve,
and improve over several centuries?
Jesuit ideals, since their very inception, have often countered the papal
bureaucracy. T his ve ry d ia lectic
provides a beauti fu l and inspiring
exa mpl e of how the Catholic fa ith
ca n adapt to remain releva nt in an
increasingly compl ex , fea rful , and
hate-fi lled world .
If Karl eskind embraced the true
sp irit of Ignatius' teac h ings , he
mig ht cast as ide the scratchy collar of trad ition before criticizing the
wardrobe of Eric DeBode, S.J. , '88
and Ted Gabrielli , S.J. , "iS? and instead acknowledge the pos itive influe nce of these two selfless priests
worki ng to improve the lives and
outlook of young people in East Los
Angeles. Karleskind takes the easy
ex it by limping home to the minddeadening comfort of Catholicism's
increas ing ly irre levan t dog ma :
dogma based on racist, misogy nist,
ho mo ph ob ic, a nd se lf- loat hing
tenets developed hundreds of years
after the death of Christ and honed
to a dead ly razo r sharpness during
the bloody cru sades of the Dark
Middle Ages.
Steve Hamilton '86
Brooklyn , New Yo rk
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From Aaron to Zechariah
SCU professor helps create 6 ,200-entry Bible dictionary
he Anchor Bible Diction- t
ary, the first major Bible ~
dictionary published in th e ]
v
United States in 30 years, has a
Santa Clara connectionJ. David Pleins , assistant professor of religious studies.
One of three associate editors
for the six-volume, 7,200-page
dictionary, Pleins began working on the project while a graduate student at the University of
Michigan.
"In the beginning, I was a resea rch assistant," he sa id .
" Building on the recommenAssociate editor J. David Pleins shows off The Anchor Bible Dictionary
dations of our board of cons ultant s, I examined other some were handwritten . (A n Hebrew Bible (Old Testament)
dictionarie s and di ction a ry entry from the south of France that covers the socioeconomic
proj ec ts to see what th ey'd was written o n the back of a understa nding of pove rty and
omitted or where they were postcard. That one didn't make injustice a mong the ancient
Israelites.
weak , and then I compiled the it into the dictionary.)
list of needed entries. Th e
The paper chase of working
Plei ns devoted five years to
standard dictionary defines and with hundreds of contributors The Anchor Bible Dictionary
explains words. We wanted to a nd milli ons of words was project.
cover not onl y vocabulary, but mind -bogg lin g . Storage of
" It was exci ting to see so
the historical and cultural con- a uth ors ' con tracts a nd co r- many top scholars coming totext of that vocabulary."
respondence a lo ne occupied ge th er to crea te thi s se t of
Lists of scholars who might eight long file drawers. Storage volumes. It was a great hono r
write on those topics were com- of a ll manuscripts a nd back- to be part of such a project ,"
pi led with the help of the board ground artic les took 65 add i- he sa id .
of consultants.
tional drawers .
"This is going to be an endurAfter graduating with a Ph .D.
In 1987 Pleins joined Santa ing contribution to the field .
in Near Eastern studies, Ple ins Clara's facu lty. " By this stage, Long after our various articles
taught part time at the Univer- I was edit ing manuscripts re- and conference presentations
sity of Michigan and continued lated to the Hebrew Bible for have been tossed in the du stbin, this dictionary will be
working on the dictionary pro- the project."
ject , advancing to associate
Pl ei ns helped develop a style contributing to resea rch and
guide to avo id g laring incon- discovery."
editor.
"At thi s stage, I reorganized sistencies in the thousands of
Nearl y 1,000 scholars conand managed the office," he entries. He also established a tributed 6,200 entries, some of
said. "I developed an office uni fo rm system for citing the which are 50 pages or more .
structure that could man age bibliographic references that Scholars from the Middle East,
the hundreds and hundreds of fo llow all major entries. And he Asia , Africa, Europe, and the
manu scr ipts that were com- single-handedly compiled the Americas participated . Pro ing in." Hi s system tracked a entire 27-page list of abbrevia- testants, Catholics, Jews, and
vast collection of articles , tions found at the beginning of Muslims-as well as non so urces, writers' contracts, each volume.
believers-wrote entries. VirPl ei ns' last contribution was tually every seriou s bib Iical
and correspondence.
Most contributors submitted as an author. He wrote the 12- scholar was involved.
Dictionary Editor in Chief
typewritten manuscripts, but page e ntry o n poverty in the

T
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David Noel Freedm a n was
quoted in the July 27 US. News
& World Report as saying the
goal of the dictionary was to
c reate "a tool for intellectual
understanding, not a devotional
guide."
The six-volume set, with an
initial press run of 25,000, was
published by Doubleday (1992)
and sells for $360 retail. The
total production cost of The Anchor Bible Dictionary is estimated at $2 million .
Plein s, who grew up in
Michigan , sa id he's been inte rested in religion and history
s inc e he was a child. "T he
study of the Hebrew Bible permitted me to blend those inte res ts," he said. " Th e Old
Testament's impact on the development of Judai sm , Christianity, and Islam is remarkable.
To study the one source is to
enter into the legacy of all three
religions. I've been increasingIy drawn to the richness of both
Judaism and Islam through my
study of the Hebrew Bibl e."
Plein s has also don e archaeological work in Jordan,
assisting a team that is stud ying
th e Roman road network in
Southern Jordan .
The best thing about the dictionary project for Pleins was
see ing it finall y publi s h ed.
" The day it arrived , all published and bound and packaged
in a box , I just kept remembering how many years it had been
in files and piles of manuscripts
on my desk ," he said .
It was n't long, however, before he moved The Interpreter 's
Dictionary of the Bible to a
place on the floor and put The
Anchor Bible Dictionary on his
office bookshelves.

-Sunny Merik
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Drive to the Top
22-year basketball coach lands athletic director post
arroll Williams, head bas- j'
ketbal I coach at Santa :;:
Clara for 22 years and one of
the deans of Division I coaches
nationally, has been named
SCU director of athletics.
He succeeds Thomas O'Connor, who resigned in June to
become athletic director at
Saint Bonaventure University in
Olean, N .Y. In his first official
act as athletic director, Williams
appointed Dick Davey, assistant basketball coach for 15
years, as head basketball coach.
"Carroll brings exactly what
Santa Clara athletics need at
this time," said Vice President
for Student Development James
New Athletic Director Carroll Williams meets the press
Briggs, in naming Williams to
the position. "He has extensive Washington (M. S. '60) , has Buchan Bakers, then regarded
knowledge of, and deep affec- served at SCU for the past 29 as one of the strongest Amateur
tion for, the University and a years. An assistant basketball Athletic Union teams in the nabroad base of respect and sup- coach under Dick Garibaldi tion. In his last year with the
port. His top priorities will be from 1963 to 1970, he assumed Bakers, Williams was named an
strengthening external relations SCU's head coaching duties in alternate on the 1960 Olympic
and developing a comprehen- 1970. Under his leadership, the team , which is often rated the
sive marketing and fund-raising Broncos compiled a 334- 274 best amateur team ever assemprogram to build on the suc- mark, making him the win- bled, with such stars as Oscar
cessful tradition of Santa Clara ningest coach in West Coast Robertson , Jerry West , and
Jerry Lucas.
athletics."
Conference history.
Six Williams-coached teams
After beginning his coaching
President Paul Locateil i, S.J.,
also said Williams' long-term have won 20 or more games , career in 1960 at Seattle' s
relationship with SCU made and five have gone to post- Rainier High School, Williams
him an ideal candidate.
season tournaments (NCAA returned to San Jose in 1961 to
" Carroll has a thorough un- 1987; NIT 1984, 1985, 1988, become head coach at Blackford High School for two
derstanding of Santa Clara's and 1989) .
A native of Stockton , Calif., seasons.
academic mission and athletic
In college coaching, Williams
philosophy," said Locate II i. Williams starred in basketball
" He has almost three decades of at San Jose State, where he still has earned a reputation among
experience in guiding this Uni- holds several all-time records. both players and coaches as
versity's student athletes, and He scored 1,049 points in his one of basketball 's most rehas a well-established national collegiate career and was spected teachers .
reputation for his integrity and named honorable mention AllWilliams once summed up
commitment to the highest American and All-West Coast the athletic philosophy that has
ideals of collegiate athletic Conference in his senior year. earned him that respect: "I want
competition."
Williams next played two my players to keep the sport in
Williams, 58, who earned de- years with the All-Army team perspective. Basketball is an
grees in physical education while stationed at the San Fran- important part of their lives at
from San Jose State University cisco Presidio. After his dis- this level , but just a part. The
(B.S. '56) and the University of charge, he signed with the academic side and being a good
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person are what really matters."
At a September press conference in Leavey Activities Center, Williams said that although
he was excited about making the
transition to athletic director, he
would miss the frequent personal contact with SCU's "terrific" student athletes.
" I' ll have to satisfy that by
working with l7 programs instead of one," he said , referring
to SCU's varsity sports. (There
are also six club teams at the
University.)
Williams praised both the
fund-raising achievements of
the Bronco Bench Foundation
and the organizational structure
established by his predecessor.
These accomplishments , he
said, provide a firm foundation for his initiatives in meeting the challenges-especially
financial-facing almost all
collegiate athletic programs.
Williams and his wife, Susan,
live in San Jose. They have
three children: Stephanie '82,
Jeff '85, and Greg, a UC-Davis
graduate.-Paul Hennessy ■
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Catechetics for Kids
Books use real-life events to bring children closer to God
s there any overlap between
re lig ion and real li fe , any
connecti on between theology
and everyday happenings?
A nn e M a r ie Mo ngove n ,
0 . P., assoc ia te professo r of
re ligious studies, believes the
answer is yes. For years she has
th oug ht about how re li gio n ,
theology, and real li fe bl end ;
how ordinary occurrences such
as feeling hungry o r giving a
gift hold meaning fa r beyond
their immediate impact.
He r mu s ings and research
have resulted in a revolutionary
set of boo ks e ntitl ed Li ving
Waters , a series of catechetical
books fo r fi rst- through sixthgrade Catholic children.
Unlike othe r ca tec he ti ca l
texts, Mongoven's books beg in
w ith events in the children's
lives ; and , th rough colorful art ,
lively stories, intriguing questions, and projects, lead readers
to th ink about these events in
light of the Gospel.
" The majo r diffe rence between our books and those used
in the past with children is that
past catechetics have been organized aro und theology, and
we orga ni zed these boo ks
around the experiences of the
c hildre n ," Mo ngove n sa id.
"The foundation of the program
is our conviction that God , the
Holy Mystery, is always present
in our daily lives. Every human
experience is a possible experience of God .
" Bes ides doing research on
child development , I gathered
real-li fe info rmation from women," Mongoven said . " I talked
to mothers of fourth-, fifth-, and
sixth-graders, asking them what
the ir childre n ca red about. I
wanted to see what our faith has
to say to these children."

I
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Wo rking fo r the pas t fi ve
years with Maureen Gallagher,
a th eo log ia n a nd edu cato r,
Mongoven has been able to see
her concept become reality.
Eac h 8 ½-by-11 -inc h , softcover book discusses six circ umstances a child in a pa rticular age or grade will meet.
Each situation is then examined
in fo ur ways: how it occ urs,
what Sc ripture says about it ,
wh at th e C a th o li c Churc h
teaches about it , and how the
Church celebrates it.
" This series required amazing research," Mongoven said .
"Take, fo r example, our discussion of prejudice in the fo urthgra de boo k . We used Rya n
White to discuss AIDS because
he was a child children could
identify with. We included people and issues of color and incorporated inclusive pictures
and language. And we we re
able to then put the prejudice
Jesus expe rienced in a large r
perspecti ve."

Th e se ri es , publi s hed by
Ta bo r Publi shing in All e n ,
Texas (1992 ), is fill ed with
brilli ant , four-col o r a rtwo rk
and is being marketed nationally to Catholic schools, parishes , and individuals.
" This Living Waters proj ect
was a wonderful experience,"
she said . " I like to write. It's a
pleasure, and the stimulation of
bringing these ideas to li fe in
the series of books was the best
experience ever."
In additi o n to co-a uth o rs
Mongoven and Gallagher, Rita
Claire Dorner, 0. P. , director of
Santa Clara's Pastoral Ministries Program , served as a contributin g edito r. Sc ripture
scholar Gerard Sloyan and educator Jean Marie Hiesberger
were consultants on the project.
Altogethe r, Mongoven and
Gall aghe r have compl eted 18
volumes (six for children and 12

fo r adults to help guid e th e
children th ro ugh the course).
Each adult guide contains 28
theolog ical essays with bac kground information and teaching plans and exerci ses, Mongoven said .
Mongoven, who founded the
Pastora l M inistr ies Program ,
stepped down after nine years as
director to fin ish thi s project.
Now she's back on campu s
directing six students th rough
the ir master's theses, teaching
The Process of Catechesis, and
writing the last three books in
the series fo r children in kinderga rte n , seve nth grade , a nd
e ighth grade.
M o ngove n has publi shed
mo re th a n 30 arti c les ; two
se ri es of cassette tapes o n
catechesis; and a book , Signs of
Catechesis (Paulist Press, 1979) .
She was also a contributo r to
th e a uth o r itative Na tiona l
Catechetical Directory for the
United States (U.S . Catho li c
1979).
■

- Sunny Merik
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Raising Money, Awareness, and Alumni Involvement
New vice president builds stronger University Relations team
f yo u happen to spend a n
evening in Palo Alto, you
might catch a fl eeting glimpse
of Charles S izemo re jogg ing
o ne of the 20 mil es he run s
week ly o r pl ay ing a sta rring
role in left fie ld fo r a local softball league. But you're just as
likely to find him coaching Little League.
Sizemore, 41 , brought his ene rgy, di sc iplin e , and tea mbuild ing skill s to Santa Cl ara
this fa ll when he left hi s post
as assoc iate dean fo r development and exte rnal relations at
Stanfo rd's Graduate School of
Busi ness to beco me SCU 's
vice preside nt fo r Uni versity
Relations.
He re pl aces Ge ne Gerwe,
who stepped down as vice president after 15 years at SCU.
" I'm enthusiastic about Santa Clara's fu ture," he said . "The
more I talk to people here, the
more I realize what a wonde rful opportunity thi s is." Sizemore spent hi s fi rst weeks on
campus meeting with members
of the Uni versity community
a nd deve lo pin g with staff
members a vision fo r University Relations.
" T here are many challenges
ahead," he sa id , " including
deve loping a co mprehe nsive
marketing pl an fo r the University. I intend to get out and talk
to fac ulty, staff, alumni , department heads, and othe rs. I want
to learn what people see as the
stre ngth s a nd wea knesses of
University Relations.
" I think people will find me
accessible. I don't like working
behind closed doors. I'll welcome interaction from all over
campus," he said .
S ize m ore di rec ts 65 staff
mem be rs in th e Unive rs ity 's
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Charles Sizemore

Deve lo pm e nt , Alumni , a nd
University Communications offi ces. Hi s respo nsibilities inc lude pl anning, coordinating,
a nd manag ing a ll U ni ve rs ity
Re lations prog rams, including
publications, news, and editorial services ; g ift and grant proc ure me nt ; a nd th e A lu m ni
Association.
In additi o n , Si ze mo re assumes leadership of the $125
milli on Chall enge Campaign,
which was launched in January
1989 and has raised $80 mill ion
toward its goal.
Ann o un c in g th e a pp o in tment , President Paul Locatell i,
S.J. , cited Sizemore's "expertise
in strategically manag ing and
effective ly e ngaging fac ult y,
staff, and students in all areas
of external re lations" as what
led to his selection from a national pool of candidates.
Sin ce 1989 Si ze m o re has
se rved as assoc iate dean for
development and exte rnal relati o ns at Stanfo rd 's G radu ate
School of Business. In that posi-

tion , he was res pon sibl e fo r
fund -ra is ing and ex te rn a lrelati ons acti vities, including
the Stanfo rd Business School
Alumni Assoc iation and Publication Services. He directed the
bu s iness school's successful
fi ve-yea r effo rt to ra ise $61
million as part of Stanfo rd's $I.I
billion Centennial Campaign .
As assoc iate dean , Sizemo re
managed a 30-member staff and
oversaw an externa l-re lati ons
budget of $1.7 million. Under
his leadership, the school raised $10.1 million in 1990-91.
During hi s seven-yea r tenure
in Stanfo rd 's business school,
Sizemo re also he ld pos iti ons
as direc to r of deve lo pm e nt
(198 8-89) and directo r of indi vidual giving (1985-88).
Before arriving at Stanford ,
Sizemore spent six years in the
deve lo pm e nt office at Ya le
Uni ve rs it y, w here hi s accomplishments included supervising an $11 million Fund fo r

His favorite writer, he said , is
Joseph Heller, author of the best
sell er Catch-22 .
Whil e at Yal e , Si ze mo re
played rese rve quarterback on
the football team. " Mine was a
decidedl y undistinguished football ca ree r," he sa id . " I had
more success in baseball."
Sizemore was one of very few
stud e nts to play two varsity
spo rt s annu ally at Ya le . In
baseball , he played outfield all
fo ur years and had a .395 batting ave rage during hi s freshman year.
Hi s inte rest in baseball has
pe rsisted , and for the past five
years he has coached Palo Alto
H e nge ho ld Truckin g Little
League team . " We've been in
the pl ayoffs three out of four
years," he said . "I started when
my son Matthew was playing.
Now our younger son is on the
team, and I'm still coaching ."
An o nl y c hild , Si ze more
g rew up in East Haven, Conn .

"The more I talk to people here,
the more I realize what a
wonderful opportunity this 1s."
-Charles Size more

Eng ineering and capital campaigns to renovate the un iversity's chemi stry laborato ry and
athletic fac ilities.
A 1972 Yale graduate with a
deg ree in Ame ri ca n studi es ,
Si ze m o re c hose hi s majo r
" because it gave me the opportunity to take the most courses
in American literature, which is
what I wanted to do," he said .
" I was able to take 19 English
courses."

After graduating from Yale, he
taught high school English and
se r ved as footb a ll coac h in
North Haven.
Chuck and hi s wife, Debbi ,
w ho is a te ach e r, rec e ntly
celebrated the ir 20th anniversary. The ir sons are Matthew,
14, and Brett , 10.
■
Sunny Merik, Harrell Lynn , and
Paul Hennessy comributed to this
story.
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SCU Times 2
Annual fund matching program doubles alumni gifts
group of Santa Clara alumni has issued a challenge to their fellow alums:
Make a new or increased gift to
the annual fund in the next three
years, and we'll match it.
In addition , if alumni meet
goals for participation , the
donors have pledged a $100,000
bonus each year. All the gifts
will count toward Santa Clara's
$125 million capital campaign,
The Santa Clara Challenge.
Currently, 30.4 percent of
Santa Clara alumni contribute
to the annual fund . In 1991-92
unrestricted gifts (the bulk and
most critical portion of annual
giving) totaled $912,000.
Eight alumni "challengers"
have pledged $800,000, including a leadership matching
gift of $250,000 from Robert
McCullough '52. The University hopes to raise $1.5 million
in matching funds by the end of
the third year, said Elizabeth
Malmborg, director of annual
g1vmg.
"We need to get more alumni involved in annual giving,
especially younger alumni,"
said McCullough , chairman of
the investment firm of McCul lough, Andrews & Cappiello
Inc. " We need to make people
aware of the ongoing needs of
the University."
Alumni gifts that are eligible
for matching funds include
• first-time gifts of $35$10,000
• the amount of the increase
in a donor's gift over the
previous year
• gifts from alumni who have
not given in the past two
years
To be eligible, gifts must also
be designated as unrestricted
(meaning they can be used

A
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CLASS OF '92 GIFTS
he class of 1992 has already proved how strong
an incentive matching funds
are in a fund-raising campaign.
Gifts from '92 grads outstripped those from the class of
1991 by 62 percent-$15,805
compared to $9,741. In add ition , the number of donors increased from 332 to 406 and
the amount of the average gift
rose to $39 from $29.
With matching funds from
Robert McCullough '52, the
total amount credited to the

T

class of '92 will be $37,755.
(McCullough made matching
fund s available for the class of
'92 gifts before the full matching program was in place.
Terms of the '92 match were
slightly different from those
described in the main story.)
"Giving was much higher
than any other class that I know
of," said Lisette Moore, assistant director of the Alumni Association. "I definitely would
credit the increase to the
matching funds."

Senior Class Pledge Drive Results
1988

1989

1990

1991

1992*

227

440

284

332

406

Total Pledged

$5,862

$7,508

$7,238

$9,741

$15,805**

Average Gift

$26

$17

$25

$29

$39**

Number of Donors

* As of September 30, I992
** Before matching funds

where the need is greatest) or
earmarked for a priority area:
annual scholarships, library
resources, classroom technology, class gifts, Bronco Bench,
or intramural sports.
The new matching program
proved its motivating power
with the class of 1992 fundraising drive (see sidebar), and
should provide a boost in the
resources Santa Clara needs to
remain vital.

"Higher education is getting
to be a very competitive business," said Malmborg. " If we're
going to continue to be a leading institution , we have to provide basic resources. And if we
don't expand annual gifts, we
don't have the fuel to run the
University's engine."
Prelimin ary goals for the
matching program are to increase alumni participation to
40 percent during the three-

year challenge period and to
increase by 10 percent the dollar amounts raised each year,
said Malmborg.
Final goals will be set by the
annual fund committee, which
will be chaired by Bill Scilacci
'44 during the first year of the
matching program . Matching
funds will become available to
the University as annual goals
are met. -Sabrina Brown ■
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Hot Wheels
Student-engineered vehicle sets land speed records
Id-timers shook their t
heads and offered sugges- oil
~
tions for improving the funny6
looking vehicle, but that was
before the lakester built by Santa Clara engineering students
set four land speed records.
"We said we were going to set
a record . We had figured it out
on paper," said Eric Rickert ,
who designed the vehicle with
fellow 1992 graduates Ken
Hardman , John Bodine, and
Lisa Abruzzini.
But they weren ' t satisfied
with one record ; by the end of
the su mmer, the students had
broken four.
• The first record fell at El
Mirage, Calif. , in May. The
Ken Hardman '92 and three other SCU students spent 3,000 hours designing their lakester
lakester, built as a senior
engineering project , broke the
• On Aug. 16, during Speed- engineering students to claim designed their lakester based on
ll0-mph track record there in week at Bonneville, Rickert set the gas-powered lakester ran on engineering principles. The fatthe K/gas class by 10 mph.
a reco rd of 130 mph in the arrogance. But the students' bodied , planelike car, whic h
• The 1,000-pound lakester's 500cc/gas class , breaking the confidence paid off, giving Bodine describes as " a n ice
second outing was on July 25 at previous mark of 124 mph .
them the courage to try a com- cream cone with a tennis ball in
a Salt Flats Rac ing Association
• Bodine took a turn behind pletely diffe rent des ig n and it'," is based on aerody nam ics ,
but violates more popular
meet in Bonnevi lle, Utah, the the wheel Aug. 19, also during fueling their enthusiasm.
world mecca for land speed rac- Speedweek, and set the first of" We spent about 3,000 hours streaml ining concepts.
ing. Hardman steered the 17- ficial record of 134 mph in the [des igning a nd building th e
Meeting the chal le nge and
foot blue Fiberglas-bodied ves- 500cc/fuel class.
car], give or take 500," sa id having fu n, as well as getting
sel to a world record of 143 mph
Team members were not shy Hardman . Instead of fa lling in their names permanently in the
in the K/gas class, leaving the abo ut expressing their self- the same rut as most lakester racing records, were the team
former 125-mph record in the confidence from the beginning enthusiasts who build wedge- members' only rewards. None
salt dust.
of the project, prompting fellow shaped vehic les, the students of the races offered a purse.
"The events are geared for
amateurs," Hardman said , in a
Eye on Insurance
more humble moment. "That's
he School of Law has re- with the Leavey School of Busi- cal led for in suran ce refo rm ,
the
on ly reason a bunch of
ceived a $500,000 grant from ness and Administration and the " ushered in a new era for both inya hoos like us can do this."
the State Farm Companies Foun- Center for Applied Ethics. Uel- surers and consumers in the naToday the "yahoos" are on
dation to fund a proposed Institute men said a $6 million endowment tion's largest insurance market."
to other endeavors: Hardman
of Insurance Law and Regulation . is needed to underwrite the in" Myriad regulatory issues are
and Rickert a re in graduate
Law Dean Gerald Uelmen said stitute, which will be the only one being debated in the Legislature
and litigated in the courts, and
the new institute, expected to open of its kind in California.
school, Abruzzini is working
A key figure in initiating the public attention is focused on all
in fall 1993, "will stimulate and
for Hew lett-Packard in Bo ise,
support teaching, research , pro- concept of the institute is Paul aspects of risk management. In
Idaho, and Bodine is a partner
fessional educational programs , Alexander, partner in the San this highly charged setting, there
in a San Jose Macintosh conwriting, and public education in Francisco law firm of Hell er, is growing need for research and
sulting firm.
■
education in a neutral environthe areas of insurance law and Ehrman, White & McAuliffe.
Sue Frey, Sabrina Brown, and Tom
regulation."
Alexander said passage in 1988 ment," he said .
■
Black comributed to this story.
The institute will be affiliated of State Proposition 103, which
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Campus Newsmakers
People and programs making news at Santa Clara
SCU, Take a Bow
a nta Clara is makin g a
ha b it of ranking hi gh in
US. News and World Report's
annual survey of colleges. In the
1993 ed ition of the survey, SCU
ra nked second among Western
reg ional universities-the third
consecutive year the University has earned that rank.
The magaz ine again picked
Sa nta C la ra as runn e r-up to
Trinity University in San Anto ni o, Texas , which took top
honors among four-year schools
in the IS -state Western reg ion.
Rankings were determjned by
co mbining s ta nd a rdi zed data
supplied by the schools with the
res po nses of 2 ,527 co ll ege
pres idents, dea ns, and admissions directors, who were asked
to rate the institution's academ ic
reputation. Santa C lara Univers ity 's ra nkings in five of the
scoring categories were
• Student sati sfact ion-No. I
(no change)
• Faculty resources- o. 2 (up
from No. 3)
• Academic reputation-No. 3
(no change)
• Student selectivity-No. 12
(up from No. 15)
• Financial resources-No. 13
(down from No. 8)

S

Ethics on His Mind
Tom Shanks, S.J. , first chai r of
the Communication De partment and assoc iate dean in the
Coll ege of Arts and Sciences,
has been named director of Santa C lara's Center for Applied
Ethics.
Shanks , a n assoc iate professor of communicati on, succeeds Manue l Velasquez , who
se rved as directo r during the
center's first six yea rs.
Established in 1986 to sup10
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port interdisc iplinary teaching,
research , and community se rvice in applied ethics, the center
publishes a newsletter, holds an
Eth ics at oon series fo r fac ul ty and staff, and presents a wide
range of programs for the campus and the So uth Bay community. Topics have included
classroom cheating, AIDS, and
affirmati ve action.
A campaign to add $5 million
to the center 's endowme nt of
$1.5 milli on is under way.

One of tho se a pproac hes ,
Largay believes, is act io n- or
project-based learning, using a
project as the case study.
Largay earned her doctorate
in psychology at the University
of Oregon in Eugene. Through
her consulting work, she became involved in organizational
psychology and eventually went
to work for Apple, where she
ra n the company's exec uti ve
development program and was
director of Apple University for
a year.

education consultant, and a college financial aid officer. Most
rece ntl y, she served e ig ht
months as ass istant director of
Women Student Resources at
Santa C lara.
Serri 's first efforts as affirmative action officer focu s o n
work ing with the harassme nt
committee to finalize anti discrimination and sexu a l
harassment po li cies and de signing training modules fo r
facu lty and staff.

;:,

New Kenna Leader

Dorothy Largay, the new direc- ~
tor of Santa Clara's Executive ~
Development Center, is well- 6
prepared for the job.
She has overseen executive
development for Apple Computer ; worked as a consultant
for SCU; and developed executi ve programs fo r INSEAD
in France , London Bu si ness Conchita Franco Serri
School , and International Management Center in Budapest.
Affirmative Action
Alternative approaches to ex- Conchita Franco Serri brings a
ecutive lea rning will be o ne background rich in soc ial acfoc us of Largay's new pos ition tivism , educati ona l concern ,
with the Executive Deve lop- and ex perti se in di versity issues
ment Center, which provides to her new job as affirmative aced ucat ional programs for ex- tion officer.
ecuti ves , adm inistrators , manA native of Puerto Rico, Serri
agers, and supervisors from a ho ld s a bachelor's degree in
broad ra nge of industries. For- psychology from the Un ivers imer director Elmer Luthman, ty of Puerto Rico, a master's in
who has begun a compensation education from Harvard Unico ns ulting bu s iness in Los versity, and a J.D. from Boston
Gatos, continues to work two Co ll ege. She succeeds Jacyn
days a week at SCU on the pro- Lewis-Smith , who three yea rs
grams he has developed for the ago became th e firs t person
center.
hired at Santa Clara to foc us ex" We're going through signifi- c lusively on affirmative act ion
ca nt cha nges ," sai d Largay. and diversity. Lewis-Smith is
" Organizations are saying what now working toward a Ph .D. in
we've done in the past is not go- soc ial psychology.
ing to lead us fo rward . We need
During her ca reer, Serri has
new, more relevant approaches worked as an advocate for mento the chall enges we face."
tally retarded students, a special

Christine Spielberger '69 has
been named executive director
of the Kenna C lub , an SC Uaffil iated o rga ni zation th a t
sponsors lectures on campu s.
She also works part time at Santa C lara as the ed itor of several
newsletters for a lu mni and
friends of the University. She
succeeds Wendy Denton. who
stepped down after fi ve years to
pursue a doctorate in theology.
Estab lished in 1969, the Kenna C lub, whose motto is Pe rspecti ves on a Changing World .
features distinguished speakers
on such topics as foreign affa irs
and national security, domestic
affairs, science and technol ogy.
and business and economi cs.
Often referred to as the Commonwealth C lub of the South
Bay, the Kenna Club pays no
speaker fees .
Now in its 24th ye a r, th e
popular Economic Foreca s t
w ith SCU Professor M a ri o
Belotti is another Kenna eve nt
co-sponsored with the MBA
Alumni Association.
No Santa Clara University affiliation is necessary to join the
Kenna C lub. For information
on events o r membership, ca ll
408-554-4699.
■
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Senior Seminar
Elderhostel Brings a Different Kind of Student to SCU

All-year friend s a nd summer sc holars-Frances Herbert (left) of Foresthill, Calif., and Anne Vandenhoff of Auburn , Calif.-outside Campisi Hall

BY CHRISTINE SPIELBERGER '69
PHOTOGRAPHS BY CHARLES BARRY
he first time Grover O'Con nor
received a diploma from Santa
Clara Un iversity the year was
1942. He was 23 years o ld and
knew he would be using hi s degree back
East, serving his country as an engineer on
the home front during World War II.
Fifty years later, retired from Hughes
Aircraft Co. , O 'Connor was back on the
Mission campus with hi s wife, Came lia,
receiving his fourth Santa C lara " diploma." Like the diplomas the couple received in 1979 and 1990, these certified
the ir participation in Elderhostel, an international program of academ ic en richment
for seniors.
Each summer, hundreds of thousands of
people like the O'Connors continue their
lifelong love of learn ing by attending one
or more weeklong classes at Elderhostel
sites throughout the world. They attend lee-
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tures on politics , art, psychology, history,
drama , computer science, and more. They
live in college dormitories or with nearby
friends or relatives. They go on field trips
and attend cultural events. And they enjoy
themselves immensely.
Billing itself as "an educational adventure for older adults looking for something
different," Elderhostel has grown from a
few hundred participants at several New
England sites in 1975 into a non-p rofit corporation serving nearly 250,000 people at
more than 1,800 institutions in every U.S.
state, 10 Canadian provinces, and more
than 45 foreign countries.
SCU has been an Elderhostel site si nce
1979. During summer 1992 , the University offered two weeklong sess ion s with
classes o n such diverse subj ects as the
history of jazz, the psychology of dreaming, and the Columbus quincentennial.

A $295 per-p erso n e nrollment fee
covered tuition for three daily classes taught
by SCU facu lty, room and board on campu s (a day-student program was also
available) , an off-campus field trip to Mission San Jose and Weibel Winery, and evening activities.
From 1982 to 1991 , the SCU program
was directed by Matt Meier, professor of
hi story. Last year, Philip Boo Riley, professor of religious studies and associate
dean fo r the Coll ege of Arts and Sciences,
ass umed leadership of the program. But
Meier's participation in the Elderhoste l
movement continues, an involvement that
ranges from teaching classes at SCU and
other Elderhostels to attending sess ions at
other sites with his wife.
"After I took over as director," sa id
Meier, " my wife , Bettie, became as involved in the program as I was." During the
SANTA CLARA MAGAZI NE
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Campus facilities, such as the pool
at Leavey Activities Center, are
open to Elderhostel participants
during their stay at SCU. Here,
P-at Hare of Temecula , Calif.,
enjoys a cooling break after
classes and before evening
activities. A lifetime pursuit of learning and fitness is typical for many
seniors who enjoy the
worldwide Elderhostel
experience

years, the two have formed friendships with
many of the Elderhostel participants. "We
correspond with some who came here the
first year from England ," he said . "And
many people form friendships that continue
through the years . A real sense of community develops. It's really something to see
and be a part of."
Sometimes Elderhostel participants really get the feeling it's a small world. For an
Elderhostel sess ion in Albuquerque a few
years ago, Bettie Meier arranged to meet
some fr ie nd s she and he r hu sba nd had

"and others use Elderhostel as a vacat ion
opportunity. One man came here in 1991 for
the third time. His wife is totally di sabled.
He told me that every once in a while he
needs a complete break from caring for her,
so he takes a week of Elderhostel somewhere."
New director Ril ey is as enthusiastic as
Meier about the Elderhostel program and
SCU's participation in it. "Elde rhostel illustrates another way the University serves
the community," he sa id . " Besides the intellectual enrichment derived from attend-

The people served by Elderhostel represent
the fastest growing segment of the U.S.
population . . . . The number of Americans over
age 60 exceeds the entire population of Canada
made in 1989 at an Elde rhostel in China.
This summer at one of the SCU sessions,
participant Marge Thomas of Indianol a ,
Iowa , discovered her instructor for Two
Discoveries: America and Europe was the
same Matt Meier who, as a young professor, had shared an office with her husband ,
Norm , at Bakersfield College in California.
" Some people come becau se they are
visiting relatives in the area ," said Meier,
12
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ing three daily classes, participants have the
opportunity to meet one another and to
mingle with our distinguished faculty."
At the "graduation" following SCU's second Elderhostel session last summer, the
high-spirited camaraderie that suffused the
previous week was clearl y evident. As
Riley hummed " Pomp and Circumstance,"
the casually dressed students marched into a shady corner of the Mission Gardens

to receive their certificates and a small very small - token to remember their week
on campus (a pencil inscribed with the Univers ity 's name). Steve Privett, S.J. , vice
president for academic affairs, addressed
the grads and expressed the University's
grat itude for their participation . " Our
young men and women need the experience
of being around older persons who have a
des ire to lea rn - not for credit but for
knowledge," said Pri vett. " You ' re terr ific
role models for our community."
The people served by Elderhostel represent the fastest growi ng segment of the U.S.
population . In fact, the typical U.S. household today contains more parents-and
gra ndparents- than child ren; a nd the
number of Americans over age 60 exceeds
the entire population of Canada.
For O'Connor, Elderhostel at his alma
mater has given him the chance to catch up
on experiences missed as an engineering
undergrad a half-century ago. He remembered when his SCU roommate would return to the dorm "all excited about what he
had learned" from a young history professor named Edwin Beilharz. " I couldn't
imagi ne that until I took an Elderhostel
class from Beilharz in 1979. Then I knew.
It was fabulous - history came alive." ■
Christine Spielberger '69 is a news/el/er editor
and executive director of the Kenna Club at
Santa Clara. SCU writers Sunny Merik and Tom
Black contributed to this article.
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John Drahmann, professor of
physics at SCU during the academic year, could a llude to
a different sort of motion ,
balance, and force during
his lectures last summer
on the origins and evolution of traditional American jazz; (below left) two
of Drahmann's summer
students listen attenti vely to an early
jazz recording

A field trip to Mission
San Jose allows Elderhostelers to explore more of the
area's historic
mission trail

In a lighthearted ceremony,
Grover O'Connor '42 receives
his Elderhostel certificate.
Former director Matt Meier
(right) jovially offers this
senior class some unusual
commencement advice:
" It's a cold, cruel world
out there. If you don't
want to go out in it,
don't- stay here."

FALL 1992
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nd Wisdom's self oft seeks to sweet
retired solitude, where, with her b est
nurse Contemplation, she plumes her
feathers, and lets grow her wings."

-J ohn Milton
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A monk takes a serene stroll
through the woods at the
Trappist Abbey of Our Lady
of Guadalu pe in Oregon

.hnc
wit
.

emptiness
BY MITCH FINLEY '73

ake an hour's leisurely dri ve from
Portland , Ore., south on I-5 and
the n west on Hig hway 99 j ust
beyond the quiet burg of Lafayette, and you'll fi nd the Trappist Abbey of
Our Lady of Guadalupe. Nestled at the foot
of everg reen-covered hill s and surrounded
by ma ny ac res of c ulti vated fi e ld s, the
monastery and its 40-some monks moved
from New Mex ico in 1955 in search of better land to fa rm . Today the abbey's comfor tab le g uest fac ilities attract a steady
stream of men and women in search of spiritual renewal .
Each January fo r seven years, I have left
my home in Spokane, Wash ., to make a

T
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weeklong retreat at the Trappist abbey. Invariably, as I arrive at the monastery, I feel
a mild sense of panic. Some spot in my
heart where I'm a spiritual coward sends a
message: " Yikes. Seven days of silence and
solitude. Seven days of no place to go and
nothing to do. No escape."
Invariably, too, the first thing l notice is
the quiet. What sounds there are, each has
its own identity; they' re not mixed into the
general noise l usually take fo r granted . The
tiny brook that runs away from the pond
down through the woods has music, from
lo ud spl as hing to tiny tri c kling; fro m
gurgles and bubbles to almost sil ent runnin g. Th e wa te r mu si c ec hoes and is

delightful among the trees.
Friends ask what I do on my retreat , and
I always say, " Not much ." They echo the
dominant American spirit , according to
whi ch yo u mu st a lways do something;
othe rwi se, what good are you? On my
retreat , I become a cultural heretic. I step
back and observe. I sit. I read . I mumble
an occasional prayer. I leave my simply, but
comfo rtabl y, furni shed room to walk in the
fo rested hills around the monastery. For
seven days, that's about it.
I leave much behind when I make my annual Trappist retreat , including my spouse
and our three sons, my work , and the freelance writer's constant anxiety about genSANTA CLA RA MAGAZINE
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Each morning, the Oregon
Trappists make the fruitcake they
sell to help support themselves

erati ng enough money to pay next month's
bi ll s. I leave behind the stress of getting and
spending. In a very real sense, however,
during that time I am closer to my fami ly
than when I knock elbows with them the
rest of the year.
One of the first things I do when I arrive
at the abbey is remove my wristwatch ; no
need to be a clock-watcher here. The
monastery bell tolls the times for the monks
to gather in church to chant the monastic
Hours and the times for them to begin and
end work; I take my tips from their schedule. No need for money, driver's license,
credit cards-the folderol that legitimizes
my existence "out there."
Each year when I begin my retreat , I
wish the settling down could happen more
quickly, but my impatience itself is a sign
that I am not completely " there" yet. Only time can accomplish the process of calming down , quieting down. It's as if there is
a gyroscope inside me that ordinarily spins
like crazy, but on retreat it has a chance to
slow down. A gradual coming home to oneself and God happens in silence and solitude. There is nothing to do but wait.
The state of constant distraction that is
normal most of the time is slow to slip away.
One year, it took five days before I saw
something hanging alone on one wall of my
room. It was a small, dark plaque wit h a
Madonna and Child image. Although plain
as day, it took me five days to notice it.
During my retreat , my days are fi lled
with emptiness. Usually I do not get out of
bed at 4 a.m . for Vigils. Enough is enough.
I rise at six o'clock, shower, dress , and attend Lauds (morning prayer) , followed by
Mass. It's still dark, and the sky is filled
with stars as I walk to the church.
16
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In the days before Vatican II , in the early 1960s, there were two cl asses of monks,
lay brothe rs a nd c hoir mo nks. The lay
brothers wore plain brown habits; the choir
mo n ks-all of w h om were pri es ts o r
preparing for ordination-wore the distinct ive w hite Tra ppi s t ha bit with bl a ck
scapular. Now, al l wear the same whiteand-black hab it , and being a monk is what
matters most. In fac t, the Trappi sts ordain
men to the priesthood onl y insofar as the
community needs priests.
Still , a distinction remai ns, and it's most
noticeable during Mass each morning. The
priests don vestments to concelebrate Mass
while the brothers do not-a pre-Vatican II
holdover that could, I thin k, perpetuate a
subtle caste system in the monastery.
Afte r Mass, brea kfas t fo ll ows in the
guests' din ing room. Like all meals, this
one is simple and vegetarian. I have a bowl
of granola , a piece of toast, and a glass of
canned orange j uice.
Back in my room , I slowly pray a psalm
or two fro m the Bi ble; then I read . On
retreat , I spend many hours reading - a

bloomin' luxul'y, I confess. I read books
saved during the yea r espec ially for th is
time. One yea r I read a pape rback edition
of Dickens' Pickwick Papers, all 719 smallprint pages, which la un c he d me o n a
Dickens jag.
On my last retreat , I read Silent Lamp,
yet another new biography of the wo rldfa mous Trappist monk and autho r T homas
Me rton . Biographer William H . Shannon
quotes Merton as say ing the heart of the
Christian li fe is "to put away all care, to live
without care, to not have to care." Shannon
comments that this does not mean "to live
without responsibility." It means "refusi ng
to let responsibility breed anxiety."
If there is a great source of anxiety for
most of us, it relates to work or career, trying to make a certain number of dollars per
yea r ; and , of course, we worry about our
children. f>-arental anxieties are no issue for
Trappi sts. But they deal with the potential
fo r eco no mi c wo rri es in a th oroughly
C hri stian fas hion. From 8 a . m . unti l 12: 15
p.m ., they work - making fruitcake to sell
and binding books for libraries - but not
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for profit , only to support their life. UnAmerican as can be.
I think it was Thomas Merton who said
that Trappist monasteries are the only place
communism has ever worked: from each
according to his abilities to each according
to his needs.
Midmorning, I walk out the paved road
from the monastery to the two-lane
highway-about a quarter of a mile-then
back . The rosary I pray with as I walk
borders on venerable. I bought it in January
1968 at the Trappist Abbey of Gethsemani
in Kentucky where Merton spent his entire
monastic life. During the last of my four
years in the Navy, I was stationed at the
naval air station near Norfolk, Va. , and I
took a few days' leave for a weekend retreat
at Gethsemani, the only other Trappist
monastery I have visited.
There was a time, before the shake-up
wrought by Vatican II in the early 1960s,

when all Trappist monasteries were virtually identical. But no more . I think the
Oregon abbey is more informal , for example, than Gethsemani - but not , I hear, as
liberal a community as the one in Colorado,
at Snowmass.
Reading Gabriel Garcia Marquez's epic
novel , One Hundred Years of Solitude,
while on retreat, I came across these words:
"Fe rnanda was scandalized that she
[another character] did not understand the
relationship of Catholicism with life but only its relationship with death, as if it were
not a religion but a compendium of funeral
conventions."
Actually, this is a common misconception . In reality, Catholicism is mainly about
daily life and ordinary happenings. If Trappists know anything, they know this.
The monks chant the Day Hour at 12:30
p. m. Gregorian chant went the way of all
flesh in the years following Vatican II , so

t has struck me
that all people's
misfortunes spring
from the single
cause that they
are unable to stay
quietly in one
room. "

- Blaise Pasca l

The Trappists at Our Lady of Guadalupe
sleep in simple, efficient quarters

FALL 1992
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In addition to celebrating a daily
morning Mass, as they are here,
the Oregon Trappists gather in
church fi ve times each day to
chant the Di vine Office

now they sing mostl y in English, not Latin .
The cadences are simpl e, prayerfu l, and
more suited to Trappi st li fe as it moves
toward the 21st century.
After the monks sing the Day Hour and
the monastery bell rings for the Angelus,
it 's back to the g uests' di ning roo m for
d inner- the main meal of the day. There's
no meat, but plenty of vegetables, meatless
casseroles, and monastery-baked wholegrain bread . Each year when I return fro m
my retreat, I regret eating meat again . During the Exodus, the Jews longed fo r " the
fl eshpots of fo rmer Egypt." I say, " Oh , fo r
the vegetabl e pots of for me r retreat days."
I prefer to take my meals in silence in a
separate room. If you eat in the guests' dining room, chatter develops. The Trappists
themselves were silent before Vatican II ,
communicating in their own sign language.
Today, they still mai ntain a spirit of silence
and keep speaking to a minimum . For thi s
one week in the year, I want to soak up as
much wordlessness as possible.
Afte r d inner, back in my room, I sit by
the window in a rattan rocking chair not
built fo r comfo rt and gaze out the window
at the pond . What I see is a large gold-andsil ver carp fl oating j ust beneath the surface
of the pond . Somebody's goldfish liberated
from the fi sh bowl and grown gargantuan?
Since I make my annual retreat in January, the weathe r is unpredictable. Usually it rains off and on. Everything is deep
green, fresh, and wet. Walking th rough the
woods, I breathe deepl y the country air,
consciously paying attention to its subtle,
fresh smell. Who was it who said the senses
are the doors to the soul ?
Sometimes, I just look- long looks at the
ducks , the green grass, the trees w ith their
18
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branches covered with moss, the sky and
trees refl ected in the dark mirror of the
pond. One could fa ncy oneself a contempl ative in a place such as this.
In some fashion, all Christians are called
to cultivate a contemplati ve spirit. In our
culture, this is di ffic ult ; some might say
almost impossible. It takes effort and the
choice to reject or limit severely one's exposure to much that "everybody" takes fo r
granted. One of the big differences between
this place and just about every other place
is the complete absence of advertisingno bill boards, no radios, no te lev isio n .
What a relief.
What is the relationship between a Trappi st mo nastery and the w ide r soc iety?
Respectful d istance? Not so respectful
d istance? A mix of the two? Regardless,
like all Christian communities, Trappists
must in some way be in and fo r the world ,
but according to a diffe rent set of standards, those of the Gos pe l . If Trappi sts
d istance themselves fro m the larger society, they do it fo r the world's good as much
as their own.
The inclination is to view Trappist life as
un-American, but that's not entire ly true.
Don't overlook the 19th-century American
tradition in the writings of T horeau, Whit-

m a n , Em e rso n , and th e like. Reca ll
Thoreau's call to "simplify, simpli fy" and
hi s remark that he had many visitors to his
solitary cabin near Walden Pond , especially
wh e n no body ca me to v is it. E me rso n
wrote, poetically: " Goodbye proud world !
I'm going home: Thou art not my fri end,
and I'm not thine." Also: " I like the silent
church before the service beg in s, bette r
than any preaching."
Still , it remains true that Trappist li fe
c lashes with the dominant Ame rican cul ture of rampa nt co nsume ri sm , mate r ialism, violence, politics of greed , and constant craving to escape the self by watching
home videos.
We need people, however, who stand at
a distance. It gives the Trappists a perspective all of us need . In a way, they are closer
to the center than we are. Sometimes the
best way to see things as they are is to first
get some distance from them.
What about prayer? I thin k of Merton's
words: " How I pray is breathe." Peopl e
tend to take prayer either too seriously o r
not seriously enough . Prayer is an expression of a relationship, a way to cultivate loving intimacy. Praye r is an openness to the
Sacred Mystery who dwell s at the heart of
human experience.
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Several years ago, the Trappists at Our
Lady of Guadalupe Abbey decided to allow
women to use their retreat facilities , but not
before they had cussed and discussed the
question . Now it seems women outnumber
men when I am there. One day, for example, there were five women and myself. I
was surpri sed to realize I missed the silent
companionship of other men in that setting.
Following an afternoon of reading ,
another rosary walk out the paved road and
back , and perhaps a trek into the woods, I
wander over to the quiet , clean-smelling
church where the monks chant Vespers in
the early evening. Following Vespers comes
a light supper; an hour later it's time for
Compline (night prayer), which I enjoy.
In terms of its emotional content, Compline is the warmest of the Hours the monks
chant each day. Vigil s, at 4 :15 a.m. , is
mo stly recited , not sung. The other
Hours-Lauds in the morning, the Day
Hour at 12:30 p.m., and Vespers-are all
a sobersided mix of organ-accompanied
psalms, prayers , and songs, with maybe a
scriptural reading.
At Compline, two monks play guitars,
and the organ is silent. The music is upbeat
and catchy. Lights are on; then the whole
church is cast into darkness. Candles burn
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while the monks sing and pray to the Blessed Virgin . An unseen monk rings the bell
in the monastery bell tower ; and as each
member of the community leaves the
church , he bows to the abbot, who sprinkles
him with holy water blessings .
Non-monks have a tendency to romanticize the Trappists. Resist , say I. They are
human beings. They are not one step below
the cherubim and seraphim. A monastery
is not a powerhouse of prayer. Monks are
mortal men who agree to support one
another as they try to maximize a deeply
human lifestyle open to the Divine Mystery.
Their days and nights are the same over and
over, day after day, week after week , year
after year, decade after decade. You could
call it boring. The trick, if you will , is to
plumb the human and spiritual depths of
that experience so it doesn't become a rut.
When my retreat is over, departure is bittersweet. I regret leaving the silence and
solitude that is such a source of rest and
refreshment. But I'm ready to get back to
my family and my work . I leave behind the
silence, the solitude, the all-day opportunity
to simply be. I return to the noisy world and
to my good spouse and our three sons . The
God who is love is in both situations equally, as long as we view life as an opportunity to love.
How I pray is breathe.
■

od is the friend
of silence.
Trees, flowers,
grass grow 1n
silence. See the
stars, moon,
and sun, how
they move in
silence."

-Mothe r Tcre a

Mitch Finley is a fre e-lance writer whose work
appears widely in th e Catholi c press and
elsewhere. He is the author of several books, including the upcoming Your Family in Focus: Appreciating What You Have, Making It Even Better (Ave Maria Press, 1993) and Everybody Has
a Guardian Angel and Other Lifelong Lessons
I Lea rn ed in Cat holi c School s (Crossroad
Publishing Co. , 1993).
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t is impossible to talk about the Trappists, especially in the United States, without talking about
Thomas Merton . Though he died in 1968, the
fa mous monk's extensive writings on prayer and
spirituality and soc ial and po litical issues are still
w idely read , and he is regarded internationally as one
of the most pro minent Catholics of the 20th century.
One of Merton's best works, "The Inner Experience,"
has never been published as a book, however, due to
legal issues and his unexpected death .
Today " The Inner Experience" is available onl y in
offprints. Th o ugh its re lati ve inaccess ibility has
resulted in fa r less attention than it deserves, the wo rk
remains one of the most impo rtant studies of the contempl ative spirit to appear in the second half of the
20th century.
" The Inner Experience" discusses contempl ati ve
praye r and what might be call ed a modern contempl ati ve lifestyle. Thi s should not lead the reader,
howeve r, to the misperception that its pages are fill ed
with a space-cadet spiritualism . Anyone fa miliar with
Merton's li fe and writings wi ll know better. "The Inner Experience" is a no-nonsense psycho logical and
theological refl ection on contemplation that includes razo r-sharp
observations on modern Western culture.
Merton began with a highly charged analysis of the modern self
alienated from itself. " Reflect, sometimes, on the disquieting fact,"
Merton sa id , " that most of your statements of opinions, tastes,
deeds, desires, hopes, and fears are statements about someone who
is not really present. When yo u say 'I think ,' it is often not you
who think , but 'they' -it is the anonymous authority of the collecti vity speaking th rough your mask. When you say 'I want ,' you
are sometimes simply maki ng an automatic gesture of accepting,
and pay ing fo r, what has been fo rced upon you . T hat is to say, you

I
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reach out for what you have been made to want."
The Trappi st monk didn't need to explain for his reader that he
was talking about such fac ts of life as the power of mass media
advertising. His po int was that no one can hope to be open to contemplati ve prayer- let alone exercise genuine freedom and possess
genuine integ rity-w ho is alienated from his or her deepest self,
a condition that is literall y normati ve in the modern age .
The true inner self, Merton said , cannot be manipulated or called
fo rth at will . " It is not reached and coaxed fo rth fro m hidi ng by
any process under the sun , incl uding meditation. All that we can
do w ith any spiritual d iscipline is produce within ourse lves so me thin g of t he
s il e nce , th e humil ity, the
de tac hme nt , th e pu r ity of
heart , and the indi ffere nce
which are requi red if the inner self is to make some shy,
unpredictable manifestation
of his Presence."
M e rto n was se t fi r mly
against any perspecti ve that
would leave the Gospel in its
du st . He insisted that "one
does not awaken his inmost
'I' me re ly by lov in g God
alone," but by lov ing other
peo pl e, eve n th o ug h " th e
necessary movement of transcendence must come and lift
the spirit 'above flesh and
bl ood .'"
Me rton re be ll ed agai nst
contemplation is not
a ny unde rsta nding of co ngratification and rest
te mpl ative expe ri e nce that
but awareness, life,
would view it as a silent trip
creativity, and freedom ."
to a gigantic spiritual candy
- Thomas Merton
store o r as a kind of spiritual
tra nquilizer. Contemplat ion,
wrote Merton, is "not enjoyment , not pleasure, not happiness, not peace, but the transcendent expe rience of reality and
truth in the act of a supreme and liberated spiritual love. T he important thing in contemplation is not gratification and rest but
awareness , life, c reati vity, and freedom ." Those who med itate in
order to become "successful " might take heed .
Merton insisted on a di stinction between the sacred and the
secular. A secularized life, he wrote, is antithetical to authentic
contemplati ve prayer and human integrity. " Secular li fe is a life
frantically dedicated to escape, through novelty and variety, from
the fear of death . . . . In the sacred society, on the other hand ,
man admits no dependence on anything lower than himsel f, or even
FALL 1992

'outside' himself in a spatial sense. Hi s only master is God ."
Merton was not , however, inte rested in a sacred/sec ular
dichotomy that would leave untouched the average parish , for example ; for "even the most sacred of earthly societies tends to have
something of a secular character. ... Hence, Hol y Communion,
for instance, tends to become a routine and 'secul arized' activity
when it is sought not so much as a mystical contact with the Incarnate Word of God and with all the members of His Mystical
Body, but rather as a way of gaining social approval and allaying
feelings of anxiety."
Though Merton wrote that the contemplative mind today would
normally not be associated too firmly with a ny movement
(religious, political, or otherwise), he also said the modern contemplative " may have an intuitive grasp of, and even sympathy
for, what is most genuine in the characteristic movements of our
time-Marxism , ex istentiali sm , psychoanalysis . ..."
Page after page of " The Inner Experience" is filled with insights
into an authentic Christian contemplative spirituality for the late
20t h ce ntur y.
T he inclination
is to get o ut of
Merton's way
a nd quote like
mad. Let these
few suffice:
• "The majority of Christians
wi ll neve r be come pure contemplatives o n
Earth . But that
does not mea n
that those whose
vocati on is essentia l Iy active
must
res ig n
themselves to
be ing exc lud ed
from al l th e
graces of a deep
interior life and
(rantically dedicated to
all infused prayescape,
through novelty
er. Christ has
and
variety,
from the
promised th a t
fear
of
death!'
the Three Di -Thomas Merton
vine Persons will
manifest themselves to all who
love Him."
• " It can be sa id at once that the inspirations of the Holy Spirit
are seldom completely at variance with the sanely traditional norms
of religious soc ieties. However, the hi story of the saints is full of
f'A L L 1992

examples when those led directly by God fell under the furious
censure of profess ionall y holy men."
• " Take . . . the willingness of the majority of 'believers' to accept the hydrogen bomb, with all that it implies, with no more
than a shadow of theoretical protest. This is almost unbelievable,
a nd yet it has
become so commonplace that no
one wonders at it
anymo re."
Finall y, Merto n had so m e
a nal ys is for today 's parents and
sc hoolteac hers .
Hi s un ca nnil y
accurate descripti o n of mode rn
c ultu ra l influ e nces o n c hil dren is a damning indictment of
adult society.
The co ntemporary c hild ,
wrote Merton ,
may earl y in his
"When you say 'I want; you
or he r existence
are sometimes simply making
have natural inan automatic gesture of
clinations toward
accepting . . . what has
spirituality. All
been forced upon you ."
these tendencies,
-Thomas Merton
however, are
soon destroyed
by the dominant culture. The
child " becomes a yelli ng, brash , false little monster, brandishing
a toy gun and dressed up like some character he has seen on television." Then , when the child goes to school, " he learns to verbal ize,
to rationalize, to pose, to make faces like an advertisement , to need
a car, and in short to go through life with an empty head, conforming to others like himself, in 'togethe rness .' "
Merton was not, however, without hi s blind spots here. At one
poi nt he suggested those who wanted to li ve a more sane, mo re
contemplative life si mply pull up stakes and move to a quiet rural
setting, as if that were a realistic option for most people.
Such weak spots are, however, few indeed . "The Inner Experience" is a Christian literary treasure. -M. F.
■
"The Inner Experience" is available in offprints from the journal Cistercian
Studies (St. Joseph's Abbey, Spencer, MA 01562). A lengthy selection from
the work has been published in Thomas Merton , Spiritual Master: The
Essential Writings, edited by L.S. Cunningham (Pa ulist Press , 1993).
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What's

wrong

with this
picture?
For U.S. women,
the answer was
clear: They were not
among the senators
judging Anita Hill's
claims against
Clarence Thomas.
The event spurred a
Bay Area group to
aim for equality

The all-male image captured during the Clarence
Thomas nomination hearings has become the
centerpiece for the 20%+ by 2020 poster

BY SALLIE LYCETTE '86
epending on yo ur point of view,
the C larence Thomas Supreme
Court nomination hearings were
either a curse or a bl ess ing. For
a group of Bay Area women, the image of
the al l-male Senate Judiciary Committee
weighing the merits of Anita Hill 's sexual
harassment charges was a wake-up call and
a godsend of sorts.
" Thi s moment in history is not going to
come aga in ; and if we don't capitalize on
it now, we are foo ls," says Bre nna Bolger
'64, who decided to turn women's di sbelief
and anger into positive action fo r change.
Shortly after Thomas was confi rmed in October 1991, Bolger created 20 %+ by 2020,
a nati o na l no n-p rofi t , no n-pa rti sa n
organi zati on ded icated to inc reas ing the
representation of women in government ,

D
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the federal judicia ry, and top corpo rate
management to 20 pe rcent o r better by the
year 2020.
" I didn't want to be j ust enraged ," says
Bolger, fo under and president of PRx, the
third largest marketing communicatio ns
fi rm in Silicon Valley, and a member of
SCU's first graduating class of wo men .
" Rage alone has never done it fo r me. Fi xing things is my pass ion." And she has set
out to do just that.
Bolger donated space in her downtown
San Jose office and recruited a board of
directors from top Silicon Valley companies-and 20 %+ by 2020 was born . Lynne
Crowell , who had been in the health care
field , read a newspaper article about the organization and offered to work pro bono as
its executive director. Kristin Bosetti '86,

Bolger's niece, left a five-yea r career in
banking to become associate di rector.
The organization, which relies primarily on donations fro m its 200 members, has
fo ur key goals: helping young women and
girl s overcome cultural barriers that keep
them fro m making their fullest contributions to soc iety; shattering the glass ceiling that prevents women from moving into
top corporate management ; educating peopl e about the negati ve effects of femal e
unde rrepresentation; and implementing a
g rass-roots dri ve to encourage women's
political participation (see sidebar).
All three women cite statistics to illustrate
the massive task they 've undertaken : At the
group's inception, only 29 of 435 members
of Congress were women, and two of 100
senato rs were wome n . In the co rporate
F'ALI. 1992

Kristin Bosetti '86

world, there were only two female Fortune
500 CEOs.
Undaunted , the organization's leaders say
they are in for the long haul . "Our problems are so deep and so cu ltural that any
little five-year plan isn't going to get it,"
says Crowell. "It's a 30- or 40-year plan that
needs to be implemented serious ly."
The group, which is soliciting corporate
and foundation support , developed a plan
that would have an impact.
" One of the reasons 20 percent was
chosen was not only because it is attainable
by 2020," says Bosetti , "but because 20
percent is considered by social fo recasters
to be a critical mass for change."
What kind of change? The organization
offers more statistics: Women account for
66 percent of the ad ult poor in the United
States ; more than 80 percent of full-time
working women earn less than $20,000 annually ; and the average female college
graduate earns less than the average male
high school graduate.
In addition, says Bosetti, the lack of female representation has resulted in policies
devastating to women and fami lies, including the defeat of the family medical leave
act and the lack of money and attention
directed toward research and treatment of
women's diseases.
Ironically, it was a diagnosis of breast
cancer that led to Crowell 's resignation
earlier this fall , leaving Bosetti to step in
as executive director.
"We make up more than half the U.S.
population , yet only a small percentage of
the budget allocated to the National Institutes of Health goes into studies of some
FA LL 1992

Brenna Bolger '64

of the top killers of women: breast, uterine,
and ovarian cancer," says Crowell. " Breast
cancer will kill more than 46,000 women
in 1992 . We women need to get organized.
I have no doubt that if we had more women
in Washington , more people would be saying, 'Hey, this is a crisis.' "
Like Crowell, who is still active in
20 %+ by 2020, many women participating in the group are professionals in their
40s who have not been politically active
since the 1960s. According to Janet Flammang, SCU professor of political science,
their interest in politics was renewed during
the Thomas hearings because "you couldn't
ask for a more articulate professional woman [Anita Hill] being discounted by men."
She adds that women in their 40s are also
"feeling betrayed" by limited access to
higher reaches of power in the workplace.
Though still in her 20s, Bosetti quit her
banking job to join 20 % + by 2020 partially
because she felt she had hit the glass ceiling when she was not allowed to enter a
credit training program .
"The male interviewers thought I would
not make a man in his 50s comfortable,"
she says. "And they didn ' t think their
customers wanted someone who looked
like their daughter handling their finances.
So, at that point , I scraped myself off the
ceiling and hit the door."
Unlike women's political groups such as
the National Women's Political Caucus or
EMILY's List, 20 % + by 2020 does not endorse or fund specific candidates. But like
more and more women's groups , its message is one of partnership between women
and men. "We are not man haters," says

Bosetti. "We are all products of history. We
need to relearn together what society has
taught us."
And what if we don't? What if 20 % +
by 2020 and groups like it fail in their missions? "There wi ll just be more of the
same," says Bosetti . "Women will continue to be treated as second-class citizens.
Rape and domestic violence will increase.
Finally, I predict we will see a decline in
our domestic competitiveness. We cannot
continue to ignore 50 percent of our population in terms of advancement."
The group envisions a different future.
" We need to pull the smartest women and
men we can into this organization ," says
Bolger, "and pull upward together."
■
Sallie Lycette '86 is a marketing communications
manager in San Francisco.

PROGRAMS FOR CHANGE
ith chapters throughout California, as well as one in Salt
Lake City, 20%+ by 2020
has established four programs to meet its goals:
• Girls Clubs, still in the planning stages,
will help girls in primary and secondary
schools improve their math a nd sc ience
skills, broaden their career aspirations, increase their self-confidence, and learn
leadership and goal-setting skills.
• Corporate Consortium consults with
Silicon Valley executives, including top-level
women on the 20% + by 2020 board of directors, to devise strategies to shatter the glass
ceiling- a phenomenon examined in a 1991
Department of Labor report that found the
unofficial practices of many companies prevent women and minorities from advancing
into senior management.
• Communications, a public information
campaign, spreads the word about the organization and the effects of female underrepresentation. The effort includes a newsletter, a speakers bureau, and a watchdog/
whistle-blowing program that focuses on the
negative portrayal of women in advertising
campaigns.
• WAVE (Women + Action + Voting =
Equality) participates in voter registration
drives and other activities to encourage
women's political participation.
For more information on 20 %+ by 2020,
contact Kristin Bosetti (408-287-1700). ■
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DUNGEON OF THE MIND
An estimated 20 million
Americans are trapped by
clinical depression. But
there is help and hope
BY KATHY DALLE-MOLLE '85

'm going crazy. I need to get out of
here ... . I feel this urgency inside
me, like I'm going to explode at any
minute. I can't stop crying. I'm so
tired . . .. I hate myself. I'm so lonely. I
can't stand it. I want to die."
It's hard to believe I ever wrote those
words. But I did-in a journal I kept during my senior year at Santa Clara-when
I supposedly " had it all" and should have
been looking forward to my future. I was
editor of the school newspaper; I had a couple of excellent job offers, good friends, and
a loving family.
What's even harder for me to believe is,
until recently, I thought I could do little, if
anything, about the negative thinking and
dark moods that had plagued me for most
of my adult life.
Then last year, after seeking counseling
from a psychotherapist, I learned I am
among an estimated 20 million Americans
who suffer from clinical depress ion , a
mood disturbance experts say is triggered
by a combination of biochemical and
psychological factors.
Make no mistake, clinical depression is
a disease just like heart disease or diabetes.
It is much more than the infrequent, explainable blues many of us get occasionally after a bad day at the office or a disagreement with a spouse. Unlike a blue mood ,
clinical depression lasts almost continuously- for weeks, month s, even years
(seven in my case)-and warrants intensive
psychotherapy, often combined with antidepressant medication.

I
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Depression takes many shapes : from
bipolar or manic depression , in which a
person alternates between agitated highs
and lows, to unipolar depression , in which
a person's mood simply continues to plummet. Most of the people interviewed for this
article have experienced unipolar depression; I suffer from a subtype called dysthymic di so rder, a low-level unipolar
depression that lasts at least two years.
Because most sufferers, like me, can function quite ably in the everyday world , this
form of depression often goes undetected.
Carol '76, a partner in a busy Bay Area
CPA practice, is a case in point. She, too,
suffers from dysthymic disorder. " I've
always been very successful and very happy in my career," she says. "No one would

SEVERE DEPRESSION IS 10 TIMES
MORE PREVALENT TODAY THAN
IT WAS 50 YEARS AGO. ..."
-Psychologist Martin Seligman in Learned Optimism

ever have thought I was depressed. Yet ,
practically since graduation, I felt like
something wasn't right in my life. More and
more, I would have these extreme bouts of
sadness when, for example, I'd just be driving along in my car and suddenly start crying and not be able to stop."
For the seven years prior to my diagnosis,

my emotional life, like Carol 's, was on a
downward spiral . To combat my sinking
feelings , I threw myself into work-first at
the student newspaper and , after graduation , in my job. I'd frequently use my busy
work schedule as an excuse to bow out of
social engagements. Although I'd be enthusiastic upon receiving an invitation, I'd
FALL 1992

cancel before it was time to attend. By early 1991, my self-esteem was non-existent.
I second-guessed myself on even the most
trivial decision. I found little that sparked
my interest or hope. Most days ended with
severe crying jags.
Because I had a few friends who behaved
similarly, I didn't consider my actions particular Iy abnormal. In fact , I often
remember thinking, "They feel that way
too? Oh good. I am normal after all."
Louise '83, a technical writer in Silicon
Valley, echoes my feelings. She suffered a
yearlong bout with depression after the
breakup of a four-year relationship.
' 'After the relationship ended, I stopped
going out. I stopped seeing my friends," she
says. "At first , this was understandable.
FALL 1992

But then instead of getting better after a
month or two, I was getting worse. It got
to the point that I no longer enjoyed anything. Every day it became harder and
harder for me to find a reason to climb out
of bed, take a shower, and get dressed . The
most mundane tasks, like going to the bank
or dropping off my cleaning, became a huge
effort. Even cooking dinner for friends ,
which I used to take great pleasure in,
became a chore."
It's far from rare for depression to strike
young professional women Iike Carol,
Louise, and me. In fact, numerous studies
have shown women are twice as likely as
men to suffer from depression . Equally
disturbing are the statistics noted by
psychologist Martin Seligman in his best
seller Learned Optimism. "Severe depression," he writes, " is 10 times more pre-

valent today than it was 50 years ago and
it strikes a full decade earlier in life on
average than it did a generation ago."
Among adults aged 25 to 44, he says,
"There are more than enough cases of
depression to warrant shouting epidemic."
In fact, I was prompted to write this article because, after my diagnosis, I learned
of many friends and acquaintances from my
Santa Clara days who also suffer from depression. Although there were different catalysts for our bouts with the illness-a
death in the family, the end of a relationship, the birth of a child, a career change,
or unemployment-each event involved
stress and change, two key stimulators of
depression.
"An illness, anger, emotional turmoil ,
periods of high stress at home or work, and
traumatic loss can all trigger depression ,"
says Tiah Foster '64, a psychiatrist and adjunct professor in Santa Clara's Psychology
Department, who overcame her own struggle with depression almost 25 years ago.
"These days, people feel a loss of control
over their lives. The economy is in bad
shape; we're in a recessionary marketplace;
and so many people are out of work and
having trouble finding a job, especially in
Silicon Valley where careers are so much
a part of people's identities."
Mental health experts have also suggested
fiercer competition in the labor force , a
greater gap between expectations and
fulfillment in our personal and professional
lives than in previous generations , and
social upheaval as possible reasons for the
rising number of cases of depression.
"I think the culprit is almost entirely
the environment ," Seligman writes in
Learned Optimism. " The modern American society ... encourages us to lean exclusively on ourselves-more than is good
for our mental health ."
Seligman adds that depression as we
know it in the United States is almost nonexistent among less technologically advanced cultures.
"These are difficult times," notes Foster.
"If you have a pervasive sense that life just
isn't as enjoyable as it once was, chances
are high that you're suffering from depression . Ask yourself, 'What am I angry
about? What have I lost?' If you ' re
perpetually grumpy, if you have a short
SANTA CLARA MAGAZ INE
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fuse, look deeper to find out what is bothering you and seek professional help."
For Tom , a 1978 engineering grad , constant thoughts of inadequacy-particularly
on the job-prompted him to begin seeing
a psychologist. Eventually, he was diagnosed with clinical depression, which he
has battled on and off for the past 10 years .
"I still feel like a failure at work ," he says.
"Since I've been in counseling, I've learned
to recognize when my thinking is irrational
and I try to control it. It's difficult, though .
Before I began seeing a therapist, I was in
constant fear of being found out for the idiot
I was. If my manager praised me about my
work , I didn't believe him . Instead , I'd try
to focus in on the things I wasn't doing so
well- how I could do better. I wanted to be
told what was wrong with me."
Foster speculates Catholics might be
more susceptible to depression . "I think
Catholics as a group are more prone to
depression because there is a lot of truth to
the sayings about Catholic guilt ," she says.
" We can often mask depression by being
overly scrupulous, feeling tremendously
guilty over even the smallest mistakes we
make. Feeling this way can signify that you
do not have control over your life."
Historically, moods of depression can be
traced as far back as biblical times. The illness was described in depth by Old Testament writers and by early Greek and
Roman historians and philosophers-all of
whom accepted mental depression as a
natural part of the human condition. Unfortunately, until recently, mood disorders
have frequently been misdiagnosed and, at
the least , treated unsuccessfully.
26
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" Depression is the most common
psychiatric problem for which people seek
help, and it may have caused more anguish
and suffering throughout the world than any
other medical or psychiatric illness," writes
noted mental health expert Ronald Fieve,
M.D., in Moodswing.
In recent years, the problem has even
started to make a sizable dent in the deep
pockets of corporate America. A 1991 Wall
Street Journal article reported that costs for
employee benefits for mental health and
substance abuse are rising faster than any
other medical expenses at most corporations . And the National Mental Health
Association (NMHA) tallies the overall
economic price tag of depression at $27
billion annually. The human cost, however,
is even higher: Victims of clinical depression account for 60 percent of all suicides.
But despite its prevalence and perniciousness, depression is still "a silent disease,"
says Elisabeth Rukeyser, chair of NMHA .
A recent survey by Rukeyser's organization
showed most Americans are " ill at ease, illprepared , and ill-informed about dealing
with depression ."
Clearly the disease carries a heavy
stigma. Few of us can forget the fate of vice
presidential candidate Thomas Eagleton,
who was bounced from the Democratic
ticket in 1972 when it became known he had
been treated for depression . Nearly two
decades later, rumors that Michael Dukakis may have undergone psychotherapy

became a topic of speculation and debate
during his 1988 presidential bid .
For Steve, a 1978 graduate of Sa nta
Clara's business school , telling his famil y
he suffered from clinical depress ion was
one of the most difficult ordeal s he faced
in battling back from the illness.
"My family made it even tougher on me,"
he says, " because they didn't really unde rstand that depression is an illness. They
thought I should just be able to get whatever
was bothering me in my life under control
and then snap out of it. They didn't understand why that wasn't possible."
Not surprisingly, Steve, like every sufferer I interviewed except Foster, spoke to
me on condition of anonymity.
" Depression is just not an illness that
people talk about," says Foster. "It's not uncommon for people to treat it as a personal ity flaw rather than the disease it is," she
adds, supporting the findings of a recent
NMHA survey in which half the people
polled said they believed depress ion is or
might be linked to personal or emotional
weakness.
That was my modus operandi fo r seven
years. I chalked up all the warning signs of
depression to personality quirks or the
blues. Since my diagnosi s, though, I' ve
learned clinical depression is not simply a
FAI.I . 1992

within me. I grew up in a very difficult atmosphere. For most of my teen-age years,
my mother was very ill so all of my family's attention was focused on her illness. I
grew up having a lot of feelings of guilt and
I think that state of mind paved the way for
my depression."
Although Foster sought treatment and
was helped with a combination of psychotherapy and antidepressant medication,
millions of Americans who suffer from
depression are reluctant to seek treatment.
In fact , according to the NMHA , only one
in five victims of depression seeks help,
even though medications and psychotherapy
have proven effective for 80 percent of those
who do get treatment.
"The danger about people's reluctance to
seek treatment is that the longer the depression goes untreated, the more likely it is to
become chronic and seriously damaging,"

bad mood I could work through or wish
away. Like me, most depressed people suffer from a classic set of symptoms, including loss of interest in normal activities ,
weight fluctuation, sleep disruption , loss of
self-esteem , and feelings of hopelessness.
Although Steve and some of the other
sufferers mentioned here are uncomfortable
discussing the disease with family members, some cases of depression are indeed
a family affair. Along with almost twothirds of those who battle depression, Foster and I have a genetic predisposition to the
illness; some of our family members have
also been diagnosed with the disease. Scientists know certain forms of depression,
including manic depression, run in families. In addition, a combination of genetics
and emotional environment may double or
even triple the risk of depression later in life
for the child of a depressed parent.
Foster says a genetic predisposition and
an emotionally traumatic childhood led to
her depression , which started in medical
school and came to a head during a stressful
residency. " My mother got sick when I was
12 and passed away when I was 18," she
says, "and I never dealt with her death.
During my anesthesia residency, when I
was surrounded daily by death and dying,
my mother's death just started to resonate
FALL 1992

My

FAMILY...
THOUGHT I
SHOULD BE
ABLE TO GET
WHATEVER WAS
BOTHERING
ME UNDER
CONTROL AND
SNAP OUT OF IT."
- Steve '78

says Foster. "An awful lot of life can be lost
to depression."
Although patients with milder cases of
depression may do equally well with either
antidepressant medications or therapy, a
1989 study by the National Institute of Mental Health showed that antidepressants ,
which provide a chemical floor, are crucial
to the treatment of severe cases.
Researchers believe severe depression is
activated by a combination of genetics and
psychosocial environment that can disrupt
the normal mechanisms of the brain's
regulation of the internal levels of two

neurotransmitters-norepinephrine and
serotonin-that are believed to play a role
in mood regulation. Antidepressants may
artificially restore the biological balance of
these neurotransmitters while the brain's
own regulatory mechanisms recuperate.
Psychotherapy helps patients prepare
their psychosocial environment so the imbalance is less likely to recur when the
medication is withdrawn. Often depression
can reappear if medications are stopped
before the brain can reset its regulators. The
rule of thumb is that medication should be
continued for at least six months, even if
symptoms have disappeared. However,
some patients, such as Tom, must stay on
medications indefinitely.
In addition , people react differently to
antidepressants and psychotherapeutic approaches. For some, it may take months
before the right combination is found .
Typically though , a positive response to a
combination of therapy and antidepressants occurs within four to six weeks.
In the past few years, Prozac, which I
took for almost a year, has become the most
prescribed antidepressant , despite some
researchers' claims the drug can, in rare
cases, lead to suicidal thoughts and selfdestructive acts .
Many doctors prefer Prozac because it
has fewer side effects than many of the older
antidepressants, which can cause dry
mouth and eyes, sleepiness, and constipation. Other drugs that work even faster and
are easier to tolerate than Prozac are also
on the horizon .
Most of the victims of depression mentioned here are feeling the positive benefits
of therapy and drug treatment. Some, including Carol , Louise, and I , have recovered after a year or so of therapy and
medication. Others still suffer from recurring bouts of the illness.
"Depression occurs for a multiplicity of
reasons," says Foster, "and each person
must find out what his or her particular
combination is and look within to work
through the underlying issues. Be assured ,
however, there is a light at the end of the
tunnel. Depression is treatable, whether it's
caused by a chemical imbalance or a situational problem ."
■
Kathy Daile-Molle '85 is a free-lan ce editor and
writer living in San Francisco.
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SAM HERNANDEZ

Organic
materials and
multicultural
influences
evolve into
bold, earthy
images at the
hands of
SCU's resident
sculptor

Sculptor Sam Hernandez, who works primarily in wood, in the studio behind his Watsonville home

BY MAUREEN MCINANEY '85
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ome things you can't communicate
with words. The qualities of the
human spirit are sometimes best
manifested through art and music,"
says sculptor and SCU art professor Sam
Hernandez . "That's magic. Fantasy and
magic are what art is about." Considered
one of the most promising sculptors of his

S

generation , Hernandez, 44, has been communicating magical imagery through his
trademark earthy designs for more than
two decades.
Although he also works in bronze, Hernandez is best known for his large, handcarved painted wood pieces with symbolic
references to primitive art-work intluFALL 1992

enced by music; current events; and the folk
and native art of Africa , the Americas, and
Europe.
This fall , the Oakland Museum Sculpture
Court was the latest venue for hi s expressive work, which has been described on a
broad continuum from primiti ve, surreal ,
raw-boned, rob ust, and gruffish to funny,
lively, and elegant. His pieces, which often
allude to the human form, range from tabletop (12 inches) to huge modern echoes of
totem poles (12 feet and taller).
Hernandez says that though humor and
irony are influential fo rces in his work, he
isn't consciously making ove rt political
statements . He describes himself as a guide
rather than instructor or documentarian.
"A rti sts, be they writers, dance rs, or
pai nters , have to leave you room to fantasize. They can give you a direction , but
you need to make your own images," says
Hernandez , who sometimes leaves works
untitled so as not to impose his vision of
the piece on a viewer.
" That's what was so wonderful about
radio and what is so deadening about television. You lose all that visualization. Even
go ing from an analog wristwatch to a digital , you lose that visualization."
" Elf," a wood/res in work displayed at
the Oakland exhibit , might suggest the elf-

Hernandez has been steadily rising in
stature since his first show in 1970.
" Sam is right up there with the best of
them, and quickl y gaining much deserved
recognition in the Bay Area ," says Phil
Linhares, chief curator of art for the Oakland Museum.
In addition to exhibiting throughout the
country, Herna ndez has won numerou s
awards, including a National Endowment
for the Arts Visual Artists Fellowship (1984)
and a Senior Fulbright Scholars Artist-inRes idence Award at Skopje University in
Yugoslavia (1986).
The grandson of Spaniards and the son
of a woman born in Cuba but rai sed in
Mexico City, Hernandez credits the evolution of his work to his heritage, hi s travels,
and the various cultural environments in
which he has lived.
" I feel like a sponge," says Hernandez ,
who today lives in Watsonville with wife Jo
Farb, a museum director, and their 4-yearold daughter, Lari ssa. " I've traveled a lot
in Latin America. I spent six months in Yugos lavia on a Fulbright. When I moved to
Texas and then Wi sconsin , I mi ssed the
multicultural environment in the Bay Area ,
which includes a lot of Asians, but I learned
about the Norwegians and the Swiss."
In addition to ethnic references, Hernan-

"Artists have to leave you room to fantasize.
They can give you a direction, but you need
to make your own images.''
-Sam Hernand ez

like creature your imagination could conjure up while pondering a tree stump in a
deserted forest. The work was titled not by
He rnandez , who didn't at first see the imagery, but by a friend who viewed the sculpture near completion and blurted , "Elf."
" If you find an appropriate way of putting an idea together, the piece transcends
being an object and becomes art ," says Hernandez. " If it is good art , it leaves the
viewer with an idea to develop."
Influenced by both primitive cultures and
a funky lineage of modem artists like James
Surls, Mel Kendrick, and ltalo Scanga ,
FALL 1992

dez 's sculptures contain allusions to the
process of their creation , says Linhares.
He rnandez uses many woods-redwood ,
pine, sycamore, and elm-and several carving tools, including chain saws, Japanese
saws, and African adzes. He alters and
enhances the textures by sandblasting and
applying lime, a white, earthy substance.
Though his recent work is more organic
and employs rougher textures, Hernandez
has distinguished himself by the sophistication of his finishes , particularly his use
of color, plastic fillers, and epoxy resins.
Such techniques are remnants of Hernan-

dez's first passion, building hot rods and
custom cars, a hobby he still pursues.
Hernandez , who was born in Hayward
and spent his childhood in San Leandro,
began restoring cars while in high school.
"Customizing cars was good training for
me. I became very facile with three-dimensional materials. I like the physical part of
three-dimensional work."
Equating folk art to folk music and jazz ,
Hernandez says he gets inspiration from
music and literary references-often while
driving. His primary enlightenment, however, comes when he is working-not like
a bolt of lightning , he explains, but when
he is in an open, receptive state of mind .
" I attain that state automatically when
I'm working," he says. " Sometimes when
I'm concentrating on one piece, I flash on
some other reference. I often work on four
or five pieces at a time."
Hernandez says he no longer builds elaborate models or draws detailed blueprints
before he begins construction. " The trouble with a blueprint is I become just a technician after I come up with an idea. What
I try to do now is loosely know what I'm
going to do and allow the creative process
to change the piece while I'm working."
In a sense, artists have to be egoless, he
says. " Pieces fail when you don't let them
go. I've had pieces that I've simply turned
in another direction-upside down or on
the side-and come up with something that
felt much better to me on a visceral level."
He tries to convey this concept to his students. "I don't teach how-to-do ; I deal with
ideas. With my ceramics students this is
more difficult because you have a single
medium , clay ; but with sculpture, the
medium can take any form , so you can concentrate on the initial concept."
" Sam is an idea-popper," says Brigid
Barton , chair of the Art Department. " He
brings in very inventive and imaginative
assignments for his students."
" There are a lot of [assignments] art
teachers can give that are design-oriented
and success-oriented," Hernandez says, explaining such an approach may bypass the
creative trial-and-error process that is so
critical. "I allow students to screw up as
much as they want in my class. What we
offer here in this department is the avenue
for freedom of thought."
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" Elf." a wood /resin
work that sta nds
over 5 feet ta ll .
illustrates th e
orga nic aesthetic
more evid ent in
Sam Hernandez's
rece nt wor k
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" You can never as k Sam what he wants
to see," says Jen Kennedy '92. " It has to
come fro m you. All you have to do is ask
questions, and he'll help you pull it together.
He has taught me ... to push hard for the
extremes- the very good and the very bad
in co ncept a nd craftsma nship -always
avoiding mediocrity."
Steve Briscoe '82, an Oakland sculptor/
photographer, was also inspired by Hernandez's teaching philosophy. Briscoe, who
tho ught about maj o ring in physics, had
never studied art before he enrolled in Hernandez's sculpture
class and found a home in
the Art Department.
Because of Hernandez's influence,
Briscoe continued
hi s study of art
and eventually
earned a maste r's
from the San Francisco Art Institute. He returned to SCU
during fall qua rter to teach He rnandez's
classes while hi s mentor is on sabbatical.
Hernandez's students say they appreciate
his sense of humor and relaxed leadership
style. " He's accessible and has no desire to
create a power dynamic between student
and teache r," says Sean Sullivan '92.
After earning a B.A . in sculpture from
Hayward State (1970) and an MFA in sculpture from the University of Wi sconsin ,
Madison (1974), Hernandez took a teaching
position at East Texas State Unive rsity in
1974. In 1977 he returned to Cali fo rnia as
an assistant professor at SCU. He was department chair from
1980 to 1986 and
became an assoc iate
professor in 1983.
Hernandez c ites some
interesting differences
between SCU students
and those he taught in
the little rural town of
Comme rce, Texas.
" When the tractor
breaks down in the
middle of nowhere, the
thing has to be fixed ,"
says Hernandez. As a result , the
East Texas students had a " much better mechanical sense-they were more

awa re of their phys ical e nviro nme nt" than students at urban colleges like SCU.
Santa Clara students, however, tend to
be better versed in literature and the visual arts, says He rnandez. " You ca n talk
to SCU students about abstract concepts.
This makes teaching at Santa C lara a lot
eas ier ... and more fun ."
The SCU Art Depa rtme nt is steadily
ga ining a reputati o n , espec ia ll y among
Jesuit schools, Barton says. "This is largely due to Sam and his colleagues coming
of age artistically and getting recog nition."
He rnandez is excited about this recognition. It means more people will have the opportunity to see his work , which is the goal
of any committed arti st. He is also enthusiastic about the future and has planned
several intermittent quarte rs away from
campus to round out hi s yearl ong sabbatical. Now on the first leg, he is planning
a trip to Salamanca, Spain , in March 1993.
The trip will take Hernandez to his grandparents' home and into a booming art scene.
While there, he will initiate a body of work
he expects to complete when he returns to
Spain in spring 1994.
He is also wo rking with the Michael
Dunev Gallery in San Francisco on a national tour - a IO-year survey of his work ,
including 30 to 40 pieces. The tour, scheduled for 1993 th rough 1995, will be an arti stic turning point fo r Hernandez. " It will
sew up a body of work ," he says, and rein fo rce the new thru st that has already
eme rged in his sculptures. " I hope to have
one or two pieces of my newest work in the
show, so peopl e can see the di rection my
work is taking."
In addition to being much larger, his current pieces are " mo re aggressive and less
refined ," says He rnandez, explaining that
surfaces and textures play a more important role in hi s present work .
" My work is evolving from a geometric
to a more organic aesthetic," he says. "Even
though I still use geometric elements, they
are becoming more asymmetrical and more
lyrical , like wood as it is naturally found
in the environment. Afte r years of exploring thi s medium , I feel I have a greater
freedom for stretching creati ve, aesthetic,
and phys ical boundaries."
■
Maureen Mclnaney '85 is a musician and a freelance wrirer.
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Joseph Radigan and hi s wife of 42 years,
Eli zabeth , have four sons and one daughter; twins
Steven and Kenneth are '73 alumni.

'24 Thomas Donahue li ves in San Francisco and

Jack Hazelwood retired in July as vice pres ident
of Wright Investors Se rvice in San Francisco.

writes that he has fo nd memories of be ing an " RITTC
sergeant bugler, putting the school and priests to sleep
with taps at 10 p.m."

'25

Harry Boivin , Klamath Falls, Ore. , attorney and
state senator from 1941 to 1972 , was awa rded an
ho norary doctora te by th e O rego n In s titute of
Tec hnology in Monmouth at its June 13 commencement fo r his " leade rship in support of the establi shment of pub lic higher educati on." Donald Pierr (JD
'26) is a reti red me mber of the Ca li fo rnia and Iowa
Bar associations. He now li ves in Ca rmel.

'29 Ralph

Fitzgerald retired in 1987 fro m Uni sys
Corp. (Memorex Corp.) in Santa Clara. He has lived
in Los Gatos si nce 1946.

'31

Joseph Doetsch li ves in Wall a Wall a , Wash . He
retired from the U.S. Corps of Engineers in 1970 and
from his own office in 1984. Steve Payson retired in
1970 and is in rea l estate in Seattl e, where he makes
hi s home.

'34

Cy ril Lentz reti red in 1970 after 36 years with
U.S. Bureau of Rec lamatio n on constructi on and
maintenance of irrigation fac ilit ies, incl uding 12 years
as Yakima project super intendent.

'36

John Rickard is a retired judge of the Ca li fo rnia Supe rior Court. Thomas Ward , M . D. , retired
from medical pract ice (anesthes iology) in Santa Rosa
and in 1991 ce lebrated hi s 50th year since graduating
from UC SF Med ical School and 50th wedding anniversary wit h hi s wife , L illi an . They have e ight
children, 14 gra ndchildre n , and two great-gra nd children.

''S/

Attilio de Gasparis writes that he is proud to have
six Santa C lara deg ree-holders in the fa mily. His fa mily's home is in Sa nta Maria. Ralph Hartwig retired
in 1984 from the U.S. Department of Ag ri culture
Marketing Service. He was Northern Cali fornia supervisor of food inspecti on. He and his wife of 44 yea rs,
Muriel, are active in the Stoc kton-based San Joaquin
Chapter of Peopl e to People.

'40

James Caselli li ves in Air Force Village 11 in San
Antonio, Tex. , a private, non-profit retirement community for officers of the U.S. un iformed serv ices.

'41

Ha rry Sanders, captain of the 1940 varsity football team unde r Buck Shaw, retired in 1968 as an Air
Force colonel and spent the next IO years as national
sa les ma nager for Pl asti cs Manu fac turing Co. in
Dallas , where he lives . He writes that he has a "g reat
life" traveling, work ing o ut , and play ing go lf.

'42 Roger Duffy li ves in Los Ange les. He retired in
1988 from a management position in the insurance industry and now handles the estates of two deceased
relati ves. Edward McFadden is retired from FM C
Corp. and lives in Santa C lara . Bob Sevenich retired
from the U.S. Air Force with the rank of maj or and
is an agent for New York Life in Everett , Wash., where
he makes his home.

'43 Michael Filice retired from Cali fo rnia Canners
and Growe rs in 1983. He lives in A ptos. Mitch
Lo brovitch is pres iden t of SOS Tec hno log ies in
Ken ner, La. He and his wife attended the Washington,
D.C. , Notch Coa lit ion strategy meeting in June to
pressure Congress to pass HR 917, which addresses
Social Security inequities for retires born between 1917
and 1926.
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'46
'47

'48 Alfred

Orr Kelly 's book , Bra ve Men , Dark
Waters: Th e Untold Story of the Navy SEALS, was
pu blished by Pres idio Press in September. Joseph
McNett retired in 1984 after 35 years in education ,
30 as princ ipal of Miss ion Avenue School in Carm ichae l. Joseph Patten retired as director of water
resources for CH2M HILL in 1983. He was a senior
consultant in the Redding office .

'50

Basil Binckley retired in June as plant engineer
with Alumax Inc. in Ri verside. He lives in Anaheim .
James Binckley earned an MSCE in 1954 from Notre
Dame and taught at Ca l Poly- Pomona and UC-Irvine.
He is regional vice president for Delong Hampton and
Assoc iates, designing the new Los Angeles subway
system. John Brooke retired from Southern Pacific
Transportation Co. , San Francisco general offi ce, in
May. Thomas Burns is celebrating 38 years as a priest
of the Archdiocese of San Francisco. Albert Draper
writes that he retired from the cattle-feeding business
and now spends time traveling between hi s Coyote
Valley property and San Joaquin Valley ranch and enjoy ing his 10 grandchildren. Mark Sullivan was chair
of the humanities division at College of Notre Dame,
Be lmont , until hi s retirement thi s fa ll . Bill Ward
retired from the structural engineering firn1 of Skilling,
Ward , Magnu sson, Barkshire in Seattl e and is a parttime consultant in the Fac ility Management Office,
Uni versity of Washington . Harry \\enberg retired
from Kaiser Aluminum after 32 years and now enjoys
golf and travel.

'51

Bob Nard retired from Modesto city schools after
33 years as teac her and counselor.

'52

Don Cummings was a jet fighte r pil ot in the
Korean conflict and states ide was a pilot in the world 's
first supersonic squad . He has been an agent with
Aetna Li fe since 1962. He and his wife, Patricia , are
parents of two a nd li ve in Carme l Vall ey. Arden
Heffernan , DDS, is an orthodonti st in Torrance and
president-elect of Western Los Angeles Dental Society.
Walter Hubrig retired from Rucker Fluid Power in
199 1. He lives in Concord . Pete Marelia works for
Norcal Financial Services, an equipment leasing firm
in San Jose. Ned Power retired as nati onal accounts
manager fo r Hallmark Cards. He lives in San Mateo
and helps with hi s son's firewood business and his
daughte r's graphic arts business. William Scannell
retired after 30 yea rs at General Dynamics and li ves
in Costa Mesa .

'53

Charles Gallagher retired from Hexcel Corp.
in 1991 after 30 years as a product manager in the commerc ial di vision. Hi s home is in Li ve rmore . Jake
Hammond is se ni o r v ice pres id e nt of De l Ma r
Avionics in Irvine, a manu fac turer of cardiovascul ar
med ical instrumentation. He and his wife of 27 years,
She rie, have a son and a daughter. John Maloney and
hi s w ife , Cece li a , li ve in Sa n Jose. He is a j azz
cla rinetist with his own group, The Mount Hamilton
Sextet, who pl ay at Murray's Saloon on the third Sunday of each month .

'54

Albert Cebria n retired from Loc kheed after 32
yea rs and lives in Sonora . William Kennedy, M .D.,
is on the board of di rectors of Salinas Valley Memorial
Hospital. Nicholas Monfredo retired in June after
teaching in Hicksville, Long Island , N.Y., elementa ry
schools for 33 years. Rich Scholz retired in May as
senior vice president at United States Fleet Leasing.

He and hi s wife, Norene, li ve in Pa lo Alto. Richard
Yance is vice president and general manager of KCAC,
a subsidiary of Wilbur-Ellis/Connell Brothers in King
City.

'55

George Badella retired as superintendent of the
Grant Union High School Di strict in Sacra mento.
Duncan Reynard is director of strategic partnership
management at Space Systems/Loral in Palo Alto.
Louis Za nger, M . D. , is a vasc ul a r a nd thorac ic
surgeon and chief of the medical staff at O'Connor
Hospital in San Jose. He is president-elect of Northern
Cali fo rnia Vascular Soc iety. He and his wife, Pat , have
two sons and two daughters.

'56

William Chambers is c ha ir of th e Hi sto ry
Department at American River College in Sacramento.

'57

Daniel Boessow is ass istant vice president with
Science Applications International Corp. in San Diego.
Tom Breen (JD '63) is a Superior Court judge in San
Benito County. William Lowes retired from IBM after
30 years and lives in Mountain View with hi s wi fe,
Donna . Frank Moss retired as city engineer/deputy
director fo r engineering, city and county of San Franc isco, in March . He and hi s wi fe, Maureen, have four
children and four grandchildren.

'58

Peter Breen was appointed to the San An se lmo
Town Counc il in May.

'59

Paul Rooney retired a fter 30 years as a probation offi cer for Santa C lara County. Mike Shea (JD
'65) and hi s son, Michael '83 (JD '86), practice law
in San Jose. The ir firm , Shea & Shea, spec ializes in
pe rsona l injury, produ cts liability, a nd in sura nce
litigation.

'60

Larry Kinser own s Sting Golf, a sa les and
marketing company and store selling Sting Golf cl ubs.
Joseph Sheaff li ves in Cy press with his wife, Anne,
and the ir fi ve children. He is vice president of Fox
Foothill Independent Bank in Claremont.

'61

C urtis Cato n co nc luded a fi ve-yea r term as
managing partner of the San Francisco law firm of
Heller, Ehm1an , White & McAuliffe, which more than
doubled its staff to include 400 attorneys during his
tenu re. He has resumed litigation practice, emphasizing
tox ic tort and insurance coverage. George Dynan is
a sales executive fo r Marriott's Desert Springs Villas
in Palm Desert . James Magdlen is seni or vice pres ident of Caywood-Chri stian Capital Management in
San Diego.

'62

Galen Sarno retired after 19 years as a seni or
electrical eng inee r with San Franc isco Munic ipal
Railway. Nicholas Toussaint was chosen vice president of the American Society of Real Estate Counselors
fo r 1993 - 94. He is a princ ipa l of To ussa int and
Assoc iates in San Francisco. Ron Ursini writes that
in August 1990 he underwent his second successful
o pen heart surgery in 16 yea rs and also was certified
to practice as a C PA in Ca lifornia . His home is in
Modesto.

'63

Michael Bodisco is a fi eld operations offi cer with
the U. S. Treasury Department , Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firea rms, in San Francisco.

'64

James Lassart is a brigadier general in the U. S.
Army Reserve. He is a military lawyer and commands
the 5th Judge Advocate General Military Law Center
in San Fran c isco. Kenn Vogel sold hi s bu siness,
SESCO, in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, and works fo r the
new ow ne rs as an enginee r in industrial sales. He
writes that his oldest daughter graduated from Gonzaga in May, and he and hi s wife , Linda, now have
"one down and 12 to go."
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N ohle Crusades
Th e Knights of Malta bring their good deeds to the sick and needy
hivalry is not dead. A group f
of knights , many of th e m ~
Santa Clara graduates , and a
6

C

i

number of women known as

dames , are members of th e
Knights of Malta-or more formally, the Sovereign Military
Hospitaller Order of St . John of
Jerusalem of Rhodes and of Malta.
" It's the world's smallest state
with the world's longest name,"
said William Regan '33, one of
more than 40 Santa Clara alums
who belong to the order.
The Kni g hts of Malta were
fou nded a thousand years ago as a
religious order, but today most
U.S. knights are lay members.
Some top-echelon leaders, who
must be of noble blood , take vows
of chastity, obedience, and poverty.
The order itself is a sovereign
state (although since 1834 it has
had a domain of barely three acres,
having lost Malta to Napoleon in
1798) . From its headquarters in
Rome, it maintains diplomatic relations with countries throughout
the world .
Ju st as w he n th e o rder was
founded in 1099 by the armies of
the First Crusade, today 's knights
are dedicated to caring for the sick.
The knights' first effort centuries
ago was a hospice-infirmary for
pilgrims to the Holy Land . Now
they support relief programs for
victims of natural disasters, AIDS
clinics, leprosariums, hospitals,
programs for th e e lderl y an d
physically disabled , and homes for
unwed mothers. Prominent U.S.
knights include Alexander Haig
and William F. Buckley Jr.
The fusion of the order's
spiritual aspect with its pledge to
help the sick is most evident in an
a nnu al pilgrimage to Lourdes,
France. Knights from all over the
world bring " malades," who must
have an awareness of what the experience means , to the grotto
where it is believed a miraculous
spring appeared during the Virgin
Mary's apparitions to Bernadette
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Michael Donovan '80 (left) , George Donovan '77, J.D. /MBA '82, Jack
Donovan Jr. '38, William Rega n '33, and William Rega n Ill '61

in 1858.
One of the highest-profile pro" We exist only to work with the grams sponsored by the Western
sick and the poor," said Regan, Association is the Malta Center in
chairman of Management Com- Phoenix , which serves AIDS papensation Group in San Francisco. tients of all faiths. The center was
" [The Knights of Malta] is the one of 12 programs to receive a
most satisfy ing organization to National Charity Award in January
which I've ever belonged because 1992 .
Frank Heffernan Jr. '52 served
it is so dedicated to everything
good ."
as hospitaller before Regan. HefA former " hospitaller," or head ferna n , president of Gallaghe rof the committee that decides how Heffe rnan Insurance Brokers in
donations are awarded , Regan is San Francisco, said he accepted
one of several influential Santa the invitation to join the Knights of
Clarans who are members of the Malta because " the thrust of the
o rder 's Wes tern Association , organization was to help the disadwhich was founded in 1952 . The va ntaged and the elderly poor.
group, one of three U.S. associa- This is one of the only Catholic
tions , is headquartered in San organizations I've been involved in
Francisco and has 592 members in that has been able to accumulate
ll states. It provides more than la rge amo unts of money to
$500,000 a year in aid to numerous distribute."
programs, said Regan, adding that
John J. "Jack" Donovan Jr. '38,
the money comes primarily from a developer and real estate broker,
endowment income and donations joined in 1974. " I had known some
of the gentlemen who were memand dues from members.

bers in California and admired
them for what they lived out in
their own Jives and for the work
they were doing," he said of his
decision to join the order. " I
respected these men greatly. Many
of them attended Mass daily."
After joining, Donovan became
immersed in the order, serving on
the boa rd of directors and as
chancellor, the person responsible
for the daily operations of the
association , and making more than
10 pilgrimages to Lourdes.
Regan and Heffernan are lay
members with the title Knight of
Magistral Grace; they were not required to prove nobility. To become a Knight of Obed ience ,
Donovan has gone a step higher in
the order, undertaking a yearlong
spiritual study and researching his
ancestry for noble ties.
Noble or not, active members of
the order have a strong commitment to helping others. For the
Knights of Malta, the most important expression of that commitment is making a pilg rimage to
Lourdes with the sick. In fact, new
members of the Western Association must promise to go to Lourdes
at least once within three years of
joining the order.
Each year the Western Association selects a group of about 20
malades and pays their expenses
for a trip to Lourdes in May.
" We seek people with lifethreatening and terribly disabling
illnesses and we take th em to
Lourdes. We want these people to
get something out of the trip maybe not a cure, but acceptance,"
said Regan, who has been on eight
pilgrimages . "I have not seen
one person who didn't come back
better."
" The people whom we servethe sick -ga in the spirit of
Lourdes," said Donovan . " They
come away having experienced
the presence of Our Lady. We all
feel her presence."

-Sabrina Brown

■
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'65

Don Erickson is a partner in the Dallas office
of Ernst & Young and was named national director of
its Valuation Practice. He and his wife, Nina , have four
sons. Kenneth Ruffing lives in Brookly n, N.Y. He
is chief, World Economy Projections Branch , Development Policy Analysis Division, United Nations Department of Economic and Social Development.

'66

John Farnan lives in Juneau , Alaska, where he
operates The Christmas Store, has a rock ' n roll rad io
show, and does play-by-play basketball broadcasts with
classmate Dick Levitt. Linda (Marino) Gemello (MA
72 , JD '79) , a partner in the Millbrae law firm of Corey, Luzaich , Gemello, Manos & Pliska , is president
of the San Mateo County Bar Association . Charles
Kollerer is president of Linda) Cedar Homes in Ennis, Mont. Bob Miranda and his wife, Pat , live in Cinci nnati , where he is a tec hnical sales specialist with
Mobil C hem ica l Company, polystyrene bu si ness
group. L. K. "Smokey" Murphy was chosen by the
Foundation for Teaching Economics to teach market economi cs to teachers and businesspeopl e in
Czechoslovakia and Hungary last August. He li ves in
Sacramento. Michael Radisich retired from HewlettPackard in Fort Collins, Colo. , where he lives with
hi s wife, Barbara.

'67

Frank Flaim , M. D. , practices fami ly medicine
in Modesto and chairs the bioethics committee at
Memorial Hospital. Christine Mattson ea rned a
veterinary degree from UC-Davis in 1986 and practices
veterinary med icine in Auburn . Dennis Woodruff is
a partner in the Oakland law firm of Woodruff &
Singman.

'68

Joe Cook and hi s wife , Marina, live in Aptos
and write that a "minireunion" weekend was held there
this summer, attended by Rita (Wheeler) and Gil Erb;
Peggy and Tim Kelly ; Pam and Greg Heuser; Alois
and Paul Owen ; Dale and Bill Phillips ; Colleen
"Cookie" '69 and Mike McCormack (MS '71); Alicia
and Mike Bunce; Gary and Lee "Shorts" (Emrey
'69) Hornberger; Jan and Jim Thomas; Carol and
Don Del Porto; Jan and Jim Thomas; and John Collins and fiancee, Helen.

'69

Jamie (Lonsdale) Bacigalupi lives in Annandale, Va. , with her husband , Jim , and four children.
She is a graduate of the Education for Pastoral Service program at Trinity College and works with parish
school and high school youth. George Everhart (M BA
'76) is senior director of sa les at Apple Computer. He
and hi s wife, Cynthia (Niehues '76) , have a son and
daughter and live in Morgan Hill. Randy Frakes lives
in Moraga with hi s wife, Helen (Trescony '70) , and
sons , Anthony, 16, and Vincent , 12 . He is vice president/o perations, Foundation Hea lth Preferred Administrators, in Palo Alto. Mardi (Robers) Malia is
executi ve director of Blind Children's Center in Los
Angeles. She and her husband , Jackson , and their son
and daughter live in Van Nuys. Martha McCabe is
deputy commi ssioner and general counsel of Texas
General Land Office in Austin . Tom Muscio (JD '72)
has been a senior deputy district attorney for Santa Barbara County for 20 years . He and his wife, Marianna , have two sons. Peter Wise (MBA '73) is a project
manager for environmental restoration activities at the
EG&G Rocky Flats plant in Colorado. He and his wife,
Michelle , live in Boulder.

'70

Bonnie Ferguson is a litigation legal assistant in
the law office of Jeffrey P. Woodman in San Jose.
Steven Kirkeby is a Sprint national sales director for
wholesa le long distance. He and he wife, Janis, and
4-year-old Ryan live in Overland Park , Kan. ; son Steve
is in the U.S. Army. Mary McEntee McGill is director of catechetics and worship for the Diocese of
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Shreveport, La., and has written Stories to Invite Faith
Sharing, published by Resource Publications in San
Jose. Bill O'Brien teaches accounting at SCU and lectures and writes for Ca lifornia Society of CPAs and
CPE lnc. Robert Price is a senior partner in Executive
Pl an Design , a business insurance firm in San Jose.
Dan and Susan (Cassel '69) White live in Manhattan Beach. They both earned math degrees, as did their
twin son and daughter, Jeffrey '92 and Jennifer '92 .
Darcy Williams is children's program director at the
Pediatric & Family Medical Center in Los Angeles.

'71

Rory Brennan is fo unde r and pres ident of
C hesapeake Direct Inc ., a consultant and direct
marketing-list brokerage. He and hi s wife, Teri , live
in Severna Park, Md. , wi th their daughter, Maggie.
Maureen (lttig) Chapman , her husband , and two
children live on Guam. She teaches English as a second
language and is working toward a master's degree in
that area. Thomas Dunlap, M .D. , is a ca rdi ologist
in Santa Rosa. Ralph Giuffre is director of Walt
Disney Computer Software Division in Burbank . His
wife, Elaine (Garavaglia '72) , is an agent with Bob
Ely Rea lty in Westlake Village. Catherine Pickerel
is dean of students at Marin Catholic High School in
Kentfield . Jim Martin li ves in Salem , Ore. , and does
historical research , free-lance writing, and part-time
work for the Oregon Legislature. Hi s first book , A Bir
of Blue, a biography of Frances Fuller Victor, historian
and early femini st leader, was published in May. Mark
Troedson li ves in Honolulu and is national sales
manager for Cooke Street- Men's Hawaiian Wear and
vice president of Kalanianaole Athletic Club.

'72 Kathleen (Habing) Anderson is executive vice
president of Lockheed Finance Corporation. She li ves
in Glendale with her husband, Howard, and the ir two
children. Judy (Springer) Bojorquez received her
teaching credential from Holy Names College in June
1991 and teaches Spanish and journali sm at Calvin
Simmons Junior High in Oakland. She and her 7-yearold son, Justin , live in Pittsburg. James Canning is
president of NW Kennel s Management Associates in
Hayward . His wife, Margaret {W:)odard), is an editor
of Botanist magazi ne. They are rebuildin g the ir
Oakland home, which they lost in last year's firestorm.
Kerry David li ves in South Lake Tahoe with his wife ,
Wendy, and their children , Allison, Jeffrey, Brian, and
Kirk . Camille (Loper) Edmunds is a teacher and administrative assistant for Madera Cou nty Office of
Education. Alicia (Turner) Foster lives in Del Mar
with her husband , Charles , and their chi ldren, David
and Laura. She is a program associate for the Center
for C reative Leadership. Marya Maddox received an
Outstanding Volunteer Award from the Santa Clara
Unified School District. She is on the Santa Clara
Library board of tru stees. Her hu sband , Frank
Hughes '71, will be team teaching an SCU spring
quarter c lass, Relig ion and the Law, with Tennant
Wrig ht , S.J. Elizabeth Stafford live s in Christiansburg, Va. She is director of development, College of Architecture and Urban Studies, Virginia Tech ,
Bl acksburg. Chris (Campi) Taylor has a human
resources consu lting business in Los Altos and works
wi th start-up companies. John Warburton , OSJ, is
rector and vocations director and provincial councilor
at Mt. St. Joseph Seminary and Nov itiate in Loomi s.
Patty Wright-Ferrini is an account manager with
M&M / Ma rs . She and her hu sband , Gary, li ve in
Stoc kton .

'73

Mark Cardosa is vice president of his own structural engineering company, Biggs Cardosa Association Inc. , in San Jose. Patty Houts-Hussy was named
First Person in Yakima, Wash., and was instrumental
in forrni ng Housing Foundation to address substandard

and inadequate housing. James J. Kelly is vice presi dent of finance and CFO of Custom Chrome in Morgan
Hill. Mary (Zimmer) Lezotte teac hes French at
Presentation High School in San Jose and Mission College in Santa Clara. Charlene Miller-Cardenas lives
in Fair Oaks with her hu sband , Rene, and the ir four
children. She is director of religious education at St.
Lawrence Catholic Church. Anthony Nisich is city
engineer for Santa Clarita. Frank Riccoboni , DDS ,
is a periodonti st in Mountain View. Dan Shurter is
a general building contractor in San Jose. Edward
Vargas (JD '79) is director of marketing and com munications for World Affairs Council of Northern
California in San Franci sco.

'74

Dan Airozo is office manager of Jordan Co. in
Vi sa lia. Fred Crary (MBA '77) is Western states
general manage r for Silicon Graphics in Mountain
View. He and his wife , Kimberly (Shanley '77) , and
daughters, Tay lor, 7, and Jordan , 5, li ve in San Jose.
William Dillon is a Bay Area radiologist and associate
professo r at UCSF. Jeanine (Rodgers) Faria li ves in
Portl and , Ore. , and teac hes accounting at Pacific
University in Forest Grove . Jane (Gravel) Gordon
is senior ed itor for The Paradigm Group in Capi tola.
Chris Kinsel is executi ve vice president of lntennoda l
Transport Co. , Oakland. He, hi s wife, Jean , and four
children li ve in Lafayette. Blanche (Egan) Romey
owns Bradbu ry, Romey, Egan & Partners, a Winnetka,
Ill. , rea l estate firm. Bill Wagner is vice president of
HMH Consulting Civil Engineers in San Jose. He lives
in Los Gatos with his wife, Debora , and two daughters .

'75

Denis Carrade is a partner in the Larkspur CPA
firm of Perotti & Carrade. He and hi s wife, Shirley,
and five daughters live in Redding . Marc Del Piero
(JD '78), Monterey County supervisor, was named to
the State Water Resources Control Board by Gov. Pete
Wil son . Thomas Hubbard is a professor of classics
at University of Texas , Austin. Hi s most recent book
is Th e Mask of Comedy (Cornell Unive rsity Press,
1991). Paul Lucini , his wife, Jane, and five children
li ve in Fre sno. He is vice presiden t/ finan ce and
administration fo r Quinn Co. , Central Californi a
Caterpillar dea le r. Jim Romey is vice pres ident/market ing for CORE Systems, a software design
firm in Northfield , Ill. John Schneider is president
of All About Homes Inc. , a Iicensed general con trac tor specializing in residential building analysis. He and
hi s wife , Chantal, and two sons live in Fremont.

'76

Ernest Cabral lives in Yountvi lle with hi s wife ,
Jea nn e , and daughter, Kimberli e. He is a c ivil
engineer/project manager with Bissell & Karn . Mary
Cochran , M.D., is a pediatrician working in pediatric
oncology at University Med ical Center in Tucson ,
Ariz. Dan Corrigan owns Corrigan Co. Mechanica l
Contracting in Oakland a nd is e nrolled in UC Berkeley's School of Land scape Architectu re . preparing for a second career in golf course architecture.
Mary Dignan is a law clerk with the Sacramento firm
of DeC uir & Somach and is in her second year at
McGeorge School of Law. Alvin Imada is vice presi dent/branch manager of Bank of Hawaii , Kahul ui ,
Maui. Dennis McClenahan has an insurance age ncy
in San Jose where he and hi s wife, Magg ie, li ve with
their three children .

'77

Karen (Carter) Braunstein teaches compute r
sc ience at Renton Technical College in Renton , Wash.
Mary Lou (Alaimo) Cardosa (MBA '81) is an account
executive with GE Capital Computer Leas ing in San
Jose. Tom Corsiglia is Bay Area documentati o n
m anager at K/ P Graphics in Sunnyva le. Steven
Crosby lives in Herrnosa Beach and is vice president/public affairs with Burson-Marstell er, the world 's
largest publi c re lations/public affairs firm. Major
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James Eichenberg is chief of patient administration
at Darna ll Medical Center, Ft. Hood , Texas. David
Hornor is an agronomist in Fresno, where he lives
with his wife, Sharron, and three children . Robert Kay
has a landscaping business in Zephyr Cove, Nev. Ron
Riggio is professo r of psychology at Californ ia State
University, Ful lerton, and a litigati on consu ltant for
Mattson-Sherrod Inc. in Los Angeles. Margie (Formico) Walsh del ivered triplets last spring for her sister
a nd broth e r- in - law. Mi c hele and Ro n Lewi s of
Saratoga. When Miche le was unable to carry a fetu s,
Margie , with the approval of her fami ly, volu nteered
to have six of their fertil ized embryos imp lanted ; and
Jacqueli ne, Anthony, and Veronica were born , each
weighing about 5 pou nds.

'78

Victoria Burrola is a para legal to the managing
partner at Pope lka , Allard, McCowan & Jones in San
Jose. Tom Daly is a marketing manage r for IBM in
Seattle. Ben Driscoll is a senior software development
eng ineer at Ungermann-Bass Inc. in Santa C lara. He
and hi s wife, Lori Poublon-Driscoll , and their four
sons live in San Jose. Rich Galiata is a pi lot with
Federal Express Corp. He and his wife , Jo (Snyder) ,
live in Ge rmantow n , Tenn., with 7-yea r-old twin
daughters, Jaimie and Stevi. Catherine Hamilton ,
M. D. , is an anesthesiology resident at Stanford University Hospital. Tana (Sponsler) Hutchison is in-house
auditor for Stanford School of Medici ne. Andy Hyde
is a des ig n eng ineer with Carver Engineering in
Kali spell , Mont. He and his wife, Kathy, live near Ki la.
Michelle Kukral is an anesthetic specialist for Anaquest , working in hospital s with inhalation agents used
in general surgery. She writes that karaoke is a new
hobby, and she supervises 12 disc jockeys at Christie's
Bar and Gril l in Emeryvi lle . Jaime Mendoza is a
psychiatric soc ial worker for Queens Medical Center
in Honolulu . Jeff Osorio is vice president/finance and
CFO at Spectra- Physics Lasers in Mountain View.
John Stinar (JD '81) is a partner in the Colorado
Springs law firm of Braden, Frindt , Sti nar & Stimple.

'79

Rich Bluth is facilities engineering manager at
Roc kwell in Newport Beach. Sheila Carrigan-Buse
is a partner in the Denver law firm of Cooper & Kelley.
She lives in Boulder with her husband , Marlin , and
2-year-old son , Brandon. Roge r Cw iak is chief
engineer/engineering manager, City of Pa lo Alto
Uti lities. Michael Dee is a senior associate for CB
Commercial Rea l Estate in San Diego. Henry Dill is
a sales representative for D'Arrigo Brothers of California, Salinas Valley growers and shippers. Paul Ehlenbach li ves in Seattle with his wife, Susan Patterson.
and two daughters, Martha and Hannah. He is an
attorney wi th the law firm of Perkins Coie. Debra
(Zidich) Gibbons (J D ' 85) is an attorney with the
Office of Leg islative Counsel in Sacramento. Karen
Hockemeyer is soc ial science department head at St.
Lawrence Academy and teaches hi story part time at
Evergreen Valley Junior College. She lives in San Jose.
Fred Lampe is an assistant manager at Lampe Lumber
Co. in Tu lare and pres ident of the Chamber of Commerce . He and his wife, Lynn (Raguse '78) , have two
sons, Daniel and Matthew. John Langholff is vice
president/manage r of the bus iness products department at Pac ific Western Bank in Soquel. Denis Long
is executive vice pres ident of Merca ntile Ba nk in
Sacramento. Raymond Polverini , his wife, Toni, and
4-year-old Gina li ve in Costa Mesa . He is director of
land development for Santa Margarita Co., developing the new town of Rancho Santa Margarita in Orange
County. Moira (Molloy) Seaman is director of sales.
west, for Cable and Wireless Communications lnc. She
has a son and daughter and lives in San Clemente.
Michelle (Doherty) Vinall lives in DeRidder, La. She
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raises golden retriever show dogs and recent ly produced an internationa l champion.

'80

Lenore Aguilar is marketing manager for Si lver
Club Hotel and Casino in Reno, Nev. Dianna (Sa na)
Aquino (J D '84) practices law with the Los Altos firm
of Nelson, Perlov & Lee. She and her husband , Ed ,
live in Mountain View with the ir chil dren, Matthew
and Marissa. Debbie (Medeiros) Carey is a preschool
teacher in South San Francisco. Ron Caton (MBA '83)
is a regional vice president wi th We ll s Fargo Bank in
Santa Rosa. Rosanne (Cortese) Compitello (MA ''of)
is employee relations division manager at Adaptec in
Milpitas. Lynn Butler Corsiglia is a human resource
manager fo r the engineeri ng division of Ungermann Bass Inc. in Santa C lara. Colleen Dieterle is a CPA
in San Bru no. Dorothy Duder is wi th BIX FX in
orth Hollywood. She is working on a feature film ,
" Rex," to be released next summer. Also on the production team is Matt Britton '86. They a re a lso
creating masks for Michael Jackson's upcomi ng tour
and preparing for the th ird season of " Harry and the
Hendersons." Paul Fitzgerald , S.J. , was ordained on
June 6 in San Franci sco and celebrated his first Mass
at Mission Santa Clara on June 7. Sandra (Tallerico)
Lev ison is a vice pres ident at Mid-Peninsula Bank in
Palo Alto. Lee McC rac ke n is director, business
deve lopment, Americas region, for All ergan Inc. , a
p harmace ut ica l prod uc ts fi rm in Irv ine . Di c k
Shanahan is a part ner in the Sacramento law firm of
Bartkiewicz, Kron ick & Shanahan. He and his wife,
Lisa (O'Neill), and two sons live in Gold River. Susan
(Brown) Stewart lives in St. Louis with her husband ,
Jerry, and sons, Michael and Daniel. She is vice presiden t of est im ating fo r McCa rt hy Co nstru c tion .
Eli1,abeth (Gomes) Sullinger is manager of command
and control software development at Tiburon Systems
Inc. She lives in Fremont with her son , 4 -year-old
Sean . Mary Jo Zenk is budget officer for the Housing
Opportunities Commi ss ion in Kensington, Md .

'81

Nancy (Desgrey) Batiste is co-founder and CFO
of Fidelity Purewater Inc. of Santa C lara . Gerhard
Behrens teaches second grade for the Corva llis (Ore.)
School District. Horst Brenner, hi s wife, Janet, and
four children live in Saratoga. He is a restaurateur and
has a fax preparation busi ness. William Butterworth
is chai r of the Mathemat ics and Computer Studies
Depanment at Ba rat College, Lake Forest, Ill . Thomas
Dugan is a senior test development engineer and owner
of Dugan Tech nologies and a manufacturers representative for data acquisition and control systems. He lives
in Cupertino. Tom Lilly, a captain in the U.S. Air
Force , is an intelligence officer at Elmendorf AFB,
Alaska. He lives in Eagle River. Adele (Athenour)
Margolis is a portfolio manager with Franklin Group
in Sa n Ma teo. N icol ett e (Patte rso n) Mcw eeney
teaches fifth grade at St. Mary's School in Gi lroy. She
and her hu sband, Kevin. live in Pruneda le . Barbara
and Mark Santos-Johnson live in Seatt le . Mark is
a tax cred it coordinator for Washington State Hou sing Finance Comm iss ion's low income hou sing tax
credit program. Beth Whitesel is a fami ly law cle rk
at the Mul tnomah County Courthouse in Portland ,
Ore.

'82

William Duffy is vice president of California
Diversified Enterprises, a professional athlete management firm in San Gabriel. Tim Flaherty is director
of prod uct marketing for Logic Dev ices Inc . in
Sunnyvale. Stephen Giovanisci, DDS, practices fami ly denti stry in Montrose. He and his wife, Catherine,
live in Tujunga . Paul and Susan (M unch) Kehoe live
in Fremont. Su sa n is marketing manager of imag ing
products at Fujitsu Computer Products of Ame rica.
Mic hael McNelli s, M. D. , practice s medi c ine in

Portland , Ore. John and Lucy (Eggertsen '83) Morris
live in Washington, D.C. She is an attorney with the
Federal Trade Commission , and he is president of Red
River Carriers Inc. Pat Neary (MBA '89) briefs Apple
Computer's la rge business , higher ed uca ti on , and
federal government customers. He lives in Santa Clara.
David Ujita is director of marketing communications
for Tos hiba America Information Systems Inc. in its
U.S. headquarters in Irvine. He is responsible for
national advertising and promotional events, public
relations, and computer and office automation products
sold in the United States.

'83

C hristo pher Be dnar is genera l accounting
manage r at Lam Resea rch Corp. in Fremont. He and
hi s wife, Karen (Keskeny) , and 2-year-old Rachel live
in San Jose. Richard Braun received a doctorate in
applied math from Northwestern in 199 1 and has a
postdoctoral fellowship at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology. His wife, Mary Duffy,
works for Argonne National Laboratory. They li ve in
Gai thersburg, Md . Tami Brenton is a reg ional sales
manager for Professional Press in San Bruno. She has
a 4-year-old son, Alex. Terence Clancy, DDS prac tices dentistry in ewark . His wife, Lisa (Lippert).
is a process engineer at Watkins-Johnson in Pal o Alto.
Aldo Orsi is a senior technica l sales representative for
Dynachem Electronic Material s in Austin , Texas.
Suzanne Risse is a bi lingua l teacher in the Glendale
Unified School Di strict. Michael Shea Jr. (JD '86)
is a partner with hi s father, Mike Sr. '59 (JD '65) ,
in the San Jose law firm of Shea & Shea. Michael
Venezia is ow ner and CFO of GFA Capital Corp. and
Continental Payphone Corp. in San Jose. He li ves in
Aptos. Robert Waal and hi s wife, Sharon , li ve in
Wa lnut Creek , where he is a partner in W. P.
Const ruction .

'84

F r a nci C laudon li ves in Pacifica and is retirement benefits manager fo r The Gap Inc. Sue Coll ins
is the onl y certified child life speciali st in Nevada .
where she developed and directs the first program at
H umana Chi ldre n' s Hos pit a l- La s Vegas. Marc
DeGennaro, D.C., graduated from Palmer Chi ropractic College in Iowa and practices in Virgi nia. John
Dillon man ages Travelers Health Club in Sacramento. He and his wife, Mil exa , li ve in Wood land. John
Eberle is an associate bridge engineer fo r the state of
California. His home is in San Bruno. Joe Guttadauro
is alumni director at Be ll armine College Prep in San
Jose. Hi s wife , Rosella (Compagno '88) , teaches
e ighth-grade English at Peterson Middl e School in
Sunnyva le. Christopher Mann is a ski instructor at
Northstar-Tahoe and a commerc ia l realtor with
Truckee/Tahoe Rea lty. Patrick Moran , CF P, is vice
president of Reliance Fi nancial Group in Buffalo, N.Y.
Jam es S ta pleto n is nati o na l direc to r/ marketing
development for Grant Thornton International. a San
Jose accounting and management consu lting firm.
Bernd Stoeppel (MM '88) lives in Munich , Gern1any.
with hi s wife, Andrea , and daughters, Carolin and
Christina. He is finance/administration director for the
German subsidi ary of Reebok International Ltd .

'85

Matthew Berna l, DDS, pract ices dentistry in
San Jo se w he re he li ves with hi s w i fe , Susan
(McG uire) . He was inducted into Tau Kappa Omega
Dental Honor Society at Un iversi ty of the Pacific
De ntal School. Yvonne (Vossen) Broszus is a commercia l real estate appraiser at Hu Iberg & Assoc iates
in San Jose. Mike and Amy (Schimpeler '84) Candau
live at and manage Spring Hill Golf Course in Watsonvil le. Elisa DeA ngelis earned an M. D. degree from
University of Nevada School of Medicine and was
awarded the Glasgow Citation for be ing among the top
in her class. She is doing an obstetrics and gy necology
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residency at the Unive rsity of Michiga n Hospita l in
Ann Arbor. Heidi Ghormley is a financial analyst with
Kagan Media Appraisals and Kagan World Media in
Carmel. appraisi ng communications properties in the
United States and analyzing development of telecommunications in Western Europe. Patricia {Metevia)
Guyot is information systems supervisor for EIP
Microwave in Milpitas. Stephanie Kerkorian was one
of 25 employees selected nationwide by Bristol -Myers
Squibb to receive a Go-Getter award for tops sales
perfo rmance in 1991. She and her husband , John '84,
live in Fresno. Malia Little is an insurance agent for
a division of Home Sav ings of America and is in the
MBA program at University of LaVerne. She lives in
G lendale . Paul Matteoni {JD '88) practices law with
McDonald , Carano, Wilson & McCune in Reno, Nev.,
where he li ves with hi s wife , Jacque , and two
daughters . Captain Harrold McCracken (JD '88)
earned an LLM in labor law from Georgetown and will
be practicing law in the 3rd Infantry Division in
Nurem berg, Germany, for three years. Edward
Meagher is a regional sales manager for Professional
Press, a publisher of computer magazines in San
Bruno. Chuck Miller (JD '88) practices law with
C IGNA in Phil ade lphi a, handling e nvironmental
claims. His wife , Sue {Haney) (MBA '90) , is operations manager of C hubb & Son. They live in King of
Prussia. Jonae (Muzii) Pistoresi earned an MBA from
Golden Gate University. She lives in Merced with her
husband , Tim , and daughter and son. She is a parttime marketing instructor at Merced College. Karen
(McDonald) Vick is an ass istant vice president at
Lexington Capital Management in Sacramento.

'86

Matt Bakich is an agreement analyst for Chevron
Corp. in Co ncord . Brent Billinger is manager of
finance and accounting for the San Jose Sharks hockey
team . Steve Burdick is an audit manage r for Ern st &
Young in Woodland Hill s. He and hi s wife, Patricia ,
live in Westchester with their sons, Collin and Kyle.
Stephen Fung is in hi s second year of the MBA program at Wharton School of Business, Un iversi ty of
Pennsylvania. Our deepest sy mpathy and prayers are
extended to Laura Grimes and her husband , Matthew
Honkanen , who ca lled to let us know the ir daughter,
Rachel Marie, 15 months, was killed in a car accident
on May 15. Their home is in South Bend, Ind . Andrew
Jennings is a bank wholesaler with Franklin Resources
for the state of Florida. Linda (Antoniolli) Meyers
earned a master's degree in organization and leadership and an admin istrative credentia l from USF. She
lives in Billings, Mont. Gina Pianalto is national account manager for Nestle Beverage Co. in Carrollton ,
Texas. Patrick Pilling is a project engineer at Westec
in Reno, where he lives with hi s wife , Kay Ann
{Louden) '87, who is a fifth -g rade teacher. Guy
Zaninovich owns Whimsy et al. , a gallery in Stamfo rd . Co nn . , spec ializ ing in 18th- to 20th-century
American fo lk a rt , antiques, and art. Celia Ziel
graduated from the Illinoi s College of Optometry,
Chicago, in May.

'87

Lisa Benson li ves in San Leandro and is a
customer service supe rvisor for Airco Inc. Barbara
(G revera) Chapin (MS '92) is a satellite engi neer for
Geodynamics in Sunnyvale. Joseph Gosland is vice
president/branch manager of First Franklin Financial
in Los Angeles and Ventura counties. Margaret Justen
(MBA '92) is an information technology manager at
Hew len-1'-ackard . She lives in San Jose. Heidi Meiners
Mange lsdorf was awa rded an M . D. degree from
Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, where she wi ll
do he r internship in intern a l medicine . Bridget
(McAdam) Martin received an MSEE from USC in
1990 and is a microwave design engineer for TRW in
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Los Angeles. A. Michael Souza is a partner wi th hi s
father, Tony '62 , in Souza Realty & Development in
Tracy. Daniel Stea (JD '91) is an associate with the
law firm ofO'Flaherty & Belgum in Los Angeles. Hi s
wife, Helen Powers, is attending Southwestern University School of Law and working in immigration law
with Legal Aid Foundati on of Los Angeles. Angela
Young lives in San Francisco and is sa les manager of
advertising for Lan , a computer magazine.

'88

Wesley Bliven rece ived a master's degree in
phys ics from Cornell Unive rsity, where he is now
working toward a doctorate . Hi s Ultimate Frisbee
compet ition team was in the 199 1 and 1992 national
tournaments. V. Pamai {Tomczyk) Cano is director
of training at Sheraton Kauai Resort in Koloa , Hawaii .
Michael and Christine Fierro live in San Jose . He
is an engineer with ESL in Sunnyvale, and she completed a 20-month commitment to Covenant House
Commun ity in New York City. Sherrie Crouch Hald
earned an M. D. deg ree from University of Nevada
School of Medicine at Reno. Sh e was awa rded a
Glasgow Citat ion for her scholastic record ; was inducted into Alpha Omega Alpha , national honorary
medical society ; and earned the Upjohn Achievement
award. She is doing an obstetrics-gynecology residency
at UC-Irvine. Kurt Heiland earned an M.D. degree
from Un iversity of Arizona and is in a five-year
res idency in otolaryngology, head and neck surgery,
at Stanford University Hospital. Stephen Hu earned
a medical degree from Georgetown University School
of Medicine and is interning in radiology at
Massachusetts Ge neral Hospi tal in Bos ton . Dan
Mangelsdorf earned an MBA from Rice University
and is a value ana lysis superv isor at Baker Oil Tools
in Houston , Texas. Maura Sexton is a producer/editor
of CNN sports in Atlanta and also produces a weekly
show on SportSo uth netwo rk . Kristina (Jensen)
Shurbert is an associate bridge engineer for California Department of Transportation .

'89

Jack Bycraft received a law degree from Notre
Dame School of Law in May. Paul C lifford works for
Taxan USA , an e lectronics turnkey assembl y and
kitting house. He travels to Japan on business and also
tutors in Japanese. Renee DeBay is a commercial property underwriter for Arkwright Mutual Insurance Co.
in San Mateo. Joseph Pacula Jr. works for Andersen
Consulting in Raleigh , N.C. Jane Richter teaches at
Harden Middle School in Salinas. Nancy Schnetz is
an international fli ght spec ialist, corporate av iati on,
at Jeppesen Data Plan in Los Gatos. Tracy Woo lives
in Waipahu, Hawa ii . He earned a law degree from
University of Arizona and is a law clerk in the U.S.
Court of Appeal s, 9th Circuit.

'90

Heather Dabe! is in the master's program in
library and information science at San Jose State.
Patrick Daniels is a broker with Dea n Witter in
Newport Beach. Pat Doud is bu siness manager at
Loyola High School in Los Angeles. His wife, Maggie
(Bannan) Doud , teaches fifth grade at Holy Family
School in South Pasadena. Kevin Gard received a
master's degree in physica l therapy from Hahnemann
Unive rs ity in Phil ade lphi a, where he works for
Germantown Hospital and Med ica l Center. Brian
Gefroh teaches C:nglish in the Peace Corps in Hungary.
John Gunther is a sa les representati ve fo r Gunther
Salt Company in St. Lo ui s. Brian MacDonald is
assistant director, Public Lands Council / National
Catt lemen's Association, in Washington, D.C. John
White ea rned a commi ssion from Officer Candidate
School in May as a Coast Guard ensign .

'91

Luke Atkins, Veronica Burke, Laurie Fuller,
and Rupali Shah wo rk for Andersen Consulting in

San Francisco. Barbara Galvin is a Peace Corps
volunteer, teac hing Eng li sh in Poland . Stacy Hawes
is pay-per-view and communications coordinator for
South Bay CableVision in Santa Clara. ln May, she was
awarded a BACE (Bay Area Cable Excellence) award
for her documentary " Cystic Fibrosis," produced at
SCU, and was also named the company 's Rookie of
th e Year. Michael Honkamp is in th e ma ster 's
program in international management at Thunderbird
in Phoenix . Kara Koeltl is an account executi ve with
AT&T in Portland , Ore. Gerald Luiz is in the master's
program in computer science at Stanford . Tim 0' eill
is in medical school at Roya l College of Surgeons in
Dublin , Ireland. Deborah Saunders is a junior market
ana lyst for AT&T (U. K.) Ltd . in London . She writes
that anyone interested in information about working
in Eng land can contact her. Eileen Tinney is national
public relations and marketing assistant for Canine
Companions for Independence in Santa Rosa.

'92

Colleen Ca landra is an audi tor at Grant
Thornton in Parsippany, N.J. Farah Chichester is a
marketing representative for Rent-a-Computer in Santa
Clara.

ADVANCED DEGREES
'50 Faber Johnston JD practices law in Saratoga.
'51 Robert Bounds JD retired as first city prosecutor
for Yakima , Wash . He authored the first ordinance in
the nati on for " loitering for the purpose of engag ing
in unlawful drug-related activities," which was upheld
by the Washington State Supreme Court and served
as a model for many U.S. c ities. James Clevenger JD
retired as a partner in the Visalia law firm of Hurlbutt ,
C levenger, Long, Vortmann & Rauber.

'58

Timothy Hanifin JD retired as Pa lo Alto
Municipal Court j udge.

'60

Allan Nicholson JD retired a fter 17 yea rs as an
ad mini strati ve law judge in Salinas.

'63

James Nute MBA is pre sident of Mayfie ld
Publi sh ing in Mo untain Vi ew.

'66

Henry Bielawa MBA was elected first se lectman of Redding, Conn . , in 1989 and 1991. Victor
Bollman MBA retired from Lockheed in 1987 and
lives near Aurora , Ore., with his wife, Arline '71 (MA
'73) . Basi l Jwashyna MBA works fo r Long Island
Lighting Co., Hauppauge, N .Y. , a gas-ma rketing utility. James Morrow MBA (Ph .D. '73) li ves in Lake
Oswego, Ore. He is president and CEO of Capital
Deve lopment Group ; chair, Bioject Medica l Systems
Ltd .: chair, RSD Neurological Sciences Steering Committee; sec reta ry/treasure r, Environmental Waste of
America; and co-owne r with daughter, Shannon '89.
of Liquid Sunshine Surf Co.

'68

John Meyers MBA li ves in Conyers, Ga. He is
personnel director of Rockdale County, site of the 1996
O lympic equestrian event. lbd Williams MS li ves in
Mountain View and is manager of strategic progra ms
at Microsystems Fede ral inc.

'70

Thomas Claussen MBA founded Hire Intellect
Inc. in Atlanta to place experienced profess ionals in
part-time positions. David "Otis" Kantz MBA is a
se lf-empl oyed stonemason in Truckee. David Scholz
MBA is president of SAS Commercial Real Estate Services in Mo untain View.

'71

Lazaro Garza MA retired after teac hing fo r 26
years at Los Gatos High School and is now an adj unct
Spanish professor at SCU.
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'74

Nancy Hoffman JD is a family court and appellate court judge in Santa Clara County Superior
Court. Doug McDonald MBA is council scout executive/CEO of Santa Clara County Council, Boy
Scouts of America. Alan Russell MBA (JD "80) is
vice president. sc ientific affairs at Cygnus Therapeutic
System s in Redwood City.

'76 Dianne (Donnelly) Bonino JD and her husband.
Mark JD. li ve in San Carlos with their three c hildre n.
Mark is a partner in the Redwood City law firm of
Ropers. Majeski e1 al. Michael Sabin MBA is CFO
of So utheaste rn Indiana Heahh Organization in Col umbu s, Ind .. whe re he li ves with hi s wife. Betsy. and
c hildre n. Kathry n and Joseph.
'77 Ma nua l Costa

MA is a marriage, family. and
c hild counselo r in San Jose and Pal o Aho. Mary Lou
Fen ili JD is ombuds officer and vice c hancell or for
academic affairs al Univers ity of Colorado. De nver.
She is also president of the board of the YWCA o f
Me tropolitan Denver. John Synhorst MSEE is an
associate profe sso r o f e lec troni c e ng ineerin g at
Metropo litan Stale College of De nver.

'78

F rank Miller
Hawaii.

JD is a public defender in Ko na.

'79

Stephanie A llen JD li ves in Denve r where she
is manage r of Davis. Graham, & Stubbs. in c ha rge of
lawyer training. She also has a consulting firm dealing wi th gende r and c uhural diversity. David Crowe
JD is manag ing anorney at Cigna Insurance Company's
San Jose field litigation office. Greg Gillam MBA
is vice pres ide nt /senior manager for Nippon Credit
Bank Ltd .. real estate lending group, in Los Angeles.
Sheila Madden MBA is a retired AIDS counsel or li ving in Benic ia.

'80 Carla Barnes MA li ves in Sa n Jose and is v ice
preside nt of the board. Northern California Orton
Dyslex ia Society. Thomas Birkholz MBA is a real
estate le nde r with Citicorp in Oakla nd . Shaopeng
Chao MS is a se nior softwa re engineer for Phoen ix
Techno logy Ltd . in San Jose. Patricia (Lee) Perry
MBA wor ks at Intel in Santa Clara a nd man ages
worldwide direct marke ting ac ti v ity focused on
educating/ influe nc in g co mput er users o n Int e l
tec hnology. Andrea Porter JD is a member of the San
Francisco law firm of Murphy, We ir & Butler. Jeff'
Setness JD is an ass istant U.S. at1orney in Re no.

'83

Michael Fagalde JD is a pa rtne r in the Me rced
law firm of Allen, Polgar. Proietti & Fagalde. specializing in c riminal defense. Florene Poyadue MA received
the 1991 Woman of the Yea r award from the 23rd State
Assembl y District of the California State Leg islature
a nd a 1992 community service awa rd from Della Phi
Beta Sorority.

tin MA rece ived a Certificate of Advanced Study,
Pastoral Counseling , from Loyola-Baltimore in 1991.
He is directo r of Lume n Christi Pastoral Counseling
Cente r, St. Anthony 's Chu rch , Fall s Ch urc h, Va.

'86

Steve Engmann MBA is director of management
consulting services fo r the CPA a nd consulting firm
of Schumake r, Romeneski & Assoc iates in Appleto n,
Wi sc. Claire (Kittler) Heiberger MBA is a materials
planner with SCI Systems in Ra pid City, S. D. , where
she, her husband , Mark , a nd three c hildre n li ve on
a ranch. Chris King JD practices law in Pla no, Texas.
Michele Leclerc JD has her own CPA firm in San
Jose. providing comprehe nsive at1o rney-support services. Carol Surrell MA is training manager for
Hew lett- Pa c kard' s wor ld wide c ustomer support
o rgani zation. She lives in Campbe ll .

'87

Earl Jiang JD opened the Sac ra mento office of
the law firm of Wong, Main & Wu. Elizabeth Jones
MBA is controll e r at ew Foc us Inc. in Mountain
View. Bridget Robb Peck JD is a senior associate with
Gordon & Silver Ltd . in Reno, practic ing com me rcial litigation a nd creditor representation in bankruptcy. She is preside nt of orthern Nevada Women Lawyers Association. Mary Tantillo JD, an attorney with
Pill sbury, Madison & Sutro in San Jose, was awarded
the Barri ster of the Yea r award by the Barristers in
January. She a nd her hu sband . Jim , li ve in Milpitas.

'88

Lynne Seymour MA is caree r counselor/program coordinator at the Universi ty of San Francisco.
David Welle MSEE is a n engi neering manager at
Adaptive Electronics in San Jose. Julia (Conlon)
Wright JD is a senior software licensing admin istrator
at Apple Computer. She lives in Milpitas.

'89

Carol Campbell MA is a marriage, family, and
c hild counselor in private practice in Santa Clara a nd
is o n the local chapter's board of the California
Assoc ia ti o n of M a rriage a nd Famil y Therapi sts.
Tracey Fisher MBA is a produ c t man age r for
SmithKline Diagnostics in San Jose. Sally Olson MA
is a marriage, family, and child counselor specia lizing in abused c hildre n . She lives in San Jose.

'90 Riad Abu-Zayyad MS is vice president of IBM
and ge nera l manage r of AdStar, IBM 's storage division. He li ves in Sa n Jose. Ellen Ruebsa men Brown
MA comp leted a yea rlo ng prog ram in alcohol drug
counseling through UC - Santa Cruz Exte ns io n.
Michelle Kalehzan MA is a doctoral candidate in clinical psychology at Pacific Graduate School of Psychology in Pal o Alto. Georgia Prukop JD (MBA '9 1) practices law with La rivie re & Di ckerson in San Jose.

MARRIAGES

'84

Robert Fess Ph.D. is a retired accounting profe ssor from San Francisco State and lives in Sonoma .
Margaret Fish MBA is vice preside n1/assistan1 director of retail banking at Sacra me nto Sav ings Ba nk .
Jose ph Harder MBA is an ass istant professo r o f
management at Wharton School of Bu siness. Uni ve rsity of Penn sy lvania. He received a n unde rgradu ate
teaching excelle nce award for 1he second straight year.
Hi s research o n pay and pe rformance in profess io nal
sports W'd S mentioned in Spons Il/ustmted and 1he Ne,.,

York Times.

'85

Arthur Bacci MBA is a n associate with the
Willia m E. Simon Mercha nt Bank in Los Angeles.
Ana Maria Flores-Velez MBA li ves in Me nl o Park
a nd is a se nior financial a nalyst at App le Computer.
Robert Hanford MBA is a v ice pres ide nt with JWA
Consu lting Engineers in Pleasant Hill . David Mar-
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'38

Stanley Corriea to Lillian Schwarz , on Ja n. 4.
Their home is in San Francisco.

'74

Glen Marchant to Mary Ford, on June 6, at the
Rose Gardens, in San Jose. James S pain to Pamela
Jones, o n April 4. Their home is in San Diego.

'75

Tennessee Blix to John Ho llinger, DDS , on
March 28, in Pebble Beach. Mary Jane Genochio to
Dean Link , on May I, at Stone Church , in San Jose.
They live in Pleasanton.

'76

Debra McCann to Sam Fazio, on Jul y 20, 1991,
at Ft. Belvoir Chapel, Ft. Belvoir, Va. They are stati oned at Wright Panerson Air Force Base, Ohio.

'78

Catherine Hamilton , M.D. , to Ralph Bredenberg, in March. They li ve in Men lo Park .

'79

Debra Zidich (JD '85) to Harry Gibbons, on
June 2 , at St. Mary Magdalen Church , in Berkeley.

'80

Regina Ebert to Ralph Levy, on Nov. 25, 1990,
in Century City. They live in Los Angeles. Robert
Kelm to Linda Palmer, on March 2, 1991. Their home
is in Santa C lara.

'81

Grace H erring to Brian Cantoni '87, on Jan.
11 , at Mi ss ion Santa Clara. They make their home in
Sunnyvale.

'82

John Simon to Tanya Solov, on June 6. Ro bert
Stankus to Karen Sela , in March. Their home is in
Antioch .

'83

Maria Caruana to James Gotch , on Sept. I.
at Miss ion Santa C lara. Their home is in San Fran cisco. Tom Chase to Toni Kas przak , on April 4, at
Church of St. Joseph , in Garden City, NY. They li ve
in Walnut Creek. Susan \\ard to James Hoey, on Dec.
7, 1991 , at Mission Santa C lara. Their home is in Pal o
Alto.

'84

Amy Schimpele r to Michael Candau '85, o n
Dec. 22 , 1991, at Mission Santa C lara. Carol Seidler
to Carl Golbranson III '86, on Jul y 4, at St. Therese
Church , in A lha mbra .

'85

Gregory Aamodt to Jacqueline Jones, on June
6, at St. Francis of Assisi Catho lic Church , in Incline
Vi llage, ev. Joli Castello to John Sc hunk , on Jul y
II , at Mi ss ion Santa C la ra . Their home is in Campbell . Lisa Filkowski to Christopher Norri s, on Feb.
15, at Mission Santa Clara. They live in Sunnyvale.
John Kyne to Catherine Ann Flynn , on Sept. 14, 1991 .
They make thei r home in San Franci sco. John Luis
Jr. MBA to Lisa DeWit1 , on Sept. 7, 199 1, at Will ow
Glen United Methodist C hurch, in San Jose. They li ve
in Fremont. Suzette McCoy to David Hu bbard , on
Feb. 22 , at Mission Santa C lara. Their home is in Fremont. Scott McGregor to Donna Baldisari, on July 4.
They live in Concord. Na ncy Musgrove to Eric
Liedtke, o n Jul y 25, at St. Francis of Assisi Churc h.
in Castle Rock , Colo.

'86

Matt Rakich to Mary Noggle, on June 20, at St.
Mary's Church , in Walnut Creek. They make their
home in Concord. Andrew Jennings to Vina Hende rson, o n Apri l 13, 1991. They live in Clearwater, Fl a.
Scott Logsdon to Annette Wreaks, o n May 9, at St.
Nicho las Ch urc h , in Los A ltos. The ir home is in San
Jose.

'87

Africa Daza to Stefan Api tz , on Jan. 25. at Mission Santa Clara. They li ve in Germany. S hireen Ferrigno to Michael Sheridan '86, on Nov. 16, 1991 , at
Mission Santa Clara. They live in Los Gatos. Ronald
Forsell to Di ane Sanfilippo, on July 18. Their home
is in San Francisco. Sherin Gahrahmat to Robert
Crum , on July II , at United Methodist Church , in Los
Altos . Bridget McAdam to Rick Martin on June 15.
1991 , at America n Martyrs C hurch , in Manhat1an
Beach . They make their home in Lomita . Kelley Sessions to Ralph Raetz , on April Tl, 1991 , in Danville.
They li ve in Fresno.

'88

Rosella Compagno to Joseph Guttadauro, o n
Sept. 29, 1990, in Monterey. Their home is in San Jose.
Diane Gilkeson to Oliviero Zi liotto, on Aug. 29, at
Santa Ba rbara Miss ion. Dennis Gravert to Mireya
Martinez , on July 5, 1991. Laura Grimsley to Ty
Molter, on July 25, at Mission Santa Clara. They live
in Fresno. David Grounds to Ellen Houx, on Sept.
6, in Sconsdale, Ariz. Catherine Hoffman to Ric hard
Williams , o n Nov. 9, at Immaculata Chapel , University of Sa n Diego. They make the ir home in San
Diego. Kristina Jensen to William Shurbert , on April
4, at Mission Santa C lara. T hey live in Santa C ruz .
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Cindy Meckenstock to Mark Gion, on Sept. 6, at Mission Santa Clara. Susan Rowder to Mark Tilton , on
Aug. I, in Sacramento, where they live. Kristine Stott
to Jonathan Lobb, on Oct. 19, 1991 , at Holy Rosary
Catholic Church , in Edmonds, Wash. They make their
home in Seattle. V. Pamai Tomczyk to Franchot Cano,
on Sept. 28, 1991 , in Kauai , Hawaii.

'89

Judith Beingessner to George Hegarty Jr. '86,
on April 4, at Mission Santa Clara. T heir home is in
San Mateo. Lisa Galuzzo to Thomas Evans, on Sept.
7, 1991. They live in Pasadena. Elizabeth Hebner to
Michael Vila , on June 6. They make their home in
Evanston, Ill. Sarah Kang to David DeCarlo, on May
2 , at Mission Santa C lara. Ire ne Manzo to Jeff
Jacobs, on June 22, 1991 , in Full erton. They live in
Pleasant Hill. Amber McClain to Daniel Shaw '87,
on June 20. Their home is in Santa Clara. Laura
Palmer to Jeff Hallam '88, on Oct. 3, at Mission Santa
Clara. They live in San Jose. Debra Rich to David
Aaron '89 (JD '92) , on Aug. 29, at Mi ssion Santa
Clara. Kate Torre to Chris Blocker, on Sept. 12 , at
Mission Santa Clara. They make their home in San
Jose.

'90 Margaret Bannan to J . Patrick Doud , on May
16, at Mission Santa Clara. Their home is in La
Canada. Anna Del Gesso to Kevin Gard , on June 20,
in Jenkintown , Pa. They live in Glens ide, Pa. Rosalie
Liccardo to Joseph Pacula , on May 30, at Mission
Santa Clara. They make their home in Durham , N .C.
Kathleen McGrath to R. Michael Davey, on Aug.
15, at Mission Santa Clara. Deirdre Mellon to Lorenzo Reyes , on June 6, at Missi on Santa Clara. Their
home is in Arlington , Texas. Colleen Modena to
James Crowley, in June. Their home is in San Francisco. Aaron Ruona to Kimbe rly Davey, on June 6,
at Mission Santa C lara. They live in Novato.

'91

Theresa LaScola to Larry Guest, on May 9, at
Mission Santa C lara. They make the ir home in San
Jose. Leighton McLaughlin U JD to Jennifer Meggs,
on March 14, at Emmanuel Lu theran Church , in
Saratoga. They live in Santa Clara. Lisa Scopazzi to
Michael Bach , on April 5, in Belmont.

BIRTHS
'70

To Kathleen McCracken Phillips and her husband , John , an adopted son, James McCracken
Phillips , born Feb. 18. They li ve in Oak.land. To Jose
Mari Valles MBA and his wife, Carmen, a daughter,
Janelle Marissa, on May 3, 1991. Their home is in
Sunnyvale.

'73

To Mark and Mary Lou (Alaimo '77, MBA '81)
Cardosa, their second daughter, Jaclyn Michelle, on
June 17. They live in San Jose with 8-year-old Kristi n
Marie. To Mimi Seyferth and her husband , Jerry
Hanebuth , a son, John Jerrold Hanebuth , on April 26
in Washington, D.C.

'74 To

Kevin Costello and Genita KovacevichCostello, a daughter, Casey Colleen , on Nov. 18, 1991.
They live in Lake Oswego, Ore. , with thei r son and
daughter, 4-year-old Brady and 2-year-old Riley. To
Jim O'Hanlon and his wife, Lois DuPey, their third
chi ld , Nicholas , on Jan. 20 in Portland , Ore. To Tom
Quinlan and his wife, Mary, their thi rd chi ld , Phoebe
Mairead, on May 4 in San Rafael.

'75

To Judy (Gall) Beveridge (MS '86) and her husband , Wes , a son , Jordan Wesley, on Feb. 18 in San
Jose. To Paula (Parkinson) Jaeckle and her husband ,
Jerry, a son , Matthew Scott, on March 31 , 1991. She
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writes that after Matthew spent his first nine months
in Children's Hospital in Oak.land , he is home now and
doing fine . To Theresa (Crawley) Kannengeiser and
her husband , Kevin , a daughter, Eileen Marie, on Feb.
14 in Pacifica.

'76

To Bryan Bjorndal and his wife, Sue, twins ,
Brent and Travis , on Jan . 2. They live in San Diego.
To Ron and Judy (Zilch '78) Lamb, their fourth child ,
Andrew, on June 3, 1991. Their home is in Long Beach.
To Thomas McAndrews and his wife , Elaine, their
third child, Jillian Leilani Lass. They live in Los
Angeles. To Kerry (McDonald) Memole and her husband , Robert, a daughter, Brenna, on July 6 in Redwood City. To Margaret Porter Ontiveros and her
husband , Paul , their sixth child , Hannah Margaret,
on April 8. They live in Santa Maria with Isaac,
Zachary, Noah , Caleb, and Molly.

'77

To Tom and Lynn (Butler '80) Corsiglia , their
third child , Amanda Lynn , on Sept. 22, 1991. Their
home is in Mountain View. To Elise (Day) DeYoung
(MBA '79) and her husband, Michael, an adopted second son , born on April 7. They live in Santa Clara.
To M ajor James and Patti (McDonald '75)
Eichenberg, two adopted Romanian orphans, 2-yearold Ana and I-year-o ld Laura , while stationed in
Stuttgart, Germany. To Mike Kehir MBA and his wife,
Bonnie, a son, Christopher Nolan , on July 22. They
live in Moss Beach Heights. To Richard Morgin
(MBA '78) and hi s wife, Lucia, their second child ,
Alana Lucia , on May 4 in Los Angeles. To Dennis
and Mahgie (Dean) Murphy, their second chi ld , Erin
Rose, on May 22 in San Francisco. To Tom and Robin
(Burke) Shakely (JD '79) , their fourth chi ld , Jessica
Colleen, on May 9. They live in Carmichael. To Henry
and Mary Jane (Winkler) Vitkovich , an adopted son ,
Jason John , born in February. They live in San Jose
with 5-year-old Michael.

'78

To Eric Anderson and his wife, Lena , their third
child and first daughter, Michelle Kathleen , on May
28 in Fremont. To Tom Daly and his wife, Nancy, their
second child , John McLaughlin , on July 23. They live
in Bellevue, Wash. , with their daughter, Caroline. To
Joseph Gutierez MBA and his wife, Kathy Rothschild,
a son, Spencer Rothschild Gutierez, on Feb. 26 in
Foster City. Frank Miller JD, hi s wife , Janice , and
IS-year-old daughter, Jessica , adopted 14-month-old
Alexander last spri ng. They li ve in Kona , Hawaii. To
Jeff (MBA '84) and Penny (Rich) Osorio, their second son , James Franklin, on March 2. Their home
is in Cupertino. To Mary C. Webb and her husband ,
Kevin Turcotte, their second son , Jackson Charles, on
Jan. 21 in Kissimmee, Fla.

'79

To Rich and Anne (Nickel) Bluth , twins ,
Thomas Arthur and Mark Richard , on March 3. They
live in Seal Beach with 5-year-old Danny and 3-yearold Maria. To Aline (Hallenbeck) Caulley and her
husband , Dennis, their third child , Darren Patrick , on
Sept. 3, 1991 , in Piedmont. To Karolyn (Kane) Dudley
and her husband , Randy, their second daughter,
Jillian , on March 2 in San Jose. To Terry LaPorte JD
and Laura Best JD, their second child , Kelsey Victoria LaPorte, on Feb. 6 in Redwood City. To Conna
McCarthy (JD '82) and Peter Craigie '77 (JD '81) ,
their second son, Cormac Pierce Craigie, on May 6.
The ir home is in Piedmont. To Mary (Meyskens)
Olson and her husband , Steve, their fourth child , Wyatt
Patrick, on March 6, 1991 , in Mount Shasta. To Mary
Murphy and Mark Stevens, their third child , Joseph
Murphy Stevens, on Jan. 29 in San Jose. To Paul Totah
and his wife, Kathryn , a son, Michael John , on April
8 in Pacifica. To Alfred Whitehurst (JD '83) and his
wife , Jeana Marie, a son, Matthew, on Oct. 24, 1989,
in Los Banos.

'80 To Lenore Aguilar and her husband , Jeff
Setness JD, a son, Taylor, on April 8 in Reno. To
Diana (Sana) Aquino and her husband, Ed, their second child , Marissa , on April 4 in Mountain View.
To Tom Bordenave and his wife, Carolyn , their second son , Will , on May 5 in San Jose. To Debbie
(Medeiros) Carey and her husband , Michael , a son ,
Joseph Anthony, on March 20. They live in South San
Francisco with 9-year-old Christopher and 6-year-old
Christina. To Mary (Cunningham) Chadwick and
her husband, George, a son , Austin John , on June 27,
1991. They live in Palo Alto. To Steve and Julie (North
'81) Cramer, their third child , Colin Richard , on May
22 , 1991 , in Piedmont. To Kenneth and Mary (Cozine
'81) Dahl , their first child , Melissa Marie, on May
I in Bellevue, Wash. To Annette (Cracolice) Davis
and her husband , Greg, a daughter, Jenna Rose, on
Aug. 20, 1991 , in San Jose. To Colleen Dieterle and
her husband, David Abreu , a son , Daniel John , on
July 30, 1991. Their home is in San Bruno. To Julie
(Hagan) Elder and her husband , Bill , their second
son , Patrick Knox , on March 16. They live in Marina
Del Rey. To Ann (Kilty) Hernandez (MBA ' 87) and
her husband , Tom , their second daughter, Ch ristina
Joanne, on May 24 in Huntington Beach. To Kathryn
(Nickel) Latham and her husband , Chuck , their second daughter, Nicole Kathryn , on Sept. 16, 1991 , in
Aurora , Colo. To Sandra (Tallerico) Levison and her
husband , David , a daughter, Samantha Anne , on
March 13 in Menlo Park. To James Lima and his wife,
Michiele , their first child , Margaret Mary, on Feb. 13
in Newark . To Joanne McShane and her husband ,
John Costa , a daughter, Claire Nicole Costa , on Oct.
3, 1991 , in Sacramento. They li ve in Folsom. To Lynn
Combs O'Leary (JD '83), a son, Daniel Edmund
O ' Leary Ill , on Nov. 3, 1991. She lives in La Canada.
To Nancy (Baldwin) Reimann and her husband ,
David , their first child , William David, on July 19 in
Los Angeles. To Dick and Lisa (O'Neill) Shanahan ,
their second son , Riley, on June 3 in Gold River. To
Camilla Lloyd-Butler Shafer and her husband, Arthur '75, a son , James McLaughlin , on Oct. 29, 1991 ,
in Los Angeles. To Carolyn Meredith Simpso n
(MBA '84) and her husband , Jim , their fourth chi ld
and third son , on Dec. 3, 1991. They live in Santa
Clara. To Diane (Carty) Speicher and her husband ,
Bob, their first chi ld , Nicole Makenzie, on Nov. 30,
1991, in Santa Maria. Nicole arrived a month early
and was delivered by her grandfather, Dr. David Carty, who was there for Thanksgiving.
'81 To Gerhard Behrens and Mary Ma ll onBehrens, a daughter, Colleen, on Nov. 9, 1991 , in Corvall is, Ore. To Nicolette (Patterson) McWeeney and
her husband, Kevin , a daughter, Tierna, on April 6.
Their home is in Prunedale. To Graham Rutherford
and his wife, Lyn , their first chi ld , Edward Chadwick ,
on March 16 in Windsor. To Lisa (Didone) Rehm and
her husband, Kurt , a daughter, Danielle Nicole, on
Jan. 29, 1990.
'82

To Anne Bachtold and her husband , Jim
Renalds , twins , Madeline Anne and Christopher
James, on Jan. 24. They live in Saratoga. To Nancee
(Riddle) Beals and her husband , Stephen , a son ,
Jedediah , on June 29, 1991. Their home is in Truckee.
To Yvonne (Casalnuovo) Braddick and her husband ,
Phil , their first chi ld , Anthony Christopher, on March
20 in Quincy. To Elizabeth (Shimeg) Braymen (JD
'85) and her husband, Chris, a daughter, Erica Naomi,
on Aug. 4, 1991 , in Oakhurst. To Eugene Bugatto and
his wife, Susan , a son , Michael , on Dec. 26, 1989,
in Menlo Park. To Brian Falkenhainer and his wife,
Sue, a daughter, Jamie Lynne, on Jan. 31, 1991 , in
Mountain View. To Loretta (Salvador) Gomez and
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her husband , Randy, their second son , Steven Michael,
on Aug. 13 in San Jose. They li ve in Campbell. To
Greg Heiland a nd hi s w ife, Mary, a so n , John
William , on June 2 in Phoenix. To Carmela (Fratarcangeli) Hernandez and her husband , Jose, their second child , Reg ina Gabriella , on March I, in the fron t
seat of the ir Honda on the way to Stanford Hospita l.
Th ey li ve in Live rm o re. To Tim a nd Stephanie
(Williams) Houlihan, their third child, Matthew John ,
on June 4, 199 1, in Santa Ana. To Ed Ruder and hi s
wife, Lisa , a son, Robert Edward, on Jul y 19. Their
home is in San Jose. To Sharon Sammon and her husband, Rick Bell , their first child, Stephanie Marie Bell ,
on May 7. T hey li ve in Sunnyva le. To Stephe n
"Dugan" and Allison (Silvers) Sapunor, their second
son, John Alexander, on Jan . 29. They live in West
Hollywood.

'83 To Lynn Berrettoni and her husband , Andrew
Cag lieris, a daughter, Gabriell a Marie, on Jul y 29 in
Phoeni x. To Terrence and Lisa (Lippert) Clancy, a
son, Joseph Alex is, on March 2 in San Carlos. To Tina
Panontin a nd he r hu sba nd , G regg Co u ra nd , a
daughter, Ale sandra , on April 4 in Mountai n View.
To John Plecque and his wife, Lynne , thei r second
ch ild , Brendan Michae l, on June 13 in San Jose. To
Anne (Abruzzini) Ravizza and her husband , Allen,
their second son, Matthew Al len, on Oct. I, 1991 , in
San Jose . To Chris Smart and his wife, Kathy, their
fi rst child, Ryan Patrick, on May 15 in Carmichael.
To Cindy (Lee) Sue (MA '87) and her husband , Larry,
a son, Gregory John Calvin , on April Tl, 199 1. To
Renee (Schenone) and Geoff Westerfield '81 , thei r
fi rst child , Mark Granv ille, on Aug. 25, 1991, in Menlo
Park . To Carla (Dal Colletto) Wilcox and her hu sband , Dwight , a son, Peter Bas il , on May 2 in An napoli s, Md .

'84

To J eff and Maureen (Crawley) Abercrombie,
the ir third child , Margaret Mae Jacquelene, on July
23, 1990, in Fresno. To Jerry Aquino and his wife,
Rebecca C han. a daughter, Nina Francesca, on Sept.
21, 1991 , in San Jose. To Shawna (Kirkwood) Bryant
and her husband, Steve, their first child , Sarah Daw n,
on Feb. 3 in Fresno. To Steve Curulla and his wife ,
Deanna, a son, Matthew David , on Nov. 29, 199 1, in
Antioch. To John Eberle and hi s wife, a daughter,
Laure n E li za beth , o n Jan. 19 in San Brun o. To
Catherine (Sullivan) Gross and her husband , Robert ,
the ir first chil d , Daniel Rya n, on Sept. 29, 199 1, in
Frederick , Md . To Paul Isaacson and his wife, Tami ,
the ir third son, Cory Jacob, on June 8. They li ve in
Newark. To John a nd Stephanie (Ba ss '85)
Kerkorian , a daughter, Katherine Jane, on May 7 in
Fresno. To Tom and Cathy (Donnelly) McAvoy, the ir
first child , Kellen Irene, in February 1991 , in San Jose.
To William McDermott and hi s wi fe, Juli , their first
child , Kelly Christine, on Jan . 20. Thei r home is in
Soquel. To Jeannie (Cara) Richard and her husband ,
Ken, their second child , Christine Marie, on May 20.
They li ve in Dove Canyon. To Heather (Browne)
Ryan and her hu sband , Matthew, a son, John Franc is, on Jan . 8. T hey li ve in Northbrook , Ill . , with
2-yea r-old Mary.

'85

To James Beering and his wife, Jacqueline, a
son, Benjami n James, on July 12 , 199 1. T heir home
is in San Ramon . To Andrew Bewley and hi s wife,
Jeannine , their second chi ld , Andrew Will iam II , on
May 2 in Bakersfie ld . To Kath erin e (Prin ce)
Christenson and her husband , Craig, their first chi ld ,
Alexand ra Nicole, on May 4 in Portland , Ore . They
li ve in Tigard . To Charlotte (Hart) Cuomo and her
hu sband , Tony, a son, Coleman Anthony Hart , on
July 14. T hei r home is in Long Beac h . To Teresa
(Schreiber) Downey and her husband , Stephen, their
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fi rst child , Samantha Florence, on Jan. 9 in Red Bluff.
To Paul and Judy (Lawrence) Genevro, their first
child , Joshua Lawrence, on Aug. 13, 1991, in San Jose.
To Patricia (Metevia) Guyot and her husband , JeanMarie, their first child , Alexandre Jean Joseph Marie,
on Aug. 2 , 1991, in San Jose . To Kristi na (Comporato) Kennedy and her husband , Steven , a daughter,
Katherine Ann , on Sept. 12 , 199 1, in Garden Grove.
To Terry (Torres) and Tim Maloney '87, a daughter,
C lara Elena, on July 16, 1991. Their home is in Santa
C lara. To Mark (JD ' 88) and Lisa (Granucci '86)
McClenahan , a daughter, Marie l Dianna , on Aug. 3.
To Amy (Starkweather) Oosterhouse and her hu sband , John , a daughter, Lindsay Ruth , on April 30 in
San Jose. To David O'Such and his wife, Shelley, thei r
first child , Austin Mi c hae l, on Oct. 4, 1991. To
Stephen Scwartz JD and hi s wife, Susan , a son,
Leonard Samuel, on April 21 in Portl and , Maine. To
John Shepardson JD and hi s wife, Veronica , a son,
Jason, on Dec. 2 , 1991. They li ve in Redwood Estates.
To Eldene (Shiel) Spelder and her husband , Do ug,
their first child , Will , on Dec. 11 , 1991, in Phoeni x.
To Anthony Sy and his wife , Bernadette, their second
son, Xavier Alexander, on April 7 in Daly C ity, where
they li ve with their son , "Sabby."

'86

To Joseph and Kelly (Stokes) Allegretti , a son,
Anthony Cash , on May 12 . They live in North ridge.
To Manuel and Noelle Arce , a daughter, ico le
Michelle, on July II in San Martin , where they li ve
with 3-yea r-old Christopher. To Bryan Barker and
his wife, Leah, a son, Colin D'Arcy, on Dec. 7, 1991.
To Mark and Michele (Dennee) Brading, a son, Matthew Dav id , on May 24, 1991, in San Jose. To Laurie
(Stees) Brummett a nd her hu sband , Dway ne , a
daughter, Danielle Victoria , on March 26. Their home
is in Grover City. To Thomas and Laura (Thompson) Donohue, their first child , Megan Regina, on July
9 in Antioch. To Jill (Croft) and Steven Foster '84,
a daughter, Kjrsten Kath leen, on March Tl in San Jose.
To Dennis and Marianne (Lynch) Fraher, a son, Sean
Patrick, on May 30 in Playa <lei Rey. To Pamela (Watterworth) Gospe and her husband , Greg, a son, Andre Ronald , on Sept. Tl, 1991. They live in Monrovia ,
Calif. To Diane (Flanagan) and Greg Haupt '85, their
first child , Catherine Emily, on Feb. I in Mo untain
View. To Andrew JD and Mimi (Arnerich) Kreeft
(JD '88), a son, Connor James, on March 30. They
li ve in San Jose wit h 2-year-old Cla ire Eli se. To
C. Patrick and Jennifer (Jakubek) Machado, their
first child , Jason Ch risto pher, on June 15 in Walnut
Creek. To Anne (Hayes) and Jim Rigali JD/MBA ,
a daughter, Mary Clare, on Jan. 17 in Santa Mari a.
To Arnie a nd Maria (Taddeucci '87) von
Massenhausen , the ir firs t child , Arnold Joseph ,
"A.J. ; · on Ma rch 25 in San Jose. To Chris King
Wilson JD a daughter, Jacqueline Marie Wilson , on
Sept. 29, 1991. They live in Plano, Texas .

'87

To Brian and Heather (Duncan '88) Crane , a
son, Brendan Re ill y, on Sept. 15, 1991, in San Jose.
To David and Elizabeth Heinevetter, their first child ,
Robert Tyler, on Jan . 14 in Tehac hapi . To Sandy
McMaster MBA and he r hu sband , Ken , a daughter,
Anna Marika , in January 1991. They live in Austin ,
Texas. To Katherine (Campbell) Rehbein and her
husband , Rudy, a son, Rudolph James, on May 13 in
Ventura. To Ruby Sabalburo-Tom MBA and Gary
Tom MBA , a son , Nathanial Michael Tom, on Nov.
25, 199 1. They live in Hayward . To Rick Snow and
his wife, Beth , a son, Andrew Richard , on March 19
in Haywa rd . Their home is in San Lore nzo. To
Theresa (Cravalho) Webb and he r husband , Paul , a
son, Tyler Anthony, on May 17 in San Mateo. Their
home is in San Carlos.

'88

To Susan (Brockley) and Paul Collins '89, a son.
Nathan Patrick , on Dec. 31 in San Jose. To Kurt and
Megan (Antes '89) Heiland , a son, Karl William , on
Nov. 18, 1991, in Tucson, Ariz. To Barbara (Golling)
LoFranko and her husband , Vince, a son, Vincent
John Charles, on June Tl. They live in Fe lton . To Lise
Finn Place JD and her hu sba nd , Barton , a son, John
Dav id , on Feb. I, 1991, in Seattle .

'89

To Lucienne Curchod and her hu sband , Ali
Khosrav i, a son, Henry Kord Churchod , on April 3.
Their home is in Tokyo. To Diane (Jackson) Gow JD
and her husband , thei r first child , Christopher G lenn.
on Feb. 3 in Fremont. To Michelle (Kubas) Teuber
and her husband , Vincent , thei r first child , Joshua ,
on March 3, 1991. The ir home is in Mary Esther, Fla.

'90

To Michelle Kalehzan MA and her hu sband.
Abrahim , a daughter, Yasimine, on Oct. 8, 1990. They
li ve in Sunnyvale.

DEATHS
'1 4 Wilford

J. Scilacci (Honorary Alumnu s). on
Aug. 12 in Santa C lara. A nati ve of Point Reyes Station , he enli sted in the U.S. Army before World War
I and served in Ch ina in Company B, 322nd Field
Signal Battalion. He came to San Jose and opened a
grocery store on otre Dame Street in 1938. With
su permarkets taking over the grocery business in the
mid-1940s, he opened Smilin' Bill 's Furniture-fi rst
in San Jose, then in Santa Clara- later called Miss ion
Furniture. He was a membe r of SC U's Board of Fe llows , membe r and president of the Sierra Clu b, and
member of the Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks
for 75 yea rs. He swam in the ir poo l th ree or four days
a week until he was 95. He was on the board of St.
Elizabeth's Day Home and was active in its affairs until
he was well past 90. Education was very important to
him , and he endowed a scholarship in the fami ly name
at SCU. Legendary fo r his memory, he recen tl y provided in format ion fo r a hi story of Point Reyes Station .
He was ill for on ly 10 days before his death and was
buried on what would have been his 99th birthday. He
and his wife would have celebrated the ir 70th wedding
anni versary on Sept. 6. He is survived by hi s wife, Irma; son, William '44; daughters, Edwina Adoradio
and Donna Napolitano; 15 grandchildren ; and 18 greatgrandchildren . He was preceded in death by his son.
Robert '55.

'24

Emmet Daly, on Feb. 17, 1990, in San Francisco.
where he was a Municipal Cou rt judge. He had a
remarkable singing voice , so good he stopped practi c ing law in Los Angeles afte r famed te nor John
McCormack advi sed him to go to Italy for voice training. He lived in Mil an for a year, giv ing concerts in
Europe and late r New York . He was chosen to sing
the lead male role in a mov ie opposite Lily Pons, but
when the picture didn't materialize, he returned to the
law. A star athlete, he was captain of the foo tba ll and
basketball teams at Carroll College in Helena , Mont. :
a fter transferring to SCU, he was among the first to
run the 100-yard dash in 10 seconds. He earned hi s
law degree from Georgetown Uni versity, working hi s
way through school by play ing the violin in a small
dance combo he led. After receiving his doctorate. he
worked for the FBI and later entered private law practice in Los Ange les. He moved to San Francisco during World War 11 , where he was assigned as the offi cer in charge of a Naval intelligence school. Following
the war, he became an ass istant district attorney under
Edm und G . Brown . He sta rted San Fran c isco·s
Alcoholism Rehabi litation Program and wrote papers
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on alcoholism , narcotics addiction , juvenile violence ,
and jail conditions. When Brown was elected attorney
general, he became an assistant attorney general. When
Brown was elected governor, he appointed Daly to the
California Youth Authority and later to the Municipal
Court. He retired in 1970. He is su rvived by his wife,
Virginia Worth Daly.

'29

Edward S. Malley, on July 3, at the Nazareth
Senio r Community in San Rafael. While at Sa nta
C la ra, he was a member of Sodality, Clay M . Green
Playe rs, and Sanctuary Society. He was on the footba 11 a nd bas ketball tea ms and participated in
intramural s. He earned an LL.B. degree from Univers it y of San Franci sco. A native of Tonopah , Nev., he
was a rea l estate broker in the Cal/Neva area for many
years. He is survived by his daughters, Margaret Taddeucc i of San Rafael and Mary K. Dooling of Los
Altos ; a son , Edward Malley '68 of Santa Cruz; eight
grandchi ldren; and three great-grandchildren. He was
preceded in death by his wife, Teresa Bannan Malley ;
and a daughter, Mary Teresa Parks.

'33

Lewis J. Bennett , on July 29 in Sacramento. A
native of Kansas, he was a past member of Building
Contractors Association , Knights of Columbus, and
Bohemian Boat Club. As an independent building contrac tor in Sacramento from the 1930s to the 1950s, he
contributed to the city's growth by constructing many
homes and comme rcial sites. He is survived by hi s
sons, James '59 and Michae l; daughters , Catherine.
Therese, and Rosemary ; seven grandchildren; and two
great-grandchildren . He was preceded in death by hi s
wife, Catheri ne.

'34

Thomas C. Moroney, on July 3 in Palo Alto. A
resident of Menlo Park , he was a partne r in the law
firm of Wil son, Jones, Morton & Lynch. He was past
pres ident of Honolulu Oil Corp. ; chair of the Boa rd
of Education at Notre Dame H igh School, Belmont ;
chair of the board of Guyan Eagle Investment Co. in
Virginia ; and president of the Serra High School
Fathers Club. He was a Knight of Malta and member
of the board of directors of Midway Premier Oi l Co. ,
an SCU alumni board member, and member of the
Sons of Corsica. He is survived by his wife, Mary
" Meg": sons, Car l, Thomas, John , and Mark ; and
daughters, Mary Basso, Sheila Santero, Duffy Scheley,
and Noni Ellis ; 27 g randchildren ; a nd two greatgrandchi ldren.

'35

Louis F. Picetti , on Feb. 9 in Hollister, after a
lengthy illness. After grad uation from SCU, he earned a master of education degree at Stanford . He taught
at Salinas High School and coached baseba ll and
ba sketball , using ski ll s learned as a member of
Hollister's semipro baseball team , the Merchants. He
joined the faculty of San Benito High where he worked
for 39 years, teach ing and holding adm inistrative pos iti ons. including ass istant superintendent and principal
of adu lt education. He served 13 years as a member
of the San Benito County Board of Educati on before
retiring in 1988. He was a member of the Ju veni le
Ju stice and De lin q uency Preve ntion Comm iss ion ,
Land Conservation Adv isory Board, and Regional Occupational Program board. He was a lifetime member
and past exa lted ruler of the Ho lliste r Elks Lodge;
charter member of the Association of California Administrators; lifetime member of the Knights of Columbus ; and member of Sons in Retirement , San Benito
County Farm Bureau , Retired Teachers Association ,
and Sacred Hean Catholic Church. He is survived by
hi s wife, Regina.

'35 Frank A. Ruffo, on Nov. 10,

1991. He lived in
Tacoma , Wash., where he was a we ll-known civic,
bu siness , and sports figure . He excelled in football ,
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baseball , and basketball at Bellarmine Prep and attended Santa Clara on a scholastic and sports scholarship. At IS, he pl ayed against Babe Ruth's New York
Yankees in an ex hibition game and hit a home run off
Hall of Fame pitcher Grover Cleveland Alexander. He
joined the Boston Red Sox , but a knee injury ended
hi s career. He was one of the first inductees into the
Pierce County (Wash .) Sports Hall of Fame , as well
as Bellarmine Hall of Fame and the Old Time rs Hall .
He owned General Beverage Distributing Co. and became president of the Washington Wholesalers Association. He also served as president and board member
of Boys and Girls C lubs, Tacoma Athletic Commission, and Optimists Club. He was a member of Fircrest
Golf & Country Club, SCU Bronco Bench , and many
other o rganizations. He was a former owner of the
Tacoma Tigers triple A baseball club. He is survived
by hi s wife of SO years , Mary; sons, Frank and Dan ;
five grandchild ren; and brother Albert '31 (JD '36).

'36

Harold Carlsen , on March 29 in Seattle. He attended Santa Clara on a football scholarship. He was
a partner in Jones & Carlsen , a Seattle men's wear
store. He is survi ved by his wife, Ingeborg; and daughte r, Beverly.

'37

Edwin A. Henriques, on July 12 , 1990, in Redding. He was a retired State Highway engineer (now
Ca lTrans). He is survived by his wife of 48 years,
Joe lene; daughter and son-in-law, Denise '69 and
Robert Carlton '68; and one granddaughter.

'40

Edward L. Lombardi , on Dec . 24, 1989, in
Camarillo. He was a partner in Mid-Tow n Investment
Corp. , a Los Angeles rea lty firm. He is survived by
hi s w ife, Mildred ; seven children ; and 12 grandchild ren.

'40

Robert B. Marre , on May 27, 1990, of cancer,
in Avila Beach . He was a cattle rancher. He is survived by hi s wife, Imogene; four children; and six
grandchildren .

'43

Herbert C. Myers , on April 20 in Arbuckle,
where he had a fa rm . He served in the U.S. Army in
the European Theate r during World War II . He was
a member of Holy Cross Catholic Church, American
Legion and VFW, Butte Area Boy Scouts Council, and
the Rice Research Board . He was an Arbuckle Elementary School trustee, an Arbuckle fireman for 23 years,
and clerk of the Arbuckle Cemetery District for many
years. He is survived by hi s wife, Patricia; sons, Mark
and Kent ; daughters, Maronee and Maureen ; and seven
grandchildren .

'44

Frank W. Artigalas Jr. , on Oct. 26, 1991 , in
Willits , of cancer. He manufactured weatherstripping
and had a machine shop before becoming a realtor.
He enj oyed flying and ow ned an airplane. He is su rvived by his wife, Betty, and two daughters.

'47

Alfred B. Britton JD, in September 199 1, after
a lengthy illness. He was a partner in the San Jose law
firm of Campbell, Warburton, Britton, Fitzsi mmons
& Smith .

tino home, fo llowing a long illness. After graduation
from SCU, he served as a first lieutenant in the U.S.
Air Force and spent two years in Korea and Japan. For
31 years, before retiring in 1991 , he worked for Sears
Roebuck & Co. He is survived by his wife of 36 years,
Ma rl ene ; a daughter, Laurie Symcox ; sons, Vincent
and Michael; two grandchildren ; father, Charles ; and
sister, Margue rite Spurlin.

'52

Eugene Mciver, on April 18. A native of San
Mateo, he attended Serra High School. Upon graduation from Santa Clara , he joined General Electric and
worked in several of its faci lities across the country.
At the time of his death , he was a computer operator
for GE in Loui sville, Ky. He is su rvived by his sisters.
Lorraine Arnold of Be lmont and Virginia Emrey of
San Mateo.

'56

Francis X. Hoffman , on Dec. 24 in Del Mar,
where he had an insurance business. He is survived
by his wife, Joan ; daughters, Margaret and Eli zabeth ;
and sons, Francis and Charles.

'71

Ti mothy A. Con nelly JD, on Jan. 20, 199 1, of
kidney cancer. He practiced law in Palo Alto and lived
in Cupertino.

'74

Joseph Phili p Doetsch , on June 12 in Campbell ,
of heart disease . He was controller of Orchard Supply Hardware in San Jose. His hobby was col lectors·
ed itions of comic books. He is survived by hi s mother,
Lorra ine Doetsch of Campbell; one sister ; and three
brothe rs.

'78

Philip E. Meaney, on Jan. IS of a heart attack,
at hi s home in O lympia, Wash. A nati ve of Port land.
Ore., he moved to Olympia in 1990, where he worked
in auto sales. He is survived by hi s mother, Patricia ;
brothers , John and Charles ; and sisters , Dolores,
Susan , and Mary Kay.

'82

Jeneane Marie Brown (MA '91), on June 2 in
San Jose, of cancer. She was secretary to Char les
White, director of Miss ion Santa C lara. She is survived by her parents , James and Meredith Brown ;
sisters, Kathleen and Patricia ; and brothers, Greg,
Steven , and Michael.

'86

M. Matson Haley, on July 4, in a boating acci dent on Lake Shasta. He was born in Portland, Ore. ,
where he li ved most of hi s life. A 1982 graduate of
Jesuit High School , he was a member of its football
team . At the time of hi s death , he was Northwest sales
manager fo r SEE Q Technologies in Santa Clara. He
is survived by hi s fa ther, Thomas; mother, Lourdene
Graves ; brothers, Thomas Jr. and Garin ; and sisters,
Malia Wasson and Kerry Etnire.

'95

Matthew Calhoun , on June 24 in an auto accident in Winnetka , Ill. He had compl eted hi s fresh man
year in e lectrica l engineering. He is surv ived by hi s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Ca lhoun , of Winnetka. ■

Correction

'50 James B. Gaffney Ill , on Aug. 23. A past board
member of the San Francisco Meat Packers Association , he retired as vice president/sales for Durham
Meat Packing in San Jose. His home was in Los Altos .
He is survi ved by his wife , Alice; sons, James IV '71
(JD ' 75), Mi chae l, Grego ry, Jeff, and William ;
daughters , Anne and Ma ry ; and 12 grandchildren.

'50

Elmer Pybrum JD, on May 23 in Watsonville.
He was a partner in the Watsonvi lle law firm of Grunsky, Pybrum et al.

'51

This obiruary, which appeared in the Spring issue,
contained some inaccuracies. It should have read:

'70

Daniel J ames Kelly, on Jan. 15, in San Francisco. He is survived by his sister, Terry '65, and
brother-in-law, Bill Murphy '62 (MBA '65), of
Truckee ; and his brother, Paul , and family, of
Cupertino. He was preceded in death by hi s
parents , Barbara and Paul Kelly '38.
■

Charles L. Marengo, on July 24 in hi s Cuper-
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Alumni/Parents
Update
All alumni, fam ily, and friends are invitee/ 10 participate in the events listed.
111is is a preliminary schedule. Unless
other,vise noted, please call Donohoe
Alumni House (408-554-6800)fo r fur1her information or complete details.
Ow-of state alumni ,vii/ receive a direct
mailing for happenings in their area.

December

1 San Jose- Basketball Season Opener
Pregame Rece ption a t Sports City
Cafe, downtown San Jose, 5:30 p.m. ,
before SCU vs. SJS men at the Spartan's
Even t Cen ter. Ca ll Juli e Morin ' 89
(408-947-4454).

2 Santa

Clara- 70 Minutes Lec ture

Series, featuring Eric Hanson, chair,
Politica l Science Department. Discussion with alumni of possible changes to
the undergraduate curriculum : "Core
Curricu lum : Time to Re -eva luate .''
Reception , 5 :30 p.m .; lecture, 6-7: 10
p.m. , Donohoe Alumni House conference room. Space limited ; reservations
required . Free. Call Lou Lu cas '53
(408-554-6800). Sponsored by San Jose
Al umni Chapter.

5 Los

Angeles-Basketball Pregame

Buffet o n UCLA Cam pu s, 5 p.m. ,
before SCU vs. UCLA men at Paul ey
Pavilion . Ca ll John Cummings ' 85
(2 13-938-4845).

9 Sacramento- Annual

Chris tm as
Recepti on at Andiamo's Restaurant ,
3145 Fol som Blvd.; 6-8 p.m.; $12 .50
per person. Call Jeanne-Marie Bourcier
'86 (916-399-9905).

10

6-7: 10 p.m. Donohoe Alumni House
conference room. Space limited ; reservations required . Free. Sponsored by
San Jose Alumni Chapter.

Reunions- Classes of '43, '53, '63, '83

tion Breakfast Briefing Series, featuri ng
Andre Delbecq , professor of management , on " U.S. Presidents vs. HighTechnology Presidents : A Comparative
Refl ection." Facu lty Club, 7:30- 9 a.m .
Call 408-554-5451.

Recent Alumni Reception- Alumni

26 Santa Clara -Law Board of Vi sitors

Park

Lunc heon , featuring Albert Krieger,
d istingui shed advocate-in-residence.
Benson Center parlors, noon- 2 p.m.
Call Barbara Maloney (408-554-5467).

24

AlumniNarsity Lacrosse and Rugby-

San Diego - San ta C lara Sunday
Morning Update. Mass, brunch, and a
kaleidoscopic view of SCU in the 1990s.
9:30 a.111. Call Tim and Mary Meissner
'77 (619-586-1275).

26

Santa Clara - Alumni/Student Advisory Seminar Series, " Life After Santa Clara II." Donohoe Alumni House
conference room , 6- 8: 30 p.111.
Los Ange les-Back-to-the-C lassroom Progra m. Ongoing discussion of
" Ethi cs in Soc iety" by facu lty panel.
Call Chris Von der Ahe '83 (MBA '85)
(2 13-879-1834).

29

Santa Clara -Panel Series Pa rt I,
" Ma nage Your Futu re in C hangi ng
Times," for counseling psychology and
education alumni . Reception and panel
presentation , Faculty Club, 5-7:30 p.m .
Sponsored by CP&E Alumni Chapter.

30

San Diego - Annu al Basketb a ll

Dinner, before SCU vs. University of
San Di ego me n's game a nd afte r
women's game. Call Linda North '83
(619-239-039 1).

February

2 Palm Springs- Santa C lara Sunday.

Coast Chapter Dinner at Madonna Inn .
Reception, 6 :30 p.m.; dinner, 7:30 p.m.
Ca ll Tom Maino '90 (805-543-7411) .

2 Peninsula-Saturday Night Basketball
Postgame Gathering at Compadres in
Palo Alto, after SCU vs. Stanford men
at Stanford University. Ca ll Cha rli e
Dougherty '81 (408-554-6800).

14 East Bay- Postwork Reception and
Un ive rs it y Update wi th Unive rs ity
Pres ident Paul Locatelli , S.J. Call Dan
Reid '80 (415-768-7363).

20

Santa Clara- 70 Minutes Lecture
Series. Reception, 5:30 p.111. ; lecture,
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FRIDAY, MAY 14
Golf Tournament- San Jose Municipal
Golf Course

SATURDAY, MAY 15
Family Picnic -Alumni Park
Ryan Field
Spring Football Scrimmage- Stanton
Field

Gianera Society Mass and DinnerClass of '43 welcomed into the society

10

San Luis Obispo- Annual Central

12

Los Angeles - Annual Basketba ll
Postga me Get-Together at the Bird's
Nest , after SCU vs. Loyola Marymount
University women and men. Call Denni s O 'Hara '76 (2 13-937-6768).

12-13 Santa Clara - '93 Senior Parent
Wee ke nd . Mass, dinner, and Sunday
brunch. Ca ll Carme l Malley, parent
coordinator (408-5 54-6800).

26- 28 Santa Clara -Spiritual Exerc ises for Today. Lente n re t reat at
Ma ri ani st Center in Cupert ino . Call
Victor Valdez '84 (408-554-6800).

27

San Francisco -Basketball Postgame Gathering at USF, after SCU vs.
USF women and men.

Reunion -Class of '73

SUNDAY, MAY 16

28

12 Hawaii -Basketball Pregame Reception , before SCU vs. University of
Hawaii women at Hawaii campu s. Call
Janet Murphy '72 (808-523-4738).

January 1993

26

21 Santa Clara -MBA Alumni Associa-

20 San Francisco -Quarterly Luncheon
at New Pi sa Res taurant. Reception ,
11:30 a.m. ; lunch, 12 :15 p.m. Cal l Linda
Buge lli '82 (415 -956-1500).

Call Tom Bannan '58 (619-340-4543) or
Joe Tobin '40 (619-773-1851).

Hol iday Carol ing at local conva lescent homes. Meet
at Donohoe Alumni House conference
room, 5 p.m.; caroling until 7:30 p.m .

women and men at Moraga campus.
Ca ll Dan Reid '80 (415 -768-7363).

Santa Clara -Law School Alumni
Owens Reception and Russell Galloway
M e mo rial Dedication . Unveiling,
Heafey Law Library, 4:30 p.m.; reception, de Saisset Museum , 5 :30-7:30
p. m . Ca ll Barba ra Ma lo ney (408554-5467).

Los Angel es-Pos twork Ho liday
Recep ti on a t Casey 's Bar & G rill ,
6 p. m. Ca ll Jo hn Cummings ' 85
(2 13-938-4845).

16 San Jose- Annual

SPRING HOMECOMING

Homecoming Mass- Mission Church

18 Santa Clara -

Fourth Annual History
Departme nt Alumni Reu ni on at the
Faculty Club. Reception, 6 p.m.; dinner
and presentation to fo llow. Call George
Giacomi ni '56 (408-554-4129) or the
History Department (408-554-4527).

March

3 Santa Clara- Alumni /Student

Advisory Seminar Series, " Life After Santa Cla ra Ill ." Donohoe Alumni House
conference room, 6-8:30 p.m.

6 San Francisco- Basketball

Pregame
Reception at USF, before men's West
Coas t Co nfere nce Championship
Tournament.

19 San Franc isco -15th

11 Peninsula -Reception with spec ia l
g ues t U niversi ty Pres id e nt Pau l
Locatelli , S.J. Call Carlos Lopez '58
(M .A. '70) (415-323-6141).

24

11 San Francisco -L aw Alumni /
Applicant Reception. San Francisco law
firm of Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliff.
6 - 8 p.m. Ca ll Barbara M a loney
(408-5 54-5467).

Annu a l
Bronco-Don-Gael Dinner at University of San Francisco. Reception , 6 :30
p.m.; dinner, 8 p.m . ; $30 pe r person,
$55 per couple.
Fresno -15th Annual Dinner with
University President Paul Locate lli ,
S.J., at the Sunnyside Country Club.
Reception , 6 p.m.; d inner, 7 p.m. Call
Ji m Donovan '72 (209-485 -7919).

25 Visalia -Luncheon with

Uni versity Pres ident Paul Locate lli , S.J.

12 Santa Clara -Annual Counseling
Psyc ho logy a nd Education Alumni
Recepti on and Award s Ceremony,
Faculty C lub, 5-7 p.m. Free. Call Julie
Mal vey M .A. '7 1, M . A . ' 82 (40 8554-4672).

25

Bakersfield -15th Annual Dinner
wit h Univers it y Pre s id e nt Paul
Locatelli , S.J., at the Pyrenees Cafe,
se rving Basque cui sine. 7 p. m. Ca ll
Chuck Wiswa ll '56 (805-324-7592 ) or
Joe Ziemann '62 (805-395-7766) .

13 Santa Clara - 13th Annual Ignatian
Awards Dinne r honoring alumni who
exe mplify the U ni versity 's a nd the
Alumn i Association's goal of serv ice to
others. Mass, 5 p.m.; reception, 7 p.m.;
dinner, 8 p.m .

25 Santa Clara -MBA Alumni Associa-

13

tion Breakfast Briefi ng Series featuring
Edward McQuarrie, associate professor
of marketing, on "Advertising Ethics:
Not an Oxymoro n!" Faculty C lub ,
7:30- 9 a.m. Call 408-554-5451.

17 Santa Clara- 70 Minutes Lecture
Se ries. Reception, 5 :30 p.m. ; lecture,
6-7: 10 p.m. Donohoe Alumni House
confe re nce room. Space limited ; rese rvati ons required. Free. Call 408 554 -6800. Sponsored by San Jose
Alumni Chapter.

25

Santa Clara- Panel Series Part II ,
" Manage Your Future in C ha ng ing
Times ," for counseling psychology and
education alumni . Reception and panel
presentation, Faculty Club, 5-7: 30 p.m.
S po nso red by the C P& E Al umni
C hapte r.

17 Santa Cruz- Quarterly Luncheon.
Ca ll Bob Semas '67 (408-423-1030).

26

East Bay -Basketba ll Postga me
Roundup, after SCU vs. St. Mary 's

Santa Clara - " Making a Dent in
Your Comm unity," afternoon workshop on community action programs.
Lectures, seminars, and discussion s
with fac ulty, alumni , a nd stude nt s;
2- 4:45 p.m .

13 Santa Clara -19th Annual Back-10the-C lassroom Program , Bannan Hall.
Reg istration , 9 a.m. ; lectures and
seminars, 9:30 a.m .-12 :30 p.m ., followed by facu lty/alumni lunch.

17 Fresno-

Eighth Annual St. Patrick 's
Day Luncheon with ot her Catho li c
uni vers ity and college alumn i at Sunnyside Country Club. Reception, ll:30
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a. m .; lunch , noon. Ca ll Jim Donovan
·77. (209-485-7919).

Coming Events

17

Sacramento- 16t h Annual St.
Patrick's Day Luncheon with St. Mary's
and USF alumni. Cal l Beth McCarthy
86 (916-424-2422) .

Theatre and Dance

0

17 Eureka -

Third A nnual St. Patrick's
Day Luncheon . Call Jerry Scott Jr. J. D.
63 (707-443 -2781).

Call Mayer 77,earre Box Office (408554-40/5) for mo re info rmarion on rhe
following evems.

0

17 Los Angeles- Post work

Reception
at Casey's. 5:30 p.m . Call Pat Nally '78,
(J.D . .82) (8 18-952-6206).

18 Los An ge les -Annual SCU

Sports
Night at Dodger Stadium. Receptio n,
6 p. m .: dinner, 7 p. m. Call Denni s
o· Hara '76 (2 13-937-6768).

18 Santa Clara -MBA Alumni Associati on Breakfast Briefing Series, featuring
E. Joseph Zemke, president and CEO,
Amdah l Corp., on "Total Customer
Satisfaction: A Commitment to Quality in All Phases of the Business." Facul ty Club. 7:30-9 a.m. Call 40 8554-5451.

19 Santa

Cl ara -Rece nt Alumni Reunion for the classes of '89, '90, ·91, and
·92. Benson Center, 7 p. m .

19 San Francisco -Recent

Alumni
Postwork Social at O 'Shea's, 5:30-7:30
p. m. Sponsored by the San Francisco
a nd Peninsula chapters. Call Vin ce
Quilici '90 (415-955 -2026) o r Mo ll y
Haun '90 (415-441-9671).

20

Santa Clara -Distingui shed Engi neering Alumni Awards Dinner. Benson
Center, 6-9:30 p.m., $35. Call Me lanie Mass ie, School of Engineering
(408-554-5417).

20 Santa Clara -Law School Alumni
Continuing Legal Education Seminar,
"The Ethical Lawyer." Mayer Theatre,
9 a.m-4:30 p.m . Call Barbara Maloney
(408-5 54-5467) .
July

31 Danube River Adventure- Join Santa
Clara alumni, frie nds, and Jesuits for a
15-day tour through Austria, Czechoslovak ia, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria ,
Ro mania , Ukrai ne, and Turkey. Fee of
$4.300 per person includes a ir fare ,
deluxe ship cruise, and land accom modations from Vienna to Istanbul .

SPORTSWATCH
Due to space limitations, we
were unabl e to include
li stings for baseball and
women's and men's basketball. For up-to-date scheduling information a nd game
recaps , call the Bronco
Sportsline (408-554-5550).
-Ed.
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Dec. 3- 4- Choreographer's Galle ry.
C ho reographic works in progress by
students in the dance program . Fess
Parker Studio Theatre, Dec. 3 at 7 p.m. ;
Dec. 4 at 7 and 9 p. m . Free, but tic kets
are required; obta inab le at the Mayer
Theatre Box Office on Dec. 2.

Jan. 9-10- Sing with Me. An evening

door, 77,e Gares of Hell , by Auguste
Rodin .

Through Dec. 4- Columbus: The Good ,
the Bad , the Ugly. Multimedia exhibit ,
SCU Art De partment Gal lery, 8 a. m .5 p. m. , Monday through Friday. In conjunction with the Quin ce ntennia l
In stitute.

Jan . 12-March 21 - This Sporting Life,
1878-1991. Exhibit featuring 196 blac kan d-white and co lo r photograph s of
amateur, recreational , and profess io nal
sports from the United States, Europe,
and former Soviet Union.

Catala Club Events
For mo re information on rhe fo llowing
Cata la Club evenrs, call Made lin e
Englerrh (408-867-0629) o r Maureen
Srurla (408-867-2937).

of patrioti sm, inspiration, Jove, Broadway tunes, and operetta with the Mayer
Theatre Advisory Boa rd . Sing alo ng
with your favorites. Mayer Theatre, Jan.
9 at 8 p.m. ; Jan. JO at 7 p.m. General
adm issio n, $12; students, staff, fac ulty,
and senio rs, $7.50.

a. m .-2 p.m., $10.

Jan. 16-17- Los Danzantes de Alegria.

Jan. 20 - Simply Irresistible Fun Day.

Fo lklori c dance of Mexico. Maye r
Theatre, Jan. 16 at 7:30 p.m. ; Jan. 17
at 2 p.m. Ge neral admi ss io n, $6.50;
seniors and children unde r 12 , $3.50;
children under 2, free .

S.J. Country C lub, 11 a . m .-2 p.m ., $10.

Feb. 12-14 and 16- 20-Woman in Mind .
Fantastic ha lluc inati o ns occ ur when
an unhappy housew ife named Susan ,
married to a boring c leric named
George, is hit in the head w ith a garden
rake. Produced by special arrangement
w ith Samue l French Inc. Mayer Theatre, 8 p.m. , except Feb. 14 at 7 p.m.
General ad miss ion , $9; students, staff,
fac ulty, and seniors , $6; spec ial $4 student rate o n Tuesday, Wed nesday, and
Thursday when tickets are purchased on
the performance day.

March 12-14-lmages '93 Dance Concert. Jazz, ballet , and modern dance by
faculty, students, and guest cho reographers. Directed by Sheldon Ossos ky.
Mayer Theatre, 8 p.m., except March
14 at 7 p.m . Genera l adm iss ion , $9 ;
students, staff, facu lty, and senio rs. $6.

Art Exhibits
Un less orhenvise 110red, exhibirs are free
and in de Saisser Museum. 77,e museum
is open Tu esday rhrough Sunday, II
a. 111 . to 4 p. m. ; closed Monday. Fo r in formarion, call 408-554-4528.

Through Dec. 2- Old Ties, New Attachments: Italian-American Folklife
in the West. Exh ibit of art ifac ts ,
photographs, text , and videota pe o rganized by the American Folklife Center
of the Library of Congress in Washington , D.C. , and sponso red in part by
the Gli Amici Organization. In conjunction w ith th e Quincentennial
Inst itute.

Dec. 16-Christmas Party Luncheon
and Miniboutique. Williman Room , II

Feb. 17-Day of Recollection . Mi ssion
Church and Williman Room , JO a. m .2 p.m.; brunch , $ 10.

Kenna Club
Kenn a Club lun ch eons are held in
Williman Room , Benson Ce nre r, ar
noon. Members, $/2 ; non-members,
$ 16. Rese r va rions required ; ca ll
408-554-4699.

Jan . 14-Economic Forecast for 1993.
Mario Belotti, professor of economics
and director of the Ag ribu s iness In stitute, gives his annual forecast with
guest speaker Jeanette A. Garretty '74,
Bank of America vice pres ident and
senior economist. Co-sponsored by the
MBA Alumni Association. M aye r
Theatre , 3 :45 p. m.; rece pti o n , de
Sai sset Mu seum , 5 :30 p.m . Call MBA
Alumni As soc ia ti o n Offi ce (408 554-5451) .

March 5- The Tao of Peace. Di a ne
Dreher, chair, Santa Clara University
English Department.

Music Concerts and Recitals
For ricker and program informarion, call
408-554-4429. Programs subjecr ro
change wirhour notice.

Dec. 1-3 and 5- 6- Annual Madrigal Dinners with the Renaissance Singers.
Nancy Wait Kromm , directo r. Music,
food , spi rit , and times of a Renaissance
C hri stmas celebration. Faculty Club,
6 p.m . , $30 per person . For reservations, ca ll 408-554-4428.

Dec. 2-Student Recital. Music concert
hall , noon, free.

Nov. 28- Dec. 2 an d Jan . 12- March
21 - "Small Fauness." Ex hibit of the

Dec. 4- Santa Clara University Guitar
Ensemble. Robert Bozina , director. De

lost-wax casting process from the bronze

Saisset Mu seum , noon, free.

Dec. 4- 5-Santa Clara Chorale. Ly nn
Shurtleff, director. Handel's " Messiah."
Mission Church , 8 p. m . General admission , $12 ; seniors, faculty, and staff, $10;
students, $8.
Dec. 12-13-Evening of Chinese Music
and Song. Ching Chi ng Chorus. Mayer
T heatre, Dec. 12 , 7:30 p.m .; Dec. 13,
2:30 p.m .

Jan. 26-Poetry of Women in Songs of
Men . Soprano Carol We bber, accompanied by pianist Teresa McColloug h.
Co-sponsored by de Sai sset Museum
and Music Department. Preconcert talk
at 7:30 p.m.; reception fo ll ow ing the
concert . De Saisset Mu seum , 8 p.m .
General admission , $15; seniors, fac ulty,
and , staff, $12; students , $7.50.

March 5-Santa Clara University Orchestra. Henry Mollico ne, conductor.
Works by Mozart , Gershwin , and Ravel.
Mission Church , 8 p.m . General admission, $8; seniors, students, facu lty, and
staff $6.

March 12-Santa Clara Chorale. Lynn
Shurt leff, director. America sings: A
co llecti on of the sounds and sty les that
have made American music unique.
Mission Church, 8 p.m. General admission, $12; seniors, faculty, and staff, $10;
students, $8.

Special Events
Feb. 17-Monoculture and Multiculture
in America: Some Personal Reflections.
Ethics Center Symposium . Robe rt
Bellah , UC-Berkeley professor of
sociology and author o f The Good
Society. De Saisset Mu seum , 4 p. m.
Call Center for Appli ed Ethic s
(408-554-5319).

Feb. 2D - 27th Annual Golden Circle
Theatre Party. Mass at St. Joseph's
Cathedral , time TBA ; show at Center
for the Pe rforming Arts, 5:30 p.m. ;
cocktails , dinner, and dancing at San
Jose Fairmont Hotel , 7:30 p.m. Call
Development Office (408-554-4400).
Sponsored by the Boa rd of Fellows.

Feb. 26- Gospelfest '93. Gospel mu sic
concerts featuring local and national arti sts . Spo nso red by th e Mu sic and
Theatre and Dance departments and the
Charles Lampkin Award Committee to
benefi t the Charles Lampkin Student
Award. Miss ion Church. Time and admi ss io n TBA . Call Trudy Taliaferro
(408-274-5415).
Feb. 26- 27 -Philosophy of David Hume.
15th annual phi losophy co nference.
Location and time TBA . Call Phil osophy Depa rtment (408-5 54-4093).

March 11-Nursing Ethics Conference.
W il liman Room , Benso n Center, 8
a.m.- 3: 15 p.m . Five continuing education credi ts; $50. Call Center fo r Applied Ethi cs (408-554-53 19).
■
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ALUM I ASSOCIATION EWS

FROM DONOHOE
ALUMNI HOUSE

claimed French bread bakery.
Scott brought many talents to
the association; as chapter
liaison , he did an outstanding
job of bringing people together
for SCU. Though no longer a
member of the staff, he is still
prime organizer of a number of
our local events.

Winning Receptions

Jerry Kerr

t's been three ge neratio ns
since an Alumni Association
preside nt was a native of Santa
Clara. Our new leade r, Greg
Clock '83, fo llows in the foot ste ps of another notab le son of
the Mission City, Charlie Graham '95 (1895 1). Greg, too, was
born, raised , a nd ed ucated
within walking distance of the
ca mpu s. Though ca rr y ing a
heavy sched ule with HewlettPackard and his fam il y, Greg
has mustered considerable ene rgies to bring a strong grassroots age nda to Santa C lara
these past six years as a chapter
president a nd boa rd leader.
Juan de Luna '76 (J. D. '79)
co mpl etes hi s cyc le with the
associatio n's executive board as
immediate past president. Spec ial thanks go to Juan not only
for commuting from Los Angeles to steer a lumni affairs, but
also for imp rovi ng diversity
within the University by leading
the efforts of Hi span ic a nd
black alumni .

I

Staff Changes
Changes of the guard find this
office losing a mainstay of our
alumni program. Scott Logsdon
'86, former associate a lumni
director, has accepted a position
with Roger Brune llo '63 and the
Brune llo fam il y e nte rpri se, Le
Boulan ger, the hi g hly ac-
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On the chapter trail , hats off
to the fa milies who welcomed
our new students and parents at
36 send-off receptions. Again ,
the Portland , Ore., entourage
set the year's mark with nearly
150 people gathering at Kevin
and Genita '74 Costello's home.
Joe '64 a nd Marilyn Franzia
were also amazed that 55 new
and o ld SCU fami ly members
joined them in Modesto. As the
world becomes a bit smal ler, we
a re pleased to report that three
ove rseas c hapter leaders are
ready to ass ist those from Santa Clara: Robert Cruz '71 (J.D.
'83), aided by Franci s LeonGuerrero '69, in Guam ; Debra
Baldwin '78 in Tokyo ; and
Matthew Kerr '88 in Stavanger,
Norway. A remi nder to a lumni
chapter members: Printing and
mailing costs preclude sending
individual inv itat io ns for each
chapter event, so please c heck
the University Calendar in this
magazine , as well as alumni
newsletters , for particulars of
events in your area.

Faculty Directory
After nearly a year of sorting,
sifting, a nd formatti ng information , Tom Bl ack and H a rre ll
Lynn of SCU 's News Bureau
have issued the first Faculty
Reso urce Guide containing
biographic data on most of Santa Clara's 335 full-time faculty.
T he publication will help the
news media contact faculty
whose collective expertise
spans a broad range of subjects,
as well as build greater public

awareness of Santa C lara and
the newsworthy resea rch and
other activities of our faculty.
Though the University does not
have an official speakers'
bureau from which alumni in
service clubs can draw, the
guide will be useful for matching speakers from Santa Clara
to your needs for information
on topical issues. If you would
like further information , contact the Alumni Association Office ( 408-554-6800) or Tom
Black or Harrell Lynn in the
News Bureau (408-554-5126).

Core Revisions
A distinctive part of a Santa
C lara education is its core c urriculum . Thi s summer, Pau l
Locatelli , S.J. , announced that ,
as the present curriculum has
been in place for more tha n a
decade, it's time for us to revisit
and revise the core education
experience we offer our students . The committee to revi se
the core curriculum, headed by
Professor Eric Hanson, cha ir of
the Political Science Department , is asking for assistance
from the schools of Business,
Engineering, and Law, as well
as from s taff , alumni , and
students . Steve Privett , S.J. ,
vice president for academic affairs , charged the committee " to
develop a process for a Univers itywide consensus , starting
from the basic consideration of
what know ledge , sk ill s, and
sensitivity our graduates need
to be effective and contributing
members of a g loba l society in
the 2 1st century."
As beneficiaries of the Santa
Clara core curr icu lum , your
thoughts are welcome. Alumni
Association Presi dent Greg
Clock will appoint an a lumni
core curriculum advisory committee to pursue and represent
alumni viewpoints. If you
would like to join this committee or direct comments to its

members, write to the Alumni
Association Office, Attention:
Alumni Core Curriculum Advisory Committee , Santa Clara
University, Santa Clara , CA
95053.

Nominations Please
The University welcome s
yo ur nominations fo r the Louis
and Dorina Brutocao Awa rd for
Teaching Excellence. If you
would like to recognize faculty
members who have made a lasting imprint on your life, send
your nominations year-round to
Francisco Jimenez '66, associate vice president for academic
affairs .
Nominations are a lso be ing
solicited for awards honoring
outstanding a lumni . Send your
nomination s for the Di stin guis hed Engineering Alumni
Award a nd th e Recent Engineering Alumni Award to the
School of Engineering, Atte ntion : Engineering Alumni
Awards Committee, by Dec. 4.
Names of candidates for the Ignatian Award , the Unive rsity's
highest a lumni award , which
honors grad uates fo r their service to others, should be sent to
the Alumni Association Office
by Jan. 15, 1993.
■

Jerry Kerr '61
Executive Director
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PROMISES WE KEEP

Students and Soldiers
Santa Clara men put college on hold for WWII
BY JENNIFER CANNON
he n Robert E. Jones '48 e nte red
Santa Clara University in the fall of
1941 , the world was on fire. The Japanese
bombed Pearl Harbor o n Dec. 7, when
Jones was a 17-year-old freshma n. The war
forever a lte red hi s life , th e li fe of th e
University, and the lives of hundreds of
Santa Clara men .
The trials of a generation of Broncos are
reflected in Jones' struggles . Like ma ny
othe rs of his era , the war interrupted his
col lege yea rs , delaying hi s graduati o n .
Despite the turmoil , Jones, 68, recall s his
college days as among the happiest in hi s
Ii fe . Later, as a structural e ng inee r, he
helped build Santa Clara's postwar campus.
Though the campus has grown , he says the
school he fond ly remembers hasn't changed
much in 50 years.
For Jo nes, higher education began with
a rocky bounce. " I considered UCBerkeley," he says. " I lived in a fraternity
house fo r three days. I went to some classes,
and they we re so huge. I sa id , 'This is not
for me .'"
Instead, Jones picked Sa nta Clara and
suffe red th e sta tu s of Day Dog . " That
means I hitchhiked ," he says. " Sometimes
it took two o r three rides before I got to
school."
Jo nes worked nig hts at a liquor store and
weekends at a downtown gas station . During the holidays he labored as a welder's
ass istant o n the graveyard shift , helping
construct Kaiser cement plant in Cupertino.
He paid his own way throug h SCU-$400
a quarter back then. It was worth it , he says.
Santa Clara "was a prestigious unive rsity
even the n .''
By the spring of 1942 , the campus and
the natio n we re mobilizing for war. Jones
was 18. " I volu nteered . We all volunteered ,"
he says. Santa Clara classmates suffe red
through boot camp as a group. Then they
were s hipp ed a ll ove r th e world. By
September 1943, w ith onl y 103 young men
e nro lled, the U ni versi ty was a skeleto n of
its forme r self.
Jones hates to talk about the war. An Army fie ld a rtillery unit took him to the
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fighting lines in Austria , Germany, and
France. Though Jones shrugs off the incide nt , he admits he earned a Silver Star for
carrying his wounded command ing officer
to safety in the midst of battl e. "I saved
some g uy- my commandi ng officer," he
says uncomfortabl y. " When you're scared ,
you do some crazy things. I saw this g uy
go down. It was no act of heroism ."

Robert E. Jones '48

Despite the crowded conditions, the small
classes that origi nally attracted Jones to
SCU re mained a plu s. Only 13 civil engineers graduated with the class of 1948 a nd Jones almost wasn't among them. He
was sho rt a co urse in fluid d y na mi cs;
without it , he couldn't complete his degree.
Jones wa rml y remembers the professor,
Richa rd Manning He rmes, who set up a n
afternoon course just for him .
" I had a reall y good education at Santa
Clara. The professors practically gave us
individual atte ntion . You just don't get that
now," Jones says.
Following graduation , Jones put hi s education to work on Santa Clara's campus as
an ind e pend e nt s tructural e ng in eer.
Throughout the University 's building
boom , Jones was part of the e ngineering
team that t ra n sfor m ed th e c lu ste rs of
Army-surplu s a nd prefab buildings into
Dunn e , M c La ug hlin , and Swig ha ll s;
Graham Complex ; Sullivan Engineering ;
and Be nson Center. " Everything that was
done postwa r [until about 1985], we did
the plans," says Norton S. Curtis, the architect with whom Jones worked . "Jones
is a hell of a good e ngineer. ... In the big
quake, not so much as a window crac ked."
Jones takes pride in helping make Santa
Clara a modern urban university. " I get a
g reat deal of satisfaction seeing these yo ung
people havi ng a good time, feeling as

GIFT ANNUITIES
In addition to his contribution to the University as an engineer, Robert E. Jones established
a gift annuity in 1986 to help the School of Enginee ring. Gift annuities enable a donor to
contribute to the University whi le reta ining a lifelong income from the g ift. An annuity is
a contract between the University and the donor. The minimum gift is $5,000. The amount
of income is a percentage of the gift. The pe rcentage is based on the age of the donor when
the contribution is made. The fo llowing are exampl es of annuity rates for vari ous ages:
Age
Annuity Rate

M

~3%

70

7.8 %
&5 %
For more infomzation , call MaryAnn Stewart, director of trusts and bequests (408-554-4400).

TI

Afte r more tha n three years in the service, Jones returned to a campus that, in
many ways, was radicall y different from the
one he had left behind .
In 1945, the number of stude nts at SCU
reached an all-time high of 800 men , and
the campus was bursting at the seams. C lusters of steel prefab buildings served as
classrooms, laboratories, and dorms.

tho ugh I had something to do with these
proj ects," he says.
Now retired , Jones lives on a cattle ranch
in Holli ster, Calif. , with his second wife,
Dori s. He has fo ur c hildren , including
Patric k '74, and five grandchildre n .
■
Jennifer Cannon is a writer in SCU's Developme/11 Office.
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Speaking of Family Values
Personal preferen ce doesn 't determine what 's right
BY JOHN R. DUNLAP '68
hen j ournali sts e nc lose the te rm E
" famil y values" in quotation marks, ~ •~1~1w-.
the ir only intent seems to be to ridicule the
inept oratory of politicians whom they don't
like. But the term may warrant quotation
marks for a reason more subtle, if less in
keeping with the concerns of journali sts
(about 'if/ percent , according to a study
sponsored by the American Enterprise Institute) who cl assify themselves as liberal
Democrats.
A little more than a century ago, Nietzsche taught us to refe r to moral precepts
as " values"; and Americans with " famil y
values" of a sort that might incline them
nowadays to vote Republican have already
surrendered much of the issue by conceding
the terms of discussion.
To speak of moral s in the language of J ohn R. Dunla p '68
" values" is, I believe, to resonate overmuch
with the spirit of the times- that is, with
the de fac to atheism and relativism that are
the real po ints at issue. When I was asked
to write something about "family values"
from my outsider's " point of view" as a
"conservative" Roman Catholic, I felt I had
al ready been told most of what I should say. not exclusively, Christian. Take, fo r examThe key terms of the request are tightly ple, the recent Steven Spielberg film Hook.
delimiting ; ifl accepted the terms without It is fi lled w ith incidental moral exho rtademurral , I would be conceding the secu- tions, many of which could be shaped into
larist notion that morals are fungible assets propositions worthy of the Democratic Parand the Catholic fa ith little more than a ty platfor m (develope rs are g reedy, the
spotted ow l is sy mbo li ca ll y prec io us,
political stance.
Besides, the " values" language not onl y c hildren a re w iser th an adults, a nd so
imposes the twin assumptions of moderni - fo rth). Its two principal actors, Dustin Hoffty on us (to wit: There is no final moral man and Robin Williams, are themselves
authority, the refore, personal preference bountifull y endowed with progressive sendetermines right and wrong), it also implies sibility and a politically correct attitude
a morality deri ved from abstract reasoning (Woody Al len's answer to Charlton Heston
capped by autonomous judgment -or at and Arnold Schwarzenegger).
Yet Hook is mainly about-well -"famany rate, by an autonomy properl y marina te d in th e tre nd s of th eo logy a nd ily values." It tells an exciting story about
a man who has made it big in the corporate
psychotherapy.
Christianity doesn't work that way. Its world, a fell ow who is reasonably loyal but
morality is one of character, not theory; it not altogether attenti ve to his wife and two
tell s stories about good peopl e and about children. He's busy, and he's getting more
wicked people and invites us to d raw the and more petulant and fu ssy in hi s early
obvious conclusion: We should im itate the middle years until . .. his children are kidnapped under fa ntastic circumstances that
good.
Now, storytelling is characteristical ly, but lead him to iliscover his own fa ntastic iden-
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tity as the legendary Peter Pan, grown up
now and immersed in a world in many ways
less real than Neverland , where, after facing trials of great pain and great hilarity, he
must return so he can rescue his chil dren
from Captain Hook.
In other words, Hook is a moral fab le
laced with "family values," which the pl ot
delivers in no uncertain terms: (1) The kids
come first , not the career; (2) fidelity amid
contrary temptation is admirable as well as
honorable; (3) self-sac rifice beats the heck
out of self-indulgence; and (4) a lov ing
spouse g ives the weakest of us the stre ngth
to face up to (3). And Hook was well
received , even by film critics who thin k of
Dan Quay le as a sini ster incarnati on of
Howdy Doody.
But imagine Hook w ith a d iffere nt story
line. Imagine Williams playing a Peter Pan
who abandons his famj) y and takes off with
the gorgeous Tinker Bell , after learning he
can fl y again if he harbors dirty thoughts.
Instead of fighting the pirates, he strikes up
a useful partnership with Captain Hook ;

Christianity's morality is one
of character, not theory
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muscles in on the local kiddie-porn racket;
opens a chain of cut-rate abortion cl inics ;
markets a new line of condom dispensers ;
c reates a billion-do llar ri val to MTV; and ,
hav ing learned Tinker Bell is a transvestite,
makes him/he r CEO of Pan Hook Enterpri ses. And they all live ever after in comfo rtable self-esteem .
Just imagine that kind of moral fable instead of the one we have. Can yo u see
Williams or Hoffman or Julja Robertscorrect liberals, all of them-accepti ng the
lead roles after reading that script? Do you
think th ey wo uld o bj ec t on ly to the
capitalism?
Why, even the with-it movie critics, after
a quick obeisance to the First Amendment ,
would express alarm . And who knows? In
the ir rush to j udgment , they might even
forget to in se rt the quotation marks in
"family values."
■
John R. Dunlap '68 is a senior lecturer in SCU's
English and Classics departments.
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Reporting on the L.A. Riots
South Central was foreign soil to most of the media
BY CAMERON COU LTER '87
ey Joe, where you going with that
gun in your hand?"
Jimmy Hendrix moaned , and his guitar
screamed through the minivan's speakers as
we drove south on Martin Luther King Jr.
Boulevard .
Thi s can't be real, I was telling myself.
Thi ck, black, acrid smoke billowed from
doze ns of burning buildings along just one
block. Lines of people gathe red outside a
Payless shoe store, politely waiting their
turn to loot. Dozens of others stood on corners yelling at us as we drove past on mostl y
dese rted streets.
I was a reporter with less than two years
expe rie nce. I was covering the L.A . riots
fo r a small community pape r in northe rn
San Diego County, and I was excited . With
me was Waldo, a senior photog rapher.
Like a fool , I wanted to conduct man-onthe-street inte rviews right there. Waldo,
older and wiser than I, drove a little fa ster,
fea ring bulJets, bricks, and bottles.
Driving through L.A . that April 30 only
12 hours after the Rodney King ve rdict ,
Waldo, a fo rmer Marine, told me he again
felt the dread and exciteme nt he remembered from Vietnam .
We pulled into a maIJ parking lot where
hundreds of people were busy loading their
cars with anything they could find .
"OK , stay close," Waldo warned . " Watch
my back and don't let me out of your sight.
U nde rstand? And re membe r, no matte r
what, do n't show fear."
A deep breath .
A little girl standing on the curb with a
new sponge mop and two bags of groceries
caught my eye. Wearing a tattered T-shirt
wi th a ye ll ow ribb o n in he r ha ir a nd
waiting, as she to ld me, for her fathe r who
was inside a store, the child had just jo ined
the ranks of those Pres ident Bush later that
night would call " hoodlums and thieves."
I interviewed dozens of people that day.
I saw the looting beg in a nd end . I saw
crowds threaten nervous police in riot gear
and hamper firefighters. I saw children, little students of the street no older than 8 or
9, swear like sail ors at police and news
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c rews . I saw ne rvo us Ko rea n bu s iness
owne rs armed with shotg uns pro tecting
their lives and prope rty.
Only once did I feel personally threatened. I was interviewing two black women,
arm s full of disposabl e d iapers, canned
corn , and to il et pape r. The women unleashed a stream of obscenities at me, blaming white people for the violence and warning there would be more if there was n't
justice in the King case. Just then, a male
friend of theirs wandered over. There was
anger in his voice, too.

the ir friend left , and the youths smiled at
me- thi s white man speaking Mexi can
slang-and started giving me some of my
best quotes.
Just then, Waldo inched up next to us
with the minivan and gave me a good out.
Two hours later we were back in our
news roo m in Esco ndido , a ric h , white
suburb in northern San Diego County. I felt
culture shock as I relived the day.
Perhaps the most lasting images were
those of the children . How would 13-yearo l d Om a r g row up after watching th e
destruction and blithely saying, " It's like
reve nge"? A new ge neration of urban
c hildre n re ac hed maturity during th e
riots-an aspect that probably didn't make
the Rebuild L.A . age nda .
Fo r most reporte rs, South Central L.A .

Children and adults help themselves to shopping-mall merchandise during the L.A. uprising

I realized this was an uncertain situation.
Loote rs rushed around us while police in
fo rmation stood 200 ya rds away trying to
protect firefighte rs battling a bl aze in an
apartment complex already beyond hope.
The scene of shouting blacks surrounding a white guy with a necktie and beeper
attracted the attention of some Latinos who
walked up behind me.
RecaJiing Waldo's wo rds and remembering I was working, I wheeled around and
started asking the youths questions in the
best Mexican-accented Spani sh I could
muster. It seemed to work. The women and

was fore ign territory. Many Los Angeles
Times reporters there had never taken a trip
down MLK Boul evard . The experience
ta ug ht me th at c ove ring soc ie ty 's ill s
shouldn't be limited to riots and crimes.
L. A . se nt a mes sage that shouldn't be
fo rgotten.
A graying police officer summed it up as
he watched looters running in and out of a
burning shoe store: "This isn't the first one,
and it won't be the last."
■
Cameron Coulter '81 is an ethnic-affairs repon er
f or the Inland Valley Dail y Bulletin in Onta rio,
Calif
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Final Questions
A doctor ponders a terminal patient 's request to die
BY DOUGLAS M. FRYE '79
ames , I will call him , came into my
examining room and sat dow n next to
me. He was in obvio us d isco m fo rt ,
fi dgeting in his chair. Thi s was hi s fo urth
visit with me in HIV clinic, and I knew he
was in good health otherwise. He has a fa irly intact immune system-what we ca ll
ea rl y HIV d isease- but he te nds to be
depressed . James has no fr iends; the few
he had are now dead . His best friend is our
HIV outreach worker. The runt of his fam ily, he was emotionall y and sexually abused
as a child. I offered to have someone fro m
the mental health clinic talk with him , but
he refu sed - mostly from hi s fee lings of
mistrust and shame.
" I want to die," he told me softl y.
I didn't know what to say. He said thi s
was the first anni versary of his lover's death
from AIDS. He knew the same virus was
coursing th rough his own bl ood and what
horrors awa ited him: nightly drenching
sweats that would keep him from decent
s leep; de me nti a ; wasting of hi s limbs ;
horr id so res on hi s face and body; frequent headaches, vomiting, and fatigue ;
bouts of pneumonia, brain abscesses, and
pain - lots of pain . And he'd already expe ri e nced soc iety 's conde mn atio n a nd
knew his Catholi c Church had abandoned
him for what God had made him -gay. I
knew all thi s about him too. We talked .
Still , I wasn't prepared for the request he
made of me.
" Doug, will yo u help me kill myself? "
Luckil y fo r both of us, I had no moralizin g di a trib es to dump o n him . I have
fr ie nds-caring peopl e who co ntribute
much to society- fo r whom the thought of
suicide is a constant compani on. (They are
survivors of sexual, emotional, and even
ritual child abuse.) I know the re are far
wo rse things than death - li ving hell s of
phys ical and emotional pain . I know my
religion is one in which my God understands what it is to suffer alone and accept
death - to fo rgive sinners, not to condemn
us. Yes, I even understand thi s desire to
commit suicide. But I didn't want anything
to do with it that day.

J
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Thi s time it was my turn to squirm in my
seat. Medical school and res idency had not
pre pared me for thi s exa m. Afte r so me
hemming and haw ing, I realized it was n't
a prescr ipti on he wa nted - he could get
phenobarbital on the black market easily
enough. Rather, he wanted me to affirm
his choice, his right to kill himself, befo re
the ravages of AIDS consumed him . This
ass ura nce I could give him readily. And
he was greatly relieved that I didn't think
he was crazy for wanting to commit suicide.
As fo r assisti ng him , I asked fo r more time

to think about it. As he left , I felt as though
I'd dodged a bullet.
So I read Derek Humphry's book, Final
Exi t . It is ca refu ll y writte n a nd does
nothing, I fee l, to encourage suicide. Like
fac tual sex ed ucati on, it does make one
think before acting ras hly. It educates the
reader on all aspects of contemplating and
performing suic ide, emphas izing its rami fi cations and how not to do it. The book
di d nothing to cha nge my mind a bout
whether to help someone commit suicide.
I can imagine scenarios where I might do
so, but there would have to be no doubt in
my mind that it was the right thing to do.
I fo ll ow Hippocrates' dictum : " First, do
no harm," and am a stro ng advocate of the

hospice model of care fo r the terminally
ill - where quality of life and caring for the
patient supersedes concerns of curing the
patient. Ultimately, I would pray to God
fo r guidance in such cases - and wonder
what other means people might rely on to
guide their dec isions.
Still , I felt only a Iittl e better prepared fa ith and knowl edge notw ith sta nd ingwhen James returned to my office some
months later. Again he as ked me, " Doug,
would you help me kill myself? " Afte r we
talked about why he wanted to do this, I
answered no, I wouldn't acti vely help him ;
but ifhe were serious, I would lend him my
copy of Final Exit . He seemed satisfied with
my answe r, though he d idn't ask for the
book then and it didn't solve the problem
permanentl y.

I still see James every other month or so ;
a nd one day soon he will be sicker and
more depressed and will ask me agai n to
help him . Aga in I will offer what help is
ava il able and try to dissuade him . After
that, I just don't know what I' ll do.
■
Douglas M. Frye •;;y is a general practitioner
working with medically indigent HI V-positi ve
adults at Tom Wadde ll Clinic in San Fran cisco.
He writes, "Sometimes crucial real-life decisions
being made by some people are discussed by
oth ers as though rational thought and objecti ve
reflection were the means to a solution. Suicide
and assisted-suicide decisions, however, oft en
fa ll into a gray area of reality. Rather than add
my own opinions on these subjects, I have briefly
related my experience with one person in crisis."
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Andrew's Fury
The human spirit emerges amid Florida's wreckage
BY BRENT GILLILAND '84
t had been two days since Andrew's unwelcome vis it. As I fl ew south from
Fort Lauderdale toward Homestead and the
lower reaches of Miami , I tried to imagine
the landscape that onl y several days before
had been so fa miliar. The drone of the eng ine and solitude of the cockpit allowed
time for reflection.
The hurricane smashed its way onsho re
j ust south of downtown Mia mi a round
4 a.m . We sat huddled, as thousands did ,
gl ued to our TY screens. The omjnous sight
of a giant , swirling tempest onl y IO miles
from the front door was the last image we
saw before the power fa iled . Then came the
noises-roof tiles smackjng the house like

I

rival . The plane was to be returned to
Tamiami following the storm. As I neared
the airport , I was struck by the pervasive
fl atness. The contour, both natural and
man-made, had been eliminated . I remembered as a boy watching my mother flatten
cookie dough with a wooden roller and
likened this recollection to what now lay
before me. As I looked down on the airport ,
it was appare nt no landing could be made
due to the incredible amount of wreckage
strewn about. Broken airplanes and
s ma shed buildings lay eve ryw here. I
thought of a line from an old James Taylor
song: " Sweet dreams and flying machines
in pieces on the ground ."

Brent Gi lliland '84 amid remnants of ha ngars and aircraft at Florida's Tamiami Executive Airport

canno nballs , trees snappin g , windows
breaking - and the violent , freight-train
wind . ...
T he fo rward speed with which the storm
crossed Florida's tip appeared, at first , to
be a blessing. We were spared the extended
terror of a slower-movi ng hurricane. Yet
none of us was prepared for what sights
awaited us as dawn began to scatter its light
on this new wasteland . The common greeting quickly became, "So how did you make
out?" and the common respo nses, " We
were blessed ," which meant that an individ ual's house was intact , or, " Not too
good ," which signaled all was lost.
I approac hed our base airport, Tamiami
Executive, from the north at 1,000 feet. I
had decided to relocate our aircraft to Fort
Lauderdale two days prior to Andrew's ar-
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I fl ew farther south. Below passed unbe1ievable devas tat io n . Later, o n several
occasions, I was to hear from older military pilots how much the scene resembled
Vietnam.
To the west of Homestead , now infamous
as th e recipi e nt of Andrew 's mightiest
blows, lies tiny Homestead General Airport
and , just beyond, the Everglades. The biologists, researchers, rangers, and others
who survey this vast expanse from the windows of our aircraft are picked up and delivered from this location . It was here I
would witness the best and worst that people could be in the face of total devastation .
It is generally agreed that the military was
slow to act in the days immediately following the storm. In an effort to get relief supplies directly to the disaster area , Home-

stead General became a receiving airport
for eve rything from diapers to bottled
water. These supplies were delivered by
hundreds of private aircraft from as far
away as Georgia and North Carolina. While
waiting for my regular passengers, I helped
offload these supplies and placed them on
waiting Salvation Army trucks. The work
was straining, the heat intense, and the supplies never ending. During that first critical
week, however, I am certain this massive
volunteer effort was responsible for preventing additional suffering.
Each day I was presented with remarkable images of the human spirit. In one instance, a woman could no longer stand the
sight of the many stray animals wandering
the field looking for food . She took the
animals away to some better place. Men
stood in what was left of a huge hangar,
scratched their heads, took a long, hard
look at a hundred destroyed airplanes, and
realized it was time either to move on or
rebuild . Children gazed with empty eyes into what had once been rich farmland now
reduced to desert.
I am not from Miami . For this reason I
feel a certain detac hment from those who
call South Florida home. As I attempt to
balance my work with helping those hardest
hit by Andrew, I remind myself that I can
always leave. Yet the conscience speaks and
compel s me to stay. Many have no place to
go- no options, no choices. Home, farruly,
and memories will keep them he re ; but all
know nothing will ever really be as it was.
It has been months since the storm , but
the people who live here realize it will take
years to restore this area to some semblance
of normalcy. I continue my daily flights into
and out of the Everglades. For the park ,
hurricanes are a natural event -a cleansing.
The swamps and forests , overgrown and
choked by their own proliferati on, have
been naturally trimmed and pruned. The
park adapts, si lentl y. To the east, Miami ,
or what is left of its lower portion , struggles to heal itself.
■
Brent Gilliland '84 is a native Californian working as a contract pilot in Florida for th e U.S.
Department of the Interior, Office of Aviation
Services. His current assignment in Everglades
and Biscayne national parks includes aerial
tracking of transmitter-equipped wildlife , waterflow surveys, la w enforcement , and aerial
reconnaissance.
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BOOKS I RECOMMEND

Uelmen's Picks
Murder, mystery, politics, and history
BY GERALD F. UELMEN
s I was crammi ng more half-read
books onto sagging bookshelves last
Christmas, my wife, Martha , suggested a
good New Year's resolution might be not
buying any more books until I finished
read ing the ones I bought in 1991. That
sounded too much like punishment. Instead , I resolved to buy books one at a time,
not by the shopping bag, and read each new
purchase before acqu iring a replacement.
That resolution lasted until my annual May
pilgrimage to Bart's Bookstore in Ojai. I
have managed to finish four books this
year, though , so I decided to write about
the real wi nners that captured me over the
intense competiti on stacki ng up o n my
night stand.
Swift Justice (St. Martin's Press , 1992)
is Harry Farrell 's detailed account of the
events surrou nding the lynching of two accused kidnap-m urderers in San Jose's St.
James Park in 1933. I've been eagerly awaiting this book since School of Law
Associate Dean Mary Emery introduced
me to Harry six years ago, and he took me
on an unforgettable tour of the four blocks
of downtown San Jose where most of the
events took place. Harry is a retired Mercury News reporter affl icted with a lifelong
fasci natio n for this story. He has interviewed everyone connected with the case
and compiled a compelling narrative that
really comes alive. The murder victim ,
Brooke Hart, had just graduated from Santa
Clara, and more than one Santa Clara student was spotted in the mob that stormed
the jail. Local residents will recognize lots
of names and places in the retelling of this
provocative tragedy.
T he next book I finished picked up where
Harry Farrell left off, in Depressionwracked Cal ifornia of the early 1930s. The
Campaign of the Century (Random House,
1992) by Greg Mitchell is a day-by-day account of Upton Sinclair's 1934 race for
governor of Californ ia. It was the first real
media campaign , in the sense that motion
picture newsreels were used to create a
candidate's image for public consumption .
Hollywood moguls were frightened by the

A
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utopian vision of Sinclair's End Poverty in
California (EPIC) campaign . They carefully orchestrated newsreel footage to portray
Sinclair as a sinister radical and used professional actors to play the roles of hordes
of "bums" who were allegedly swarming
to California in anticipation of Sinclair's
election. The strategy worked, and Sinclair
was one of the few Democratic candidates
defeated in the 1934 elections. Mitchell 's
sweeping grasp of California's political
landscape is breathtaking, and I gained
some real insights into events and persona liti es that sti ll have an impact on
Cali forn ia politics.
I rarely read mystery novels and studiously avo ided the glut of Cold War spy
thri llers. But for some reason, I couldn't
resist Fatherland (Random House, 1992) by
Robert Harris. The implausible premise of
the plot was too intriguing : Germany won
World War II ; and it is 1964, as Berlin
prepares to celebrate Hitler's 75th birthday
with a visit by U.S. President Joseph P.
Kennedy! The implausible quickly becomes plausible, though , as an SS officer
methodically uncovers the carefu lly suppressed secrets of the Holocaust (remember, the Nuremberg trials never took place).
The main character reminds me of Brother
William of Baskerville, the hero of Umber-

to Eco's The Name of the Rose. The SS
seems an even less likely place for a
humanist detective than a 13th-century
Franciscan monastery, but that just adds to
the story 's weird attraction. It's a skillfull y
crafted thriller that conveyed a chilling
lesson to this history lover: History is
always written by the winners.
My final recommendation is one of the
first entries in what wil l certainly be
another glut: post-glasnost revisioni st
histories of Russia. If The Last Tsar
(Doubleday, 1992) by Edvard Radzinsky is
a sample of what lies in store , prepare
yourselves for a feast. Radzinsky has three
things going for him : He's very Russian ,
he's a poetic playwright , and he's a careful
historian. Drawing on diaries and firsthand
accounts that have just become accessible,
he paints an unforgettable picture of the
pathos of the life and death of Nicholas ,
Alexandra, and their children. Radzinsky
weaves the amazi ng ironies and coincidences together like an epic poem , and
the charming photos from the Romanov
family albums bring it brilliantly to life. I
read the book soon after returning from
my first trip to Russia, so the events he
describes with such dramatic flair were
easy to imagine. Although much startling
news will be coming from Russia in the
years ahead , most fascinating will be the
writing of the history of what really happened during the greatest upheavals of the
20th century. For me, good biography or
history surpasses all the action , passion ,
and excitement of the best novels.
■

About Uelmen
SCU School of Law Dean Gerald F. Uelmen ,
a graduate of Georgetown Law School , began
his legal career as a federal prosecutor in
Los Angeles.
From 1970 until 1986, when he became law
dean at SCU, Uelmen was a professor at
Loyola Law School in Los Angeles. In 1972
Uelmen co-authored Drug Abuse and the
Law, which has since grown to a two-volume
reference work updated annually.
A prolific writer whose commentaries appear on national op-ed pages, Uelmen coauthored two collections of humorous courtroom happenings: Disorderly Conduct (1987)
and Supreme Folly (1990).
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Come Home tn SCU ..

A social at Santa Clara, circa 1912, before the arrival of women on campus

0 Just as the swallows come home to Mission
Capistrano in the spring, the Broncos gather at our own Mission Campus for
Spring Homecoming Weekend each year. This May's event willfeature reunions
for the classes of '43, '53, '63, '73 and '83 and the Gianera Society. Don't miss
this opportunity to participate in alumni sports, renew old friendships, and
reminisce about the days at our alma mater. 0

Spring Homecoming
May 14-16
For more information about specific events, see Calendar, page 40, or call Donohoe Alumni House (408/554-6800).

COMING HOME
Books that brought the
latest European technology
to Santa Clara and other
California missions during
the 18th century have
found their way back home
to the University. The 16
volumes of Spanish-authored
and published reference
books arrived at Mission
Santa Clara soon after it
was established in 1777.
The books had accompanied
Franciscan friars on their
journey from Spain to Nueva
Espana. By the mid-19th
century, the books had become the property of Austen
Warburton's ancestors;
Warburton J.D. '41 donated
the volumes to the University
Archives this year. The
how-to books, which offer
detailed instruction on a
range of subjects from farming to dentistry, will be on
display in Orradre Library
on campus through Dec. 11
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